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Doctor: Trump shows no symptoms
Bethel COVID-19 widow:
President using virus
‘to divide the nation’

Eager to return to campaign
trail, president resumes
downplaying coronavirus
upper echelons of the U.S.
government.
WASHINGTON
As Trump conva— President Donald
lesced out of sight in
Trump, said to be
the White House,
making progress in
the administration
his recovery from
defended the proCOVID-19, tweeted
tections it has put in
his eagerness to
place to protect the
return to the camstaff working there
Trump
paign trail Tuesday
to treat and support
even as the outbreak
him. Trump again
that has killed more than
publicly played down the
210,000 Americans reached
virus on Twitter after his
See Trump on A6
ever more widely into the
A S S O C I AT E D P R E S S

By Jim Shay
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Katie Coehlo, of Bethel, speaks about her husband,
Jonathan Coehlo, at a July 15 memorial service. He died
in April from COVID-19. Katie appeared on CNN
Monday night to criticize President Donald Trump’s
handling of the pandemic.

Jonathan, died April 22
after a 28-day battle in the
hospital and 20 days on a
ventilator.
Before Jonathan Coelho
died, he left a note on his
phone expressing his love
for his wife and their two
children, who live in Bethel.
Katie Coelho who appeared on Anderson Cooper’s CNN show Monday

BETHEL — The widow
of a 32-year-old Stamford
courthouse probation officer who died of complications from COVID-19, said
President Donald Trump
is using his own case of
the illness as “political
propaganda to divide the
nation that was already so
broken.”
Katie Coelho’s husband,

See Bethel on A6

‘There’s a
huge gap
here’
Associations seek next
generation of volunteers
to maintain its cemeteries
By Katrina Koerting
BROOKFIELD — Thousands of Connecticut cemeteries are struggling to find the
next generation to take over for their aging
volunteers, raising concerns about what
that means for the millions of dollars in
their charge and the care of those interred
there.
“There’s a huge gap here,” said Jeff Nolan,
Central Cemetery Association’s treasurer.
“The question is why is that gap remaining?”
Central Cemetery Association in

See Cemeteries on A8
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Assistant Chief Ron Barnard of the Candlewood Lake Authority Marine Patrol, talks to Steve Cammack, of the state
Department of Energy and Environmental Protection environmental conservation police, on the lake in 2018.

Virus docks 2 patrol boats

Maskless on
Election Day?
State to roll out ‘curbside’ plan

Candlewood Lake Authority asks 5 towns for $60K each for replacements

By Ken Dixon
By Katrina Koerting
Two of the Candlewood Lake Authority’s patrol boats
were put out of commission this summer, coming at a time
when the coronavirus and increased traffic on the lake put
even more of a strain on the marine patrol.
The authority seeks $60,000 from each of the five lake
towns to purchase two new patrol boats in time for the
summer. None have made a decision yet.
“I’ve never seen a season like this,” Mark Toussaint, one
of New Milford’s delegates, told New Milford Town Council
this week. “We really need your help.”
New Fairfield, New Milford and Sherman will vote on
approving funding after receiving more input and informa-

tion, including where that money would come from in their
budgets. The authority is expected to present the proposal
to Brookfield and Danbury next week.
The towns have until the end of the month to decide so
the boats can be prepared in time for the season. Some are
considering approving the funds as long as all of the other
towns do too.
Costs range from about $100,000 for a Boston Whaler to
about $150,000 for the Metal Shark. The third main option
is about $143,000 for a Silver Ships.
Authority members said they would prefer an aluminum
hull, which is more expensive than fiberglass, because of all
of the towing the marine patrol does. It’s becoming the

See Candlewood on A8

If anyone shows up at polls without a
mask on Nov. 3, for any reason, the moderators won’t bar them from voting. Instead,
the voters could be escorted out of the
building by poll workers who would then
supervise the handling of their ballots outside.
That’s what Secretary of the State Denise
Merrill will announce this week in latebreaking guidelines for the coronavirus
pandemic, based on her and her staff’s interpretation of election laws.
Unlike, say, managers at a grocery store
who can bar maskless customers, polling
moderators can’t, under state law, require

See Maskless on A8

Renaming sewer plant after HBO host could generate $100K
By Julia Perkins
DANBURY — The renaming of the city’s wastewater
treatment plant after comedian John Oliver may be imminent, and a six figure donation to local food banks could
flow in with it.
City Council will discuss
Tuesday evening whether to

name the
facility the
“John Oliver
Memorial
Sewer
Plant” after
the comediJohn Oliver
an promised
to donate
$55,000 to local charities.
In honor of the potential

renaming, local banks will
launch a community fundraiser to help feed Danbury
families struggling during the
coronavirus pandemic.
“We felt it was an opportunity to rally the community,
extend the generous offer,”
said Michele Bonvicini, of
Union Savings Bank, one of
the financial institutions
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organizing the fundraiser.
She said the banks do not
have a specific monetary goal,
but the mayor said he expects
at least $100,000 could be
raised for United Way’s Danbury Food Collaborative, with
100 percent of the donations
going to food banks in the
city.
The pandemic has put an

increased demand on area
food banks as residents have
lost jobs or hours, Mayor
Mark Boughton said.
“That large gulf between
the haves and the have-nots
has gotten so much bigger,”
he said.
This problem could become more acute around the
holiday season.
© 2020
Hearst Media
Services CT
LLC

“Everybody in this city
ought to have something on
their table for Thanksgiving,
for the holidays,” Boughton
said.
Union Savings Bank and
Savings Bank of Danbury
have signed on so far, but
other financial institutions
are expected to join, Bonvicini

See Oliver on A6

Weather: Mostly cloudy, windy;
rain and drizzle in the p.m.
High: 71. Low: 46. Page A12
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Bruce Springsteen
will offer a documentary
with new album
Bruce Springsteen isn’t just releasing a
new rock album later this month — he’ll
also offer a documentary on the making of
the music.
“Bruce Springsteen’s Letter to You” will
offer performances from The E Street
Band, in-studio footage and never-beforeseen archival material, featuring “a behindthe-scenes look at the iconic artist’s creative process,” according to a statement.
It is written by Springsteen and directed
by his frequent collaborator Thom Zimny.
It will be released on Apple TV+ on Oct.
23, the same day the album “Letter To
You” drops.
“Letter To You,” recorded in just five
days, will have nine new songs and include
new recordings of three unreleased songs
that predate Springsteen’s 1973 debut album, “Greetings From Asbury Park, N.J.”

IN THE

SPOTLIGHT

TODAY’S HIGHLIGHT

Oct. 7, 1954
Marian Anderson became the first Black
singer hired by the Metropolitan Opera
Company in New York.
ON THIS DATE

1960
Democratic presidential candidate John F.
Kennedy and Republican opponent Richard
Nixon held their second televised debate,
this one in Washington, D.C.

1982
The Andrew Lloyd Webber-Tim Rice musical “Cats” opened on Broadway.

1991
University of Oklahoma law professor Anita
Hill publicly accused Supreme Court nominee Clarence Thomas of making sexually
inappropriate comments when she worked
for him; Thomas denied Hill’s allegations.

‘Dune’ ditches 2020,
while AMC commits
to staying open
The 2020 theatrical release calendar is
getting even slimmer in the wake of the
announcement that Regal cinemas are
temporarily closing, although AMC, North
America’s largest theater chain, says it will
remain open.
Warner Bros. said late Monday that its
sci-fi pic “Dune” will now open in October
2021, instead of this December. The studio
also pushed back its “Matrix” sequel by 8
months to late 2021 and “The Batman” to
2022.
AMC Entertainment reiterated its commitment to stay open and cited a slew of
upcoming new releases that it will be playing, including this weekend’s new films
“The War With Grandpa,” with Robert De
Niro, and “Yellow Rose.” Roughly 80% of
its U.S. locations are currently open.
With the recent exit of the next James
Bond film, that leaves a mere handful of
big films set to still open in 2020: Pixar’s

TODAY IN HISTORY

Photos and text from wire services

TODAY’S BIRTHDAYS

Jae C. Hong / Associated Press

The 2020 theatrical release calendar is getting slimmer in the wake of the
announcement that Regal cinemas are temporarily closing.

“Soul,” on Nov. 20, Universal’s “The
Croods: A New Age,” on Nov. 25, Disney’s
“Death on the Nile,” on Dec. 18 and Warner Bros.’ “Wonder Woman 1984,” at Christmas. It’s an extra hit to the ailing theatrical
industry, which endured six months of
closures and has had a difficult time restarting business during the pandemic
with key markets like New York still
closed and an ever-changing release calendar.
Business has been so shaky that on
Monday Cineworld Group Plc said it
would temporarily close its 536 Regal cinema locations in the U.S. and 127 Cineworld
and Picturehouse venues in the U.K. on
Thursday. And last week leading groups
representing movie theaters, movie studios
and directors issued a dire plea to Con-

Retired South African Archbishop and
Nobel Peace laureate Desmond Tutu is 89.
Author Thomas Keneally is 85. Comedian
Joy Behar is 78. Rock musician Kevin Godley
is 75. Actor Jill Larson is 73. Country singer
Kieran Kane is 71. Singer John Mellencamp
is 69. Rock musician Ricky Phillips is 69.
Actor Mary Badham is 68. Rock musician
Tico Torres is 67. Actor Christopher Norris is
65. Cellist Yo-Yo Ma is 65. Gospel singer
Michael W. Smith is 63. Olympic gold medal
ice dancer Jayne Torvill is 63. Actor Dylan
Baker is 62. Actor Judy Landers is 62. Rock
musician Charlie Marinkovich is 61. Actor
Paula Newsome is 59. Country singer Dale
Watson is 58. Pop singer Ann Curless is 57.
Rhythm-and-blues singer Toni Braxton is
53. Rock singer-musician Thom Yorke is 52.
Rock musician-dancer Leeroy Thornhill is
51. Actor Nicole Ari Parker is 50. Actor Allison Munn is 46. Rock singer-musician Damian Kulash is 45. Singer Taylor Hicks is 44.
Actor Lulu Wilson is 15.

gress for financial help for cinemas. They
said nearly 70% of small and mid-size
theaters could face bankruptcy or closure
without assistance.
AMC CEO Adam Aron said in a statement that the company’s agreement with
Universal Pictures to shorten the theatrical
window, “puts AMC in a position where
we can open our theatres when others may
feel the need to close.”
But even with new releases on the calendar for the remainder of the year, including high-profile independent and
awards contenders like “ Nomadland “ and
Regina King’s “One Night in Miami,” studios have made it clear that they are skittish about releasing their most expensive
properties in such a muted North American box office landscape.

NEWSBITES
DANBURY
1 CASES CONTINUED TO NOVEMBER
Pre-trial hearings for cases involving Jaime Marin-Cardona,
Amparo Sandoval and Gary Morrone in state Superior Court in
Danbury have been continued to November.
Marin-Cardona is a 52-year-old former priest accused of
sexually assaulting two boys while serving at Our Lady of Guadalupe Church in Danbury several years ago. He is facing fourthdegree sexual assault, risk of injury to child and illegal sexual
contact charges, and has pleaded not guilty to all of them. His
pre-trial hearing has been rescheduled for Nov. 23.
Sandoval is a 56-year-old Danbury resident charged with
first-degree larceny for allegedly stealing $200,000 from the
Binn Animal Rescue in Ridgefield over the course of three years.
She pleaded not guilty to the charge. Her pre-trial hearing is set
to resume Nov. 25.
Morrone is a 68-year-old Oakville man facing criminally negligent homicide, first-degree reckless boating and failure to report
a boating accident charges following the June 2018 death of
Wanda Tirado on Candlewood Lake. The 38-year-old Waterbury
woman was thrown from a pontoon boat piloted by Morrone
near New Fairfield’s Squantz Cove and fatally injured by the
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Masks and social distancing are required.
All are welcome. The flu shots are free for children.
Attendees should bring their insurance card. See
bit.ly/30BEFTx for participating insurance carriers.
The cost for those without participating insurance companies
is $45 for a standard dose and $70 for a high dose for those ages
65 and older. Payment is accepted by cash, check, HSA and
credit or debit card.

propeller. Morrone’s pre-trial hearing was continued to Nov. 30.
— kendra.baker@hearst.com

BETHEL
1 FLU SHOT CLINIC TO BE HELD
The Ridgefield Visiting Nurse Association will hold a flu shot
clinic from 4 to 7 p.m. Wednesday at Berry Elementary School in
Bethel. Families can access the consent form at bit.ly/2SA023g.

— jperkins@newstimes.com

Quest Diagnostics releases
at-home COVID-19 test kit
By Jordan Fenster
and Shayla Colon

FDA publishes vaccine guidelines
opposed by White House
According to the Associated Press,
the Food and Drug Administration
released updated safety standards
Tuesday for makers of COVID-19
vaccines despite efforts by the White
House to block them, clearing the way
for requirements that are widely expected to prevent the introduction of a
vaccine before Election Day.
In the new guidelines posted on its
website, the FDA said vaccine makers
should follow trial participants for at
least two months to rule out any major side effects before seeking emergency approval. That standard had
been a sticking point between the
FDA and White House officials, who
said it could unreasonably delay the
availability of COVID-19 vaccines.
President Donald Trump has repeatedly insisted a vaccine could be
authorized before Nov. 3, even though
top government scientists working on
the effort have said that timeline is
very unlikely.

Here are the most important things
to know about the coronavirus in
Connecticut:
No new hospitalizations
since Monday
On Tuesday, the state of Connecticut announced 121 new cases, 4 more
deaths and no new hospitalizations.
The positivity rate (the percentage of
total positive tests) decreased to 1.47
percent.
Quest diagnostics releases at-home
COVID-19 test kit
Quest Diagnostics has released a
new, at-home COVID-19 test kit,
WFSB-TV reported. The kit includes
a nasal swab PCR test that can be
returned in an overnight FedEx envelope. A test kit costs $129 and can be
ordered online at the Quest Diagnostics website. Alternatively, someone
can complete the at-home test by
buying it online and taking the specimen to a drive-thru pharmacy at a
nearby Walmart.

13-year-old spreads coronavirus
to 12 people in four states

The Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention has detailed how a
13-year-old with coronavirus spread
the disease to at least 12 other people
in four states. Fourteen people stayed
in a house with the “index patient,” of
whom 12 were infected (none wore
masks or practiced social distancing).
Six other relatives stayed outside of
the house and none of them caught
the virus.
Relaxing social distancing rules
contributes to increased
transmission rates across U.S.
A study from researchers at the
Center for Global Health in Boston
showed the transmission rate across
the United States began increasing as
soon as social distancing rules were
relaxed. “We detected an immediate
and significant reversal in SARSCoV-2 epidemic suppression after
relaxation of social distancing measures across the U.S. Premature relaxation of social distancing measures
undermined the country’s ability to
control the disease burden associated
with COVID-19,” researchers said.

Daily coronavirus numbers
Oct. 2

Oct. 5*

33,808 tests reported
County

Oct. 6

50,333 tests reported

Confirmed Probable
Confirmed
Cases
Cases Hospitalized
Deaths

8,200 tests reported

Probable Confirmed Probable
Confirmed Probable Confirmed Probable
Confirmed Probable
Deaths
Cases
Cases Hospitalized
Deaths
Deaths
Cases
Cases Hospitalized
Deaths
Deaths

Fairfield

19,574

826

22

1,109

314

19,770

817

25

1,110

313

19,768

819

26

1,112

313

Hartford

14,293

696

41

1,117

322

14,542

693

41

1,118

322

14,583

689

38

1,118

322

Litchfield

1,802

97

2

120

21

1,832

89

3

120

21

1,823

88

2

120

21

Middlesex

1,541

73

3

154

39

1,554

73

4

154

39

1,560

71

4

154

39

New Haven

14,044

539

23

958

157

14,180

535

28

958

157

14,184

538

30

958

157

New London

2,126

80

17

89

30

2,268

81

26

92

30

2,331

82

27

94

30

Tolland

1,342

107

0

52

15

1,365

108

0

52

15

1,370

107

0

52

15

Windham

1,013

12

2

15

1

1,044

12

2

15

1

1,059

13

2

15

1

127

5

0

0

0

152

5

0

0

0

151

5

0

0

0

55,862

2,435

110

3,614

899

56,707

2,413

129

3,619

898

56,829

2,412

129

3,623

898

Pending

Total

* The state of Connecticut released the cumulative totals for Friday through Sunday on Monday.

MORE INFO ONLINE
Visit the The News-Times website
for the latest reporting on how the
coronavirus is impacting the people,
places and issues that matter most to
Connecticut residents.

There you’ll find information about
reopening efforts, a memorial page
honoring those who died after contracting the virus, updates on summer events and more.

We also have a space for subscribers to access even more in-depth analysis and features focusing on how the
region is responding to the pandemic
at ctinsider.com/newstimes.
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Attorney: Experts
‘scared off’ to testify
in school mask suit
By Hugh McQuaid
C T N EWS J U N K I E .C O M

HARTFORD — Attorneys
seeking to strike down a requirement that Connecticut students
wear masks admitted Monday
they are having difficulty identifying doctors to support their claim
that masks are dangerous for
schoolchildren.
Last week, Judge Thomas G.
Moukawsher declined to hear
testimony from two out-of-state
doctors offered as expert witnesses by lawyers for the Connecticut
Freedom Alliance. The group,
which represents parents in five
Connecticut towns, is seeking an
emergency injunction from the
court to cease a requirement that
students wear masks in schools.
Moukawsher rejected the witnesses, saying both were unqualified to serve as experts. The
judge went so far as to say that
one of the doctor’s beliefs defied
“science so firmly established as
to be beyond rational dispute,”
after the witness suggested viruses do not exist and vaccines were
poisonous.
During a short hearing Monday
morning, lawyers for the group
admitted they are having trouble
finding suitable replacements for
their proposed experts. Doug
Dubitsky, a Republican state representative who is one of two
attorneys for the plaintiffs, chalked it up to politics.
“We’re having problems because of political reasons. There
has become, in the medical field, a
sort of mob mentality now and a
lot of doctors who would normally, certainly agree to testify are
being scared off. We are having to
work through those issues,” Dubitsky said.
Moukawsher suggested there
may be other reasons why doctors are not backing the plaintiffs’
claims.
“I, of course, don’t have any
evidence one way or the other as
to whether that’s why people
aren’t testifying or whether they
won’t testify because they don’t

agree with you. I don’t want to
decide that issue,” he said.
In his ruling last week, Moukawsher noted that there was no
shortage of doctors qualified to
offer testimony on what does or
does not impact the spread of
infectious diseases.
“Indeed, according to the Infectious Diseases Society of
America it has 12,000 members
who might opine on whether
masks reduce the spread of disease. The Freedom Alliance has
chosen not to call someone from
its ranks,” he wrote.
It seems the group is looking
outside the time zone to find suitable doctors. Craig Fishbein,
another Republican state representative and lawyer for the
group, asked that case’s next
hearing be held in the afternoon
to accommodate at least one potential witness on the West Coast.
He noted there is a three-hour
time difference between the
coasts.
“We’d like to have a perky, alert
witness,” he said.
Moukawsher allowed the hearing to be scheduled for the afternoon but cautioned the plaintiffs
that he was not inclined to grant
any more extensions for the consideration of expert witnesses.
“In terms of the emergency
motion I think the fair thing for
me to do with respect to proving
an emergency is give you one
more chance with respect to the
experts,” he said.
Without testimony from doctors, the group will be unlikely to
prove the existence of an emergency. At that point, the judge
would be left weighing the state’s
motion to dismiss the case on the
grounds that the plaintiffs had
failed to exhaust administrative
remedies before suing the Education Department. The judge indicated in a prior ruling that he
believes that state guidance on the
mask mandate provides some
remedies for parents and that
some of the complaints in the
lawsuit were more appropriately
directed at local school officials.

UConn bans fraternity
after hazing incident
By Peter Yankowski
STORRS — An investigation
into a “hazing” incident in February led the University of Connecticut to permanently ban a fraternity from campus, school officials said Monday.
The leadership of Phi Gamma
Delta, commonly known as FIJI,
was notified Sept. 30 that it had
been “permanently separated
from the university with no opportunity to return in the future
as a recognized student organization,” UConn spokeswoman Stephanie Reitz said.
“This decision stems from an
investigation into hazing that
occurred during a pledge event on
Feb. 24 involving members of the
fraternity,” Reitz said.
One student was hospitalized
for acute alcohol intoxication, she
said.
The fraternity was established
at the school in 2011 and chartered in 2013, according to
UConn’s website, but the history
of the organization dates back to
its founding at Jefferson College
in Pennsylvania in 1848.
A letter to the fraternity notifying its members of the decision
concluded that fraternity members violated seven sections of the
student code. The letter also summarized some of the findings of
the investigation into the Feb. 24
pledge.
During that incident, a student
“reached four times the legal limit
of intoxication,” before being
hospitalized, according to Kristen
Carr, a UConn student activities
staffer who served as chairwoman of the committee overseeing
the disciplinary proceeding.
“Phi Gamma Delta, while stating that alcohol was not common
at pledge events, admits that underage drinking is part of their
culture,” Carr’s letter said. “It is
also evident that hazing has been
a central and longstanding aspect
of Phi Gamma Delta’s culture.”
Under the school’s student
code, registered organizations

that are accused of wrongdoing
can have their leaders go before a
five-person “ad-hoc committee” of
student affairs staff members to
share their side of the story. The
process also allows any victims to
give an impact statement.
The letter pointed to hazing
through “many different dehumanizing methods” that were
“degrading, dangerous, and fully
incompatible with the organization’s own values and those of the
university.”
The violations outlined included hazing, endangering behavior and serving, distributing
or obtaining alcohol.
The four other violations listed
in the letter involve tampering
with the investigation and disciplinary process. Those included
“influencing or attempting to
influence another person to commit an abuse of the student conduct system,” and “tempting to
discourage or retaliate against an
individual’s proper participation
in, or use of, the student conduct
system.”
The letter cites the severity of
the student’s intoxication as well
as allegations of hazing in previous years and the fraternity’s
failure to address it as a “serious
danger” to members and the
school community.
The fraternity has until 5 p.m.
Wednesday to appeal that decision.
Emails sent to the fraternity’s
leadership listed on its website
have not been returned.
Reitz said UConn takes a “zero
tolerance” approach to behaviors
that endanger others. The actions
of some students are also being
reviewed “with some of those
cases still under way,” she said.
“The ongoing culture of hazing at Phi Gamma Delta’s UConn
chapter and last February’s incident could have produced tragic results,” she said “Such severe
misconduct warrants the strongest possible action proposed
under UConn’s conduct process.”

H John Voorhees III / Hearst Connecticut Media file photo

Second-grade teacher Kathy Hamilton works with students on Feb. 28, before the pandemic, at
Ellsworth Avenue Elementary School in Danbury.

Expanded program
encourages teachers
of color in classroom
By Linda Conner Lambeck
Hoping to increase the number
of students, particularly those of
color, to consider teaching as a
career, state officials on Tuesday
announced the expansion of a
program they say is showing
promising results in New Britain.
The Educators Rising Academy
is being expanded to 10 districts,
including Danbury, Stamford,
Hamden and New Haven, Gov.
Ned Lamont and Commissioner of
Education Miguel Cardona announced in a noon-time press
conference.
“Numerous studies have shown
that students of color do better in
school when they have teachers of
color in the classroom,” Lamont
said in a prepared statement.
“However, our state has overwhelming disparities and should
be doing more to ensure diversity
in our schools, including among
faculty.
“All students should have access
to positive teaching and learning
experiences so they can be prepared for the global workforce that
awaits them,” he said. “Expanding
this program to more school districts across the state is a direct
investment in the classroom and in
student success.”
Lamont said great school systems depend on great teachers.
“And having teachers that look
like you is really important,” Lamont said.
The program essentially involves
a class and a club that helps cultivate an interest in teaching. Cardona said that by providing such
support and experiences at a
young age, candidates will have the
backing they need to become highly effective educators.
“As a student and educator, I
have had mentors who motivated
me to continue my passion for
learning and teaching to engage
students in a meaningful way,”
Cardona said.
Cardona said the expansion of
Educators Rising can be a game
changer to advance culturally responsive educational practices and
address the statewide gap between

Peter Hvizdak / Hearst Connecticut Media

English teacher Jennifer Sarja of the High School in the Community in
New Haven works virtually at the school with students on Sept. 23.

educators and students of color so
the workforce better reflects the
diversity of the students they serve.
The Educators Rising program
includes curriculum, teacher training and micro-credentials for
teachers in training. It was developed by PDK International. The
new Connecticut initiative will be
funded by a one-year $250,000
grant from the Peter and Carmen
Lucia Buck Foundation.
In 2019-20, only 9.6 percent of
Connecticut’s teacher workforce
were educators of color while more
than 45 percent of the state’s students identify as people of color.
Numerous studies have suggested
that students of color do better with
teachers who look like they do.
More than half of participants in
Educators Rising are students of
color.
New Britain Schools implement-

ed the program three years ago.
More than 100 students have gone
through the program. Joining them
now will be a yet-to-be-determined
number of students from Stamford,
Hamden, Meriden, Hartford, New
London, Danbury, New Haven,
Waterbury and Windsor.
The program will also be expanded to the collegiate level with
the help of Central Connecticut
State University in New Britain.
High school students interested
in pursuing a career in teaching
through the program can enroll in
a CCSU education course at no
charge and earn credits toward
their degree before starting college.
The idea is that after going through
the program, participants will
come back to their districts and
teach. It is expected 100 or more
students could participate in the
program across the 10 districts,
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Fund renovations at museums, schools or arts centers.
Another way to memorialize a loved one is to make a
donation to his or her favorite organization. Donors’ names
routinely are memorialized on walls, floors or plaques on
buildings.
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Guitar rock legend Eddie Van
Halen dies of cancer at 65
len’s family confirmed the
rocker died Tuesday due to
cancer. The person was not
authorized to publicly release
details in advance of an official
announcement.
With his distinct solos,
Eddie Van Halen fueled the
ultimate California party band
and helped knock disco off the
charts starting in the late 1970s
with his band’s self-titled
debut album and then with the
blockbuster record “1984,”

AS S O C I AT E D P R E S S

NEW YORK — Eddie Van
Halen, the guitar virtuoso
whose blinding speed, control
and innovation propelled his
band Van Halen into one of
hard rock’s biggest groups,
fueled the unmistakable fiery
solo in Michael Jackson’s hit
“Beat It” and became elevated
to the status of rock god, has
died. He was 65
A person close to Van Ha-

Greg Allen / Associated Press file photo

Robert F. Swanhart
Robert Francis Swanhart, 82,
of New Fairfield, passed away
on Saturday, October 3, 2020.
Born in Ashville, PA, he was
raised in Chest Springs, PA, and
had resided in New Fairfield
since 1968. After graduating
from Patton High School, Patton, PA, Bob started his career
with American Telephone &
Telegraph until he was drafted
into the US Army in 1961, after
he was honorably discharged, he
returned to AT&T and continued
his career until his retirement
1995.
Bob enjoyed playing golf
after retirement and one of his
biggest joys was watching his
grandchildren participate in
sports. He was an avid Falcon
and Rebel fan. He was a loving
and devoted husband, father,
grandfather, brother, and uncle
who will be sadly missed by all.
He is survived by his loving
wife of over 58 years, Joyce
(Graham) Swanhart; his four
children, Sharon (Thomas) Ford,
Patricia Swanhart, Kenneth
(Catherine) Swanhart, Bryan (Desiree) Swanhart; eight grandchildren, Megan Ford, Mackenzie
Swanhart (Julien), Michael Frick,
Kayla Ford, Cori Swanhart, Keri
Ford, Colleen Swanhart, Nicolas

D’Amico; four siblings, David
Swanhart, Sr. (Penny), Carolyn
Bryant (Curt), Sharon Applebee
(Ralph), Shirley Beldin (Ken),
brother-in-law, Bob Atkins;
sisters-in-law, Marge, Carole,
Victoria and Debra Swanhart;
sister-in-law, Amelia Lopez;
and many nieces, nephews,
extended family members, and
friends.
He was preceded in death
by his parents Edward Gordon
and Mildred Florentine (Conrad)
Swanhart, siblings William, Donald, Richard, Thomas, James,
John, and L. Joseph Swanhart,
Thelma Little, and Mary Lois
Atkins, and grandson Thomas
Robert Ford.
Calling Hours will be private.
A Funeral Mass will be held
at 11 a.m. Thursday, October
8, 2020, at St. Edward the
Confessor Catholic Church, New
Fairfield, CT followed by burial
at Mountainview Cemetery, New
Fairfield, CT
In lieu of flowers, memorial
contributions may be made to
Regional Hospice Center.
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David Lee Roth, left, and Eddie Van Halen of Van Halen
perform in Wantagh, N.Y. on Aug. 13, 2015. Van Halen,
who had battled cancer, died Tuesday, He was 65.

which contains the classics
“Jump,” “Panama” and “Hot
for Teacher.”
Van Halen is among the top
20 best-selling artists of all
time, and the band was inducted into the Rock and Roll
Hall of Fame in 2007. Rolling
Stone magazine put Eddie Van
Halen at No. 8 in its list of the
100 greatest guitarists.
Eddie Van Halen was something of a musical contradiction. He was an autodidact
who could play almost any
instrument, but he couldn’t
read music. He was a classically trained pianist who also
created some of the most distinctive guitar riffs in rock
history. He was a Dutch immigrant who was considered
one of the greatest American
guitarists of his generation.
The members of Van Halen
— the two Van Halen brothers,
Eddie and Alex; vocalist David
Lee Roth; and bassist Michael
Anthony — formed in 1974 in
Pasadena, Calif. They were
members of rival high school
bands and then attended
Pasadena City College together. They combined to form the
band Mammoth, but then
changed to Van Halen after
discovering there was another
band called Mammoth.
Their 1978 release “Van
Halen” opened with a blistering “Runnin’ With the Devil”
and then Eddie Van Halen
showed off his astonishing
skills in the next song, “Eruption,” a furious 1:42 minute
guitar solo that swoops and
soars like a deranged bird. The
album also contained a cover
of the Kinks’ “You Really Got
Me” and “Ain’t Talkin’ ‘Bout
Love.”
Mike McCready of Pearl
Jam told Rolling Stone magazine that listening to Van Halen’s “Eruption” was like hearing Mozart for the first time.
“He gets sounds that aren’t
necessarily guitar sounds — a
lot of harmonics, textures that
happen just because of how he
picks.”
Van Halen released albums
on a yearly timetable — “Van
Halen II” (1979), “Women and
Children First” (1980), “Fair
Warning” (1981) and “Diver
Down” (1982) — until the monumental “1984,” which hit No.
2 on the Billboard 200 album

Our apologies…due to the corona virus pandemic and protocols required
to be observed, only a limited number of people were able to visit our
tag sale between 10 am and 3 pm last Saturday. To those who unable to
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charts (only behind Michael
Jackson’s “Thriller”). Rolling
Stone ranked “1984” No. 81 on
its list of the 100 Greatest Albums of the 1980s.
“Eddie put the smile back in
rock guitar, at a time when it
was all getting a bit brooding.
He also scared the hell out of a
million guitarists around the
world, because he was so
damn good. And original,” Joe
Satriani, a fellow virtuoso, told
Billboard in 2015.
Van Halen also played
guitar on one of the biggest
singles of the 1980s: Jackson’s
“Beat It.” His solo lasted all of
20 seconds and took only a
half an hour to record. He did
it for free, as a favor to producer Quincy Jones, while the rest
of his Van Halen bandmates
were out of town.
Van Halen received no
compensation or credit for the
work, even though he rearranged the section he played
on. “It was 20 minutes of my
life. I didn’t want anything for
doing that,” he told Billboard
in 2015. “I literally thought to
myself, ‘Who is possibly going
to know if I play on this kid’s
record?’ ” Rolling Stone
ranked “Beat It” No. 344 on its
list of the 500 Greatest Songs of
All Time. Jackson’s melding of
hard rock and R&B preceded
the meeting of Run-DMC and
Aerosmith by four years.
But strains between Roth
and the band erupted after
their 1984 world tour and Roth
left. The group then recruited
Sammy Hagar as lead singer —
some critics called the new
formulation “Van Hagar” —
and the band went on to score
its first No. 1 album with
“5150,” More studio albums
followed, including “OU812,”
“For Unlawful Carnal Knowledge” and “Balance.” Hit singles included “Why Can’t This
Be Love” and “When It’s
Love.”
Hagar was ousted in 1996
and former Extreme singer
Gary Cherone stepped in for
the album “Van Halen III,” a
stumble that didn’t lead to
another album and the quick
departure of Cherone. Roth
would eventually return in
2007 and team up with the Van
Halen brothers and Wolfgang
Van Halen, Eddie’s son, on
bass for a tour, the album “A
Different Kind of Truth” and
the 2015 album “Tokyo Dome
Live in Concert.”
Van Halen’s music has
appeared in films as varied as
“Superbad,” “Minions” and
“Sing” as well as TV shows
like “Glee” and “It’s Always
Sunny in Philadelphia.” Video
games such as “Gran Turismo
4” and “Guitar Hero” have
used his riffs. Their song “Jamie’s Cryin” was sampled by
rapper Tone Loc in his hit
“Wild Thing.”
Eddie Van Halen was born
in Amsterdam and his family
immigrated to California in
1962 when he was 7.
“I never wanted to play
guitar,” he confessed at a talk
at the Smithsonian’s National
Museum of American History
in 2015. But his brother was
good at the drums, so Eddie
gave into his brother’s wishes:
“I said, ‘Go ahead, take my
drums. I’ll play your damn
guitar.’ ”
He was married twice, to
actress Valerie Bertinelli from
1981 to 2007, with whom he
had a son, Wolfgang, and then
stuntwoman-turned-publicist
Janie Liszewski, whom he wed
in 2009.
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Teachers: COVID-19 crisis deepens school inequities
By Linda Conner Lambeck
Nearly 2,000 teachers answering a union survey say funding
inequities between school districts
have worsened with the COVID-19 pandemic, jeopardizing
the safety of students and staff
and widening the technology gap.
Released on Tuesday, the Connecticut Education Association
survey found teachers in large
poorly funded school districts are
more likely to report shortages in
cleaning supplies, personal protective equipment and learning
resources.
Of particular concern, the
union says, is the apparent lack of
tools to properly engage students
who are learning from home instead of the classroom.
“We are witnessing a broader
awareness of inequities in our
school districts and the dire
consequences that come with
them,” said CEA President Jeff
Leake. “These issues are most
severe in our lowest-performing
school districts. We must demand changes in policies, programs and practices that condone or ignore unequal justice

and hinder student success.”
The survey collected 1,935 responses, including 571 from teachers in Alliance Districts — a state
designation that means the district, because of poverty levels and
student performance, requires
more state support. There are 33
Alliance districts statewide. The
CEA represents teachers in 23 of
those districts.
In response, the state Department of Education on Tuesday
issued a memo detailing much of
what it has done since last spring
to address the educational emergency caused when the pandemic
abruptly put an end to in-person
learning until this fall.
“While we are in the midst of a
pandemic and there is always
more to be done, Connecticut
students are attending school
fully in-person — 34 percent — at
a higher percentage in comparison to neighboring states such as
Massachusetts, New York and
New Jersey,” said Commissioner
of Education Miguel Cardona in
an email. “We are proud of our
district and school leaders’ efforts
to prioritize equity and access and
implement mitigation strategies to

allow for in-person learning.”
Cardona conceded that remote
learning cannot replace in-school
learning and all of the academic
and social emotional benefits it
provides. But he said the state has
issued guidelines to help districts
continue to educate some 527,000
students.
The CEA lobbied hard over the
summer for the state to delay the
start of in-person school until
adequate safety measures and
funding were put into place.
All but two districts in the state
— Danbury and New Haven —
have opened in some form for
in-person learning.
Faith Sweeney, a teacher at
Coleytown Elementary School in
Westport, said it was important to
do the survey after school had
been in session for a few weeks.
“Now we are in the middle of it,
” said Sweeney. “We are on the
front lines... I hope decision-makers see this is what teachers are
experiencing.”
In Bridgeport, where 50 percent
of students are attending school
in-person, 14 students and 4 staff
have tested positive across a dozen
schools since classes began a

BETHEL
From page A1

TRUMP

night, said Trump “could
have done so much good
with coming out and saying COVID is scary and
I'm sorry to all of these
families, but we're gonna
get through this as a nation and as a country.”
Trump staged a dramatic return to the White
House Monday night after
leaving the military hospital where he was receiving
an unprecedented level of
care for COVID-19. Landing at the White House on
Marine One, Trump gingerly climbed the South
Portico steps, removed his
mask and, with apparent
breathing difficulty, declared, “I feel good.”
Trump said despite his
illness, the nation should
not fear the virus that has
killed more than 210,000
Americans — and then he
entered the White House
without a protective mask.
When Trump announced he had tested
positive last week for COVID-19, Katie Coelho said,
“I thought this is going to
be really bad for all of the
victims’ families because of
his inability to be empathetic or to feel anything
for anyone else.
“I knew if he got COVID that he was definitely
going to downplay it even
more so than he has been
and he was going to allow
the gates to open where
people can continue to lash
out at us and continue to
say horrible things to us.
“The video that he just
tweeted and the things
that he's been saying are
just disrespectful. We deserve better, my husband
deserved better, 210,000
people (who died from
COVID) deserved better.”
“Oh, absolutely — disgusting things,” Coelho
said. “I am surprised if I
go at least a week without
somebody saying something horrible. I've been
called almost every swear
word in the book, saying
that I'm part of the propaganda and I'm left wing
and I'm this and that. I'm
not.
“My feeling is if that's
what people want to say
about me then at least I’m

return from a three-day
hospitalization, though even
more aides tested positive,
including one of his closest
advisers, Stephen Miller.
In one significant national coronavirus action,
Trump declared there
would be no action before
the election on economicstimulus legislation — an
announcement that came
not long after the Federal
Reserve chairman said such
help was essential for recovery with the nation reeling
from the human and economic cost of the pandemic.
Stocks fell on the White
House news.
As for Trump’s own recovery, his doctor, Navy
Cmdr. Sean Conley, said in a
letter that the president had
a “restful” night at the White
House and “reports no
symptoms.”
Meanwhile, Trump was
grappling with next political
steps exactly four weeks
from Election Day. Anxious
to project strength, Trump,
who is still contagious with
the virus, tweeted Tuesday
morning that he was planning to attend next week’s
debate with Democrat Joe
Biden in Miami and “It will
be great!”
Biden, for his part, said he
and Trump “shouldn’t have
a debate” as long as the
president remains COVID
positive.
Biden told reporters in
Pennsylvania that he’s
“looking forward to being
able to debate him” but said
“we’re going to have to follow very strict guidelines.”
Elsewhere in the government, the scope of the outbreak was still being uncovered. On Tuesday, the nation’s top military leaders
including the chairman of
the Joint Chiefs of Staff, Gen.
Mark Milley, and the vice
chairman, Gen. John Hyten,
were in quarantine after
exposure to Adm. Charles
W. Ray, the vice commandant of the Coast Guard.
It was not known how
Ray contracted the virus,
but he attended an event for
military families at the
White House on Sept. 27.
The Coast Guard said in a
statement that Ray felt mild
symptoms over the weekend

month ago, according to that district’s website.
Bridgeport Schools Superintendent Michael Testani said that
all of the cases have been traced to
community transmissions and not
the schools.
Bridgeport Education Association President Ana Batista said
her district is at a disadvantage
because it is underfunded and
understaffed. There are not
enough teachers, substitutes,
custodians or technology staff,
she said.
“Teachers are doing their absolute best,” said Batista. “We don’t
have enough people to handle
COVID. We just have not been
able to keep up.”
The CEA survey found air
ventilation to be a common concern among teachers, with 78
percent of Alliance teachers saying buildings and classrooms are
not properly ventilated compared
with 66 percent of teachers in
non-Alliance Districts.
About 21 percent of teachers in
non-Alliance Districts said students receiving special education
are not receiving the accommodations identified in their Individual

Education Plans. In Alliance
Districts that number is 33 percent.
Most troubling, according to
Leake, is that 61 percent of Alliance District teachers compared
with 41 percent of teachers in
other districts say they were not
provided with effective strategies
to engage students who are absent
or disengaged because of the pandemic.
Said one teacher in the comment section of the survey:
“Teaching both students in class
at the same time as the students
virtually is proving to be an extremely inadequate way to teach
and learn. One group is always
missing out because the teachers
have to split their focus.”
Leake said he hopes the survey
will prompt officials to create
long-term solutions for addressing and ending the inequities that
are known to exist.
Of students attending school
remotely, the state said 96 percent
are now logging on and participating, far better than in the spring.
Toward that effort, the state
provided more than 142,000 laptops and improved connectivity.
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Jonathan Coelho, 32, died
on April 22 after battling
COVID-19 in Danbury
Hospital for 28 days. He
left behind a wife, and a
young son and daughter.

challenging them. I'm giving a face and a voice to
people like my husband
who deserved to have a
voice and to be here.
“For President Trump to
sit there and say that he's
a leader and he's leading
us through COVID. What
does he have to lose by
showing sympathy? What
does he have to lose by
saying, ‘I'm sorry this
happened to your kids;
dad and your husband?’
“What does he have to
lose?
“He doesn't have anything and he is just pushing through and nobody is
looking at him thinking
that he is strong and
brave; he’s weak because
my husband fought COVID, my husband wanted
to come home and he deserved it.”
Katie Coelho first appeared on Cooper’s show
in the days after her husband’s death, bringing the
CNN host to tears as she
described the note her
husband left for his family.
In the note, Jonathan
Coelho wrote: “I love you
guys with all my heart and
you’ve given me the best
life I could have ever
asked for, I am so lucky it
makes me so proud to be
your husband and the
father to Braedyn and
Penny.
“Katie you are the most
beautiful caring nurturing
person I’ve ever met ... you
are truly one of a kind ...
make sure you live life
with happiness and that
same passion that made
me fall in love with you.”

OLIVER
From page A1
said. The banks will commit to a certain
amount, with the goal of collecting donations
from businesses and residents, she said.
“It’s going to be a great community effort,”
Bonvicini said. “We’re really excited about it.
We think it’s going to benefit our local neighbors.”
The mayor has also pledged to give a personal tour of the sewer plant to anyone who
donates at least $500 either to the banks’ fundraiser or directly to a pantry. Donors should
verify their contribution by contacting
t.obrien@danbury-ct.gov.
The resolution before the City Council
states the “total donations will provide the

Danbury Mayor Mark Boughton stands
in front of the Danbury Wastewater
Treatment Plant.

City of Danbury with significant benefits
and assistance to its citizenry and residents
and the results in a residue of good faith,
camaraderie and an unparalleled flow of joy
and companionship between Danbury,

Nicholas Kamm / AFP via Getty Images

Stephen Miller, senior adviser to President Donald
Trump, has tested positive for the coronavirus.
COVID-19 has not only reached the White House,
infecting Trump, but it has also spread among members
of his family, inner circle and his Republican allies.

and was tested on Monday.
Also testing positive
Tuesday was Miller, a top
policy adviser and Trump
speechwriter, who has been
an architect of the president’s “America First” foreign policy and restrictive
immigration measures.
Miller’s wife, Katie Miller,
who serves as communications director to Vice President Mike Pence, had the
virus earlier this year. She
had been in Salt Lake City
with Pence where he is
preparing to debate Democratic vice presidential nominee Kamala Harris, but she
left as soon as she found out
about her husband’s diagnosis, officials said. She tested
negative on Tuesday.
Trump on Monday made
clear that he has little intention of abiding by best
containment practices,
when he removed his mask
before entering the White
House after his discharge
from Walter Reed National
Military Medical Center.
Waiting aides were visible
when he entered the Blue
Room without a face covering.
Trump’s attitude alarmed
infectious disease experts.
And it suggested his own
illness had not caused him
to rethink his often-cavalier
attitude toward the disease,
which has also infected the
first lady and more than a
dozen White House aides
and associates.
Republican Sen. Susan
Collins said Tuesday,
“When I saw him on the
balcony of the White House,
taking off his mask, I
couldn’t help but think that

he sent the wrong signal,
given that he’s infected with
COVID-19 and that there are
many people in his immediate circle who have the virus,.“
Trump, for his part, falsely suggested that the virus
was akin to the seasonal flu.
“Many people every year,
sometimes over 100,000,
and despite the Vaccine, die
from the Flu,” he tweeted.
“Are we going to close down
our Country? No, we have
learned to live with it, just
like we are learning to live
with Covid, in most populations far less lethal!!!”
In fact, COVID-19 has
already proven to be a more
potent killer, particularly
among older populations,
than seasonal flu, and has
shown indications of having
long-term impacts on the
health of younger people it
infects. The Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention estimates that influenza
has resulted in far fewer
yearly deaths than Trump
said — between 12,000 and
61,000 annually since 2010.
Trump was working out
of makeshift office space on
the ground floor of the
White House residence, in
close proximity to the White
House Medical Unit’s office
suite, with only a few aides
granted a face-to-face audience with the president. The
West Wing was largely
vacant, as a number of
Trump’s aides were either
sick or quarantining after
exposure to people infected
with the virus, or otherwise
working remotely as a precaution.
First lady Melania Trump

Mayor Boughton and Mr. Oliver.”
Boughton expects the council Tuesday
evening to send the resolution to a committee
for review on Thursday. The council would
then hold a special meeting on Thursday
evening to approve the name.
“It has the votes,” Boughton said. “It more
than does because I think most people get it.
It’s just a fun thing we’re going to do for the
community.”
Oliver started a back-and-forth with the city
in mid-August when he ranted against
Danbury and threatened to give its residents a
“thrashing.” Boughton then joked that the city
would rename the sewer plant after Oliver.
Oliver begged Danbury to follow through,
promising to donate $25,000 to the Connecticut Food Bank, $25,000 to a Donors Choose
fund for Danbury teachers and $5,000 to ALS

was isolating upstairs in the
White House. On Tuesday,
her office released a memo
outlining extensive health
and safety precautions that
have been put in place in the
executive residence, including adopting hospitalgrade disinfection policies,
encouraging “maximum
teleworking” and installing
additional sanitization and
filtration systems. Residence staff in direct contact
with the first family are
tested daily and support
staff are tested every 48
hours. And since the president and Melani Trump
tested positive, staff have
been wearing ”full PPE.”
Despite Trump’s upbeat
talk about the disease, his
own treatment has been far
from typical, as his doctors
rushed him onto experimental antiviral drugs and
prescribed an aggressive
course of steroids that
would be unavailable to the
average patient. On Tuesday
he was to receive his final
dose of the antiviral drug
remdesivir. It was not
known whether he was still
being administered the
powerful steroid dexamethasone, which was prescribed Saturday after he
suffered a second drop in
his blood oxygen levels in as
many days.
Conley said Monday’s
that because of Trump’s
unusual level of treatment
so early after discovery of
his illness he was in “uncharted territory,“ adding
that Trump would not be
fully “out of the woods” for
another week.
The coronavirus can be
unpredictable, and Conley
has noted it can become
more dangerous as the body
responds. Days seven
through ten can be “the
most critical in determining
the likely course of this
illness,” he said over the
weekend.
There were also lingering
questions about potential
long-term effects to the
president — and even when
he first came down with the
virus. Conley has repeatedly
declined to share results of
medical scans of Trump’s
lungs, saying he was not at
liberty to discuss the information because Trump
did not waive doctor-patient
confidentiality on the subject.

Connecticut. He has already contributed to the
teachers.
Boughton said Oliver plans to come to the
ribbon cutting, which was the mayor’s
condition for renaming the plant, but the date
has not been worked out.
The drama has brought people laughs
during the stress of the pandemic, Boughton
said.
“We’re just having a good time,” he said.
“Anyone that argues we shouldn’t name our
sewer plant after John Oliver, let’s keep it in
perspective. It’s a sewer plant. It’s not like
we’re naming a field or a school.”
The community fundraiser is not tied to
City Council’s approval of the name.
“We’re going to continue this effort, no
matter what the sewer plant’s name is,” Bonvicini said.
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MASKLESS
From page A1
a mask as a condition of
voting. Over the next couple of days, curbside voting protocols will be given
to all Connecticut voting
officials this week, making
clearer a policy that varied
across the state during the
August primaries.
“It’s much better than
shutting down a polling
place so one voter could
percolate through,” said
Bethel Republican Registrar of Voters Timothy
Beeble.
He was planning on
giving unmasked voters
the option of casting their
ballots in otherwise-empty
high school gyms.
Merrill’s guidelines will
call for poll workers to
offer a face covering to the
maskless citizens, most
likely at or near the entrance to the poll.

“What we can do is
strongly encourage people
to wear masks,” said Gabe
Rosenberg, chief legal
counsel for the secretary
of the state. “If they refuse
to put on a face mask,
then poll workers can
bring the ballot out to
them at the curb.”
Rosenberg said the key
is to not stand in the way
of people’s right to vote.
For practical purposes, if
an unmasked voter is not
being aggressive but refuses to leave and vote curbside, election officials are
most likely to shepherd
them through the line, to
the tabulator and back out
again as quickly as possible.
And anyone who’s belligerent and disruptive can
face a misdemeanor arrest
under state law, as in any
election.
“This is news to me,”
said Stratford Republican
Registrar Louis DeCilio

said of the curbside protocols. “It seems to me the
secretary of the state is
playing it by ear. This may
create a whole new problem. People might want to
be curbside because it’s a
rainy day.”
DeCilio conceded the
pandemic is causing election officials to make up
rules as they go along.
“Some of her issues have
been fly-by-night,” said
DeCilio, whose staff on
normal election evening
finish counting ballots
after 2 a.m. or 3 a.m. With
thus rule, he said, “It becomes quite an evening. At
what point does this actually end?”
Election Day is expected
to bring larger crowds to
the polls than what most
cities and towns say in the
Aug. 11 primaries, so managing social distancing will
be more critical — although lines should be
quelled by an estimated

half or even more fo all
voters casting ballots by
mail.
“Please wear your mask,
Rosenberg said “Poll
workers tend to be more
vulnerable to COVID because of their age. You
should want them to be
safe.”
DeCilio and Beeble said
their voter crews will have
a full set of personal protective equipment, including face masks and plastic
shields. Cleaners will regularly sanitize ballot stations.
Beeble said the contingency plan in Bethel,
pending the forthcoming
rules from Merrill, was to
clear the polling places of
all but a few essential
poll workers to watch
over an unmasked voter
and get their ballot into
the tabulator as quickly
as possible. He noted that
state law limits curbside
voting to people who are

incapacitated.
Bethel has five districts
that cast ballots at three
locations for its 12,800
registered voters.
Since the primary, Beeble said, the town has
created two new positions
at each poll: a sanitizer to
wipe down surfaces in the
privacy booths, and a
social distance monitor to
help keep voters six feet
away from each other tpo
offer masks to voters
without them. He seemed
relieved that clearing out
the polling areas would no
longer be an option.
DeCilio said that signs
will ask Stratford’s 37,000
voters to wear masks and
those without a face covering would be offered one.
He had planned to keep
the unmasked at a social
distance and process them
as quickly as possible.
Each voter will get a short
pencil, typical of the kind
given out at golf courses,

CEMETERIES
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Brookfield, which oversees Laurel Hill
Cemetery, has spent three years trying to
address the issue, but keeps hitting walls
when seeking help.
“The remarkable indifference to this is a
concern,” Nolan said.
The unsurety surrounding the future
has led the association to consider forgoing volunteers moving forward and hiring
full-time staff members that can oversee
the cemeteries using the needed technology and training. They hope to do this
by having associations partner up, join
cemeteries that already have these resources or have regional government organizations take them over.
Connnecticut has about 5,000 cemeteries scattered throughout the state, many of
which are handled by individual nonprofit
associations or religious groups working
independently without state oversight.
Some cemeteries have full-time employees overseeing them, while others only
have part-time employees, solely volunteers, or in some cases no one.
“It’s handled on an ad hoc, piecemeal
manner that isn’t cogent at all,” Nolan
said.
So far, all of the association’s requests
have been rejected, including from the
Danbury Cemetery Association and the
Bridgeport Diocese.
“We know how difficult it is to solicit
volunteers and we, like you, continue to
network within our community for fresh
volunteers,” Gail Spencer, president of the
Dambury Cemetery Association said in a
letter to the Central Cemetery Association.
She offered other resources to meet their
needs.
The association is trying to join other
cemetery associations to create a professional organization, as well as encourage
regional government organizations take
over the mapping tasks, if not all of the
responsibilities.
If that fails, the board plans to dissolve
and go to the state Superior Court to determine a succession plan.
The Western Connecticut Council of
Governments already maps different
aspects of its member towns, so Nolan
thinks adding the cemeteries is a natural fit. Each town has different land use

H John Voorhees III / Hearst Connecticut Media file photo

Jeff Nolan and his father Tom Nolan are with the Central Cemetery Association in
Brookfield. Jeff is advocating for cemeteries to be managed on a regional or state level.

codes though, complicating how to
properly track the state’s cemeteries on

a large scale.
Nolan said each cemetery should be
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Two of the marine patrol’s boats failed this summer due to added strains from the coronavirus and now
the lake authority seeks $300,000 to replace them.

due to travel and other restrictions. That, coupled with other
summer recreational activities
remaining closed, prompted more
boaters and other visitors than
usual to flock to Candlewood
Lake this summer.

Higher traffic on the lake, led to
an increase of calls and activity
for the patrol, which is on the
water up to 12 hours a day.
There were more than 600 calls
for service this season and 13
accidents reported, nearly triple

kdixon@ctpost.com Twitter:
@KenDixonCT

digitally mapped so that cemeteries can
better keep track of their records of who is
buried there and in which plot. Right now,
many of these records are kept by hand
and the caretaker physically goes out to
the cemetery to find the location of a caller’s ancestor or loved one.
“There are more burial locations in one
cemetery than there are parcels of land in
any town,” he said.
These inquiries are on the rise as the
popularity of ancestry websites grow and
people, including those from outside the
area, try to learn more about their family
trees.
The GIS mapping of plots could be
expensive though for each cemetery on its
own, costing about $30,000 in some cases.
Nolan said the cemeteries joining together
can reduce the individual expenses for
each group and make operations more
efficient by allowing them to share technology and accounting services.
Nolan said it’s costing the association
about $8,000 for an accountant to oversee
the books, a big chunk of the $20,000 the
cemetery generates each year, not counting
the landscaping costs. He said this can be
a burden on many smaller associations.
“It’s too expensive,” he said. “You have
organizations holding people’s money who
can’t afford to account for it properly.
Even if they could find volunteers to
take over the responsibilities, Nolan said
the scope of the work and liability is no
longer something volunteers should be
handling, especially because the state or
trade groups don’t offer the needed finance and legal training.
For example, record-keeping errors are
classified as a Class D felony, yet Nolan
said proper training isn’t available for
volunteers.
Most trade associations require people
to be full-time employees who have spent
at least five years at a cemetery, preventing
volunteers from getting certification.
About 90 percent of those who qualify are
landscapers, Nolan said.
“Our theme of ‘regionalize, professionalize, modernize’ is really about trying to
achieve economies of scale that are essential for survival,” he said. “That requires technology and skills that are simply not available in the pool of volunteers
we have out there.”

CANDLEWOOD
standard among patrol and fire
boats.
“I think we need to take our
equipment to the next level,”
Toussaint said.
These options were selected
based on the authority’s research
and speaking with other lake
authorities and law enforcement
throughout Connecticut and the
northeast.
“We know it’s a difficult time
for municipalities,” said Joan
Archer, a New Fairfield authority
delegate. “It’s a difficult time for
everyone.”
The authority plans to buy a
third boat in the 2022 fiscal year
using its capital reserve, fundraising, grants and money from FirstLight Power Resources, which
owns and operates the lake. It
would reallocate the oldest boat
for the authority’s educational
and research work — a key part
of the group’s mission.
Authority members said the
patrol’s watercraft issues have
been a problem for a while, but
were highlighted by the coronavirus this season.
“COVID exacerbated issues
we’ve been dealing with for
years,” Toussaint said. “The dynamic has changed.”
The coronavirus essentially
quashed summer vacation plans

to complete ballots and
take home as a souvenir.
Cheri Quickmire, executive director of Common
Cause in Connecticut, said
Tuesday that protecting
voters and election employees is of paramount
importance.
“We don’t want people
risking their health who
are working at the polls or
coming to cast their vote,”
she said. “We want people
feeling safe at the polls.
People who feel they
shouldn’t wear a mask can
go curbside.” She said that
poll moderators have the
responsibility in reporting
incidents of disruptions to
police. State election law
cites that unauthorized
people at the polls can be
arrested on Class C misdemeanors, punishable by
three months in jail and
$500 fines.

last year’s count. The patrol issued 91 infractions, had 67 public
safety assists and responded to 20
disorderly conduct or breach of
peace incidents, not counting all
of the noise complaints, according
to the authority.

Coronavirus affected how patrols operated, using side-by-side
patrols instead of two officers on
the same boat. This means the
boats were used more than usual.
“It caused a lot of wear and tear
on the boats and we lost two
boats this season,” Archer said.
The 1997 Mckee and the 1993
Steiger craft both failed this summer. This leaves the 2017 Robalo
and the 1999 Aquasport in the
patrol’s fleet. The Aquasport was
purchased this year to prepare for
the increased need this summer.
Lake authority members and
town officials don’t see this higher traffic decreasing next summer,
even if the coronavirus is no longer a concern, given how many
people moved to the state during
the pandemic.
They encouraged the towns to
support buying new boats that
would last longer instead of constantly getting used boats that
need to be replaced more often.
They compared it to the towns
buying new patrol cars when the
police department needs to replace their vehicles.
This year, the authority had to
take the motor out of a boat that
lost its hull and put it into a work
boat so buoys could be taken out
of the water at the end of the
season.
“We’re moving the deck chairs
on the Titanic,” Toussaint said.
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Danbury house fire
displaces 7, sends
firefighter to hospital
By Kendra Baker
DANBURY — Fire officials are investigating the
cause of a Tuesday morning fire in the city’s south
side that displaced a family
of seven and sent a firefighter to the hospital.
Firefighters were called
to Carriage Lane shortly
before 8:20 a.m. for a report of a fire in the basement of a raised ranchstyle home.
Responding firefighters
reported “heavy smoke
throughout” the house and
discovered a fire in the
basement had extended to
the home’s first floor and

attic space.
The fire was raised to a
two-alarm around 8:25 a.m.
Additional firefighters
and a medic were requested at that time, and a call
went out 45 minutes later
for “any available volunteer
engine” to respond.
Due to a lack of hydrants
in the area, West Redding,
Georgetown and Ridgefield
fire crews helped supply
water to the scene.
Around 9:20 a.m., a
firefighter was transported
to the hospital — but only
for evaluation, Danbury
Fire Department spokesperson Jamie Gagliardo
said.

That firefighter, he said,
has since been released and
is doing fine.
Everyone who was inside the house when the
fire broke out got out safely, Gagliardo said, and a
total of seven people — five
adults and two children —
are being served by The
Red Cross following the
blaze.
“The Red Cross was
called in for the occupants
because (the house) is not
going to be tenable,” he
said.
The cause of the fire is
being investigated by the
Danbury Fire Marshal’s
Office.

Danbury Fire Department

A house fire on Carriage Lane in Danbury on Tuesday morning displaced seven
people.

Finding solace in the midst of tragedy
Wilton High dealing with grief over deaths of 2 students, employee in 2-week span
By Jeannette Ross
WILTON — The Wilton
High School is trying to
come to grips with the
deaths of a longtime employee and two students in
a span of just two weeks,
Superintendent of Schools
Kevin Smith said Tuesday.
Cesar Jimenez, a longtime plant manager, died
Sept. 20. The next day, high
school junior George DiRocco died from an apparent undetected heart condition. On Monday, a high
school student, whose age
and identity have not been
released, died from an
apparent suicide.
“Our school community
has suffered three tremendous losses in short order,”
Smith said.
“People are traumatized,” he said. “That
comes inside a pandemic
where people are suffering
loss. We need to be really
patient with one another.
This is a time of acute
stress.”
Kim Zemo, the safe

school climate coordinator,
encouraged the idea of
“practicing extraordinary
kindness and slowing
down and trying to support one another.”
The latest death
stemmed from an incident
that occurred Friday night
when a student attempted
suicide with a firearm in a
wooded area in town, police said. The male student
was taken to Norwalk
Hospital before being
flown to Yale New Haven
Hospital where he died
Monday.
“This loss is incomprehensible and we ache for
this student’s family and
loved ones,” Smith wrote
in a letter to the school
community on Monday.
“This student’s death
leaves us without words to
express our grief or even
attempt to understand this
incredible loss.”
More than 200 people
attended a webinar organized by the district for
parents and others with
Dr. Andrew Gerber, presi-

dent and medical director
of Silver Hill Hospital in
New Canaan.
“How your children deal
with loss first and foremost
depends on how you deal
with loss,” Gerber said.
Because the tragedy
concerns a child the same
age as the children of parents listening, he said,
“there’s no way this doesn’t
affect you personally … you
can imagine something you
never wanted to imagine.”
Processing an incident
like this occurs in stages,
from the immediate to a
week and a month later. He
encouraged people to give
themselves the time and
space to have “human reactions” to it.
“You’re not going to be
in a position to give [your
children] the support, containment and comfort they
need if you haven’t found a
way to support yourself,”
he said.
In terms of how to talk
to children, what language
to use, he said, “You have
to meet people where they

are at. Listen to your child
and react in a flexible way
to where they are in relation to the tragedy.”
Children will have different responses. Some
might be sad, angry or act
like nothing’s happened.
“React to what they are
showing you in the moment and follow as things
change over time,” Gerber
said.
Parents must realize
they don’t have all the answers and can’t protect
their children from this
kind of loss.
“We can’t give them a
reason why it happened,”
he said. “There’s so much
we don’t know about why
people have the illnesses
that they have, take their
lives or do harm to themselves. We have some of the
answers, but we don’t
know everything. … Relate
the honesty of what you
know and what you don’t
know.”
He stressed that talking
to children about suicide
does not increase their risk

of suicide.
“By talking about suicide
to young people you create
an avenue for those at risk
to have more of an opportunity to talk about what’s
going on,” he said.
And while talking about
it as concerned parents is a
positive thing, glamorizing
it is a concern, which can
happen in literature, on TV
or in movies, Gerber said.
Avoid discussing questions
about where or how, he
said.
He said families should
also keep things as stable
as possible. “This is not a
time for changing routines,” he said.
Support services
At the high school, there
are safe spaces where students and staff can go for
support, Zemo said. There
are social workers, school
counselors, psychologists,
outside professionals, and
Mobile Crisis Intervention
Services all available to
help. There is also a therapy dog on-site.

A virtual support line
for students and teachers
who are not in school is
available, Zemo added.
Students had the option
to leave early Monday, but
Smith said it was difficult
to quantify how many
students may have done
that or how many may not
have come in on Tuesday.
“We can’t quantify one
way or the other for a pattern” of how students are
seeking comfort, he said,
whether it was in groups
or alone.
For the past several
weeks, area houses of worship have been offering
opportunities for teens to
gather in informal settings.
Rev. Shannon White, of
Wilton Presbyterian
Church, praised the school
district for doing an “excellent job of providing crisis
care.”
Trackside Teen Center is
also available every afternoon and evening to help
support those who may
need a safe space to spend
time, its website says.

New report shows improvements needed for L.I. Sound
By DJ Simmons
The water in nearly half
of Long Island Sound’s
bays and bay segments are
in bad health — with the
inner Norwalk Harbor
ranked as one of the worst,
according to newly released
information from an environmental advocacy group.
“For these bays, water
quality improvements require local action,”Jason
Krumholz, senior environmental scientist with the
McLaughlin Research
Corp., said at a Tuesday
news conference held at the
Canal Dock Boathouse in
New Haven. “They require
local communities in the
areas of land that drains
directly to those bays and
bay segments.”
Save the Sound presented the results of its Long
Island Sound report card
for 2020 at the waterfront
news conference. The nonprofit organization has
studied the Sound for decades, but this year’s report
is the first to grade 50 bays
and bay segments along the
Connecticut and New York
shorelines, according to
U.S. Rep. Rosa DeLauro,
D-3rd District.
“This granularity is vital,” she said of the report.
“The quality of the nearby
open water does not predict
the quality of water in adjacent bays.”
The Inner Norwalk Harbor scored 59 percent and
was ranked as the worst of
the bays and bay segments
tested in the state, and
fourth worse overall in the
Sound. Other low scores in
the state included Wequete-
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U.S. Rep. Rosa DeLauro, D-3, speaks at a news conferene about Save the Sound’s 2020 Long Island Sound report
card on Tuesday in New Haven.

quock Cove in Stonington
at 60 percent, Black Rock
Harbor in Bridgeport at 65
percent, and Holly Pond in
Darien at 69 percent.
But the report contains a
tale of highs and lows,
DeLauro said. Some of the
highs showed coordinated
efforts in and around the
Sound to clean it over the
past decade are working,

she said.
“Yet new testing made
possible by federal funding
shows that only 44 percent
of the bays or the bay segments received a grade of B
or above,” DeLauro said.
“Nearly half received D or
worse.”
The elevated presence of
seaweed and algae — both
of which are evidence of

pollution runoff into the
Sound — is troubling, she
said. Low oxygen levels in
the water also cause crab,
fish and shellfish to die or
evade the areas.
“For our region, the Long
Island Sound is a treasure
with a significant ecological
and economic value,” DeLauro said. “More than 25
million citizens live within

an hour drive of its shores,
and it contributes nearly
$31 billion to the regional
economy.”
The Western Narrows,
the region around New
York City, received a failing
grade but improvements
are underway, Krumholz
said. The Eastern Narrows,
which extends from Pelham Bay Park in New York

to Stamford, received a a
grade of C, he said.
But the Central and Eastern Basins, which stretch
from the Housatonic River
to the Atlantic Ocean, and
the Western Basin around
Bridgeport scored well.
“While the Western Basin still has considerable
need for improvement, the
scores in all three regions
indicate waters that are
supportive of a broad diversity of aquatic life,”
Krumholz said, adding the
basins were less developed
than the narrows.
Upgrading the aging
sewer structures, planting
more buffers on riverbanks, reducing lawn fertilizer and more will help
improve the Sound, said
Peter Linderoth, director of
water quality for Save the
Sound.
“These calls to action are
at the heart of the report
card effort,” he said.
But the gradual progress
made in the Sound in the
early 2000s has begun to
flatten out, Krumholz said.
The impacts of climate
change and increased population are also starting to
show, he said.
Investments in improved
water quality such as sewage treatment upgrades and
green infrastructure have
produced positive results,
he said, but continued vigilance is required.
“This is a really critical
time,” Krumholz said. “We
know that we can do this.
We have to keep going, we
have to keep at it.”

dj.simmons@
hearstmediact.com
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Dalio headlines as Greenwich
Economic Forum goes digital
By Paul Schott
Amid the coronavirus crisis, the
Greenwich Economic Forum will
go ahead next month in an online
format — with a lineup featuring
some of the most influential leaders
in financial services and other
industries.
Headline speakers at the conference will include Ray Dalio, a
Greenwich resident and founder of
Westport-based Bridgewater Associates, the world’s largest hedge
fund; former PepsiCo CEO and
chairman Indra Nooyi, who is also
a Greenwich resident and an Amazon board member; and David
Rubenstein, co-founder and coexecutive chairman of private equity giant The Carlyle Group.
The agenda will focus on such

issues as the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic, the presidential
election, China’s place in the world,
wealth inequality and access to
capital for underserved communities.
“What attendees will get out of
this is the ability to hear the perspectives of some the world’s top
thought leaders on each of these
topics,” said Bruce McGuire, GEF
co-founder and president of the
Connecticut Hedge Fund Association. “Armed with these perspectives, attendees should be able to
better understand this point in
world history and make more informed business and investing
decisions.”
Other speakers will include
Mohamed El-Erian, president of
the University of Cambridge’s

called for greater private-sector
involvement and more political
collaboration to tackle the disparities.
Other speakers last year included Gov. Ned Lamont; David
Rubenstein; Steve Case, chairman
and CEO of investment firm Revolution and co-founder of AOL;
Afsaneh Mashayekhi Beschloss,
founder of investment firm RockCreek; Byron Allen, chairman and
CEO of Entertainment Studios; and
Marc Lasry, co-founder of Manhattan-based investment firm Avenue
Capital Group.
Depending on public health
conditions, the 2021 GEF could be
held again in person in Greenwich.
“But the pandemic has opened
our eyes to the power of technology
to scale the GEF,” McGuire said.

Queens College and a top adviser to
Allianz and Greenwich-based Gramercy Funds Management; Gillian
Tett, the Financial Times’ editor-atlarge and chairman of the editorial
board; and former U.S. Sen. Max
Baucus, a Democrat from Montana.
GEF organizers are aiming to
reach a digital attendance of 4,000
in the event from Nov. 9 to Nov. 11,
“but it could be much higher than
that,” McGuire said.
Last year’s conference at the
harborfront Delamar hotel convened about 400 professionals
across industries.
Among the speakers at that
conference, Dalio and fellow hedge
fund mogul Paul Tudor Jones,
founder of Stamford-based Tudor
Investment Corp., discussed the
risks of economic inequality and

Electric rate hike could be spread out
Eversource seeks
change, impact
could be stretched
over 2 years

Stocks dropped on Wall Street
Tuesday after President Donald
Trump ordered a stop to negotiations with Democrats on a coronavirus economic stimulus bill until
after the election.
The S&P 500 index slid 1.4 percent after having been up 0.7 percent prior to the president’s announcement, which he made on
Twitter about an hour before the
close of trading. The late-afternoon pullback erased most of the
benchmark index’s gains from a
market rally a day earlier.

pschott@stamfordadvocate.com;
Twitter: @paulschott

BRIEFLY ...
Boeing: Pandemic to
cut demand for decade

Skilled-worker
visas to be curbed
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The offices of the Public Utilities Regulatory Authority in New Britain.

mechanism” that aligns collections based on prior forecasts with
actual costs and revenues in delivering electricity.
The General Assembly approved last week an overhaul of
the state’s regulation of utilities, to
include changing to a “performance-based” system that would
allow PURA to penalize utilities
for lapses in expected service
levels, both retroactively and in
future rates. Lawmakers pressed
for the change after lengthy power
outages in early August due to
Tropical Storm Isaias, with Gov.
Ned Lamont expressing support
but having yet to sign the bill into
law as of Tuesday afternoon.
Pace and King added that cooler
and drier weather is providing de
facto monetary relief as air conditioners and dehumidifiers go
quiet, cutting electricity use. And
Eversource proposed a few measures to ratchet back amounts
customers would have to pay
immediately, with Connecticut’s
office of the consumer counsel
backing what it described as “creative ratemaking techniques.”
Eversource has suggested several measures it could implement,

including extending collection of a
portion of rates attributable to
Millstone over 24 months, rather
than six under the current rates
that took effect in July. Eversource
indicated it could accelerate as
well refunds to customers of excess tax deferrals it has on the
books, as a result of the federal
Tax Cuts & Jobs Act of 2017 which
cut corporate income taxes to 21
percent from 35 percent previously.
“We are not normally fans of
putting a lot of these costs on the
ratepayer credit card, but given
COVID and the huge outcry, we
supported it given that this is [an]
abnormal and hopefully once-ina-generation type event,” said Rich
Sobolewski, acting consumer
counsel for the state of Connecticut. “Booting rate cases down the
road — we don’t like doing that ...
but this is unprecedented.”
Sobolewski speculated it was
possible PURA could impose
additional measures beyond what
the company had proposed that
could help out customers, with a
PURA spokesperson confirming
that is an option.
“There are no further procedur-

al steps planned at this time until
PURA issues a decision,” stated
PURA spokesperson Taren
O’Connor in an email response to
a query. “Generally speaking (PURA) is not limited to the utilities’
proposals or recommendations
and may order the implementation
of other programs.”
Eversource offered to add online tools as well that would allow
customers to compare a current
bill against a previous bill of their
choosing, to give them a better
sense of changes in rates and electricity use. And a “delivery” component of bills could be itemized to
separate specific charges that are
lumped together currently, with
state Attorney General William
Tong pressing for such a change.
“There are no easy fixes to reduce the charges that caused customer bills to increase in July 2020,
which are generally pass-through
charges,” Tong wrote Friday in
formal comments to PURA.
“Ratepayers generally did not
understand the reasons why their
electric bills went up in July 2020.”

Alex.Soule@scni.com; 203-842-2545;
@casoulman

Stocks drop after Trump ends talks on stimulus
AS S O C I AT E D P R E S S

“Even when we go back to in-person events, we expect that a global
virtual event will be a staple of GEF
going forward.”
For more information on the
Greenwich Economic Forum, including registration information,
visit greenwicheconomic
forum.com.

Boeing says the pandemic will
reduce demand for new planes for
the next decade, long after experts
expect a vaccine for COVID-19. The
company updated its forecast of the
airplane market on Tuesday. It remains upbeat about long-term prospects driven by increasing air travel
in Asia. Boeing, which along with
Europe’s Airbus dominates the
aircraft-building industry, has seen
orders and deliveries of new planes
crumble this year. The Chicagobased company was already under
pressure from the grounding last
year of its best-selling plane, the 737
Max, after two deadly crashes.

By Alexander Soule
Connecticut’s lead consumer
advocate is endorsing an Eversource request for state regulators
to reinstate bill hikes that were put
on hold in August, while spreading out monthly increases over as
much as two years to cushion any
“rate shock” hitting households.
Eversource filed arguments on
Friday with the Connecticut Public Utilities Regulatory Authority
for the agency to lift a suspension
of higher rates that took effect in
July, including via a new powerpurchase agreement with the
Millstone Power Station nuclear
plant in Waterford. Coupled with
a heat wave that had more families
pumping air conditioners while
staying home during the pandemic, some Eversource customers
complained of bills triple or more
their usual levels.
PURA had asked for the company’s stance in mid-September
after exploratory hearings. Eversource’s response was undersigned by Vincent Pace and Joaquina
Borges King, who hold the roles of
senior counsel under Greg Butler,
general counsel.
Pace and King described Eversource executives as “deeply sensitized” to customers who have
struggled during the COVID-19
pandemic, but argued any further
delay in collecting the full rates it is
due would only kick the can down
the road. The company recommitted to working out payment plans
for the duration of the pandemic
with any customers having difficulties paying their bills.
“There is no doubt that a rate
increase would be extraordinarily
difficult for many customers at
this time,” Pace and King wrote.
“However, a wholesale deferral of
costs for the purpose of reducing
rates is not the better option for
customers. Customers are — and
will continue to — consume electricity. The costs ... cannot be
avoided indefinitely and the continued use of electricity is only
building up new costs.”
Under Connecticut statute,
PURA has a “rate adjustment
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Bridgewater Associates founder
Ray Dalio speaks during the
2018 Greenwich Economic
Forum. Dalio will be one of the
speakers in the all-digital GEF
scheduled for Nov. 9-11.

In a series of tweets, Trump
said: “I have instructed my representatives to stop negotiating until
after the election when, immediately after I win, we will pass a
major stimulus bill that focuses on
hardworking Americans and
small business.” He also accused
Speaker Nancy Pelosi of not negotiating in good faith.
The comments from the president came just hours after Federal
Reserve Chair Jerome Powell
urged Congress to come through
with more aid, saying that too little
support “would lead to a weak
recovery, creating unnecessary

hardship for households and
businesses.”
Optimism that Democrats and
Republicans would reach a deal on
more stimulus ahead of the Nov. 3
elections had helped lift the stock
market recently. Now, investors
face the prospect that more aid
may not come until next year, after
the new Congress is seated, said
Willie Delwiche, investment strategist at Baird.
“This isn’t just pushing it off
until after the election, this realistically is pushing it off until spring,”
Delwiche said. “I don’t think this is
just a one-day financial markets

reaction. This really goes to the
health of the recovery.”
The S&P 500 fell 47.66 points to
3,360.97. The Dow Jones Industrial
Average dropped 375.88 points, or
1.3 percent, to 27,772.76. It had been
up by more than 200 points. The
Nasdaq composite lost 177.88
points, or 1.6 percent, to 11,154.60.
The tech-heavy index had been on
pace for a 0.5 percent gain before
Trump cut off the stimulus talks.
Small stocks also fell, but less
than the rest of the market. The
Russell 2000 index of small-cap
stocks gave up 4.67 points, or 0.3
percent, to 1,577.29.

The Trump administration has
announced plans to sharply limit
visas issued to skilled workers from
overseas. Department of Homeland
Security and Department of Labor
officials said Tuesday that new rules
will be issued soon to restrict the
use of what’s known as the H-1B
program. Acting Deputy Secretary
Ken Cuccinelli says the new rules
would result in the rejection of onethird of the applications for visas
that allow people with college degrees to work in professional positions in the U.S. Cuccinelli and others say the program has been
abused to allow companies to displace American workers with less
expensive employees from overseas.

Trade deficit hits
$67.1B in August
The U.S. trade deficit rose in August to the highest level in 14 years.
The Commerce Department reported Tuesday that the gap between the
goods and services the United States
sells and what it buys abroad
climbed 5.9 percent in August to
$67.1 billion. The politically sensitive
deficit in the trade of goods with
China fell 6.7 percent to $26.4 billion. So far this year, the United
States has recorded a trade gap of
$421.8 billion, up 5.7 percent from
January-August 2019. Exports rose
2.2 percent to $171.9 billion, but
imports rose more — up 3.2 percent
to $239 billion.

Job postings edge
lower, to 6.49M
U.S. employers advertised for
slightly fewer jobs in August while
their hiring ticked up modestly. The
Labor Department said Tuesday
that the number of U.S. job postings
on the last day of August dipped to
6.49 million, down from 6.70 million
July. A year earlier, employers posted 7.17 job openings. Hiring in August edged up to 5.92 million, slightly above the 5.90 million job applicants hired in July. The government
reported last Friday that the U.S.
economy generated 661,000 jobs in
September, marking the third
straight month of slower hiring after
an initial burst as the recovery began to recover from the spring virus-related lockdowns.
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EDITORIAL

COVID’s grim shadow of domestic violence

C

OVID-19 had been creeping across the
globe for just a few weeks when the United Nations recognized domestic violence
as a “shadow pandemic.”
By the first week of April, the UN
charted a 30-percent rise in reports of domestic violence in France over just three weeks. Similar spikes
were documented in neighboring nations.
Domestic Violence Awareness Month, marked
each October, challenges the public to pay more attention to a social ill that is horrifying to even contemplate. That has never been more true than in
2020.
The breadth of the issue is overwhelming. It is not
a just a local problem, or a state problem, or an
American problem. Because it happens behind
closed doors, it can lurk in any neighborhood.
Experts at domestic violence agencies have had to
cope this year with challenges such as shelters being
re-purposed as health centers, just as the coronavirus triggered abusers.
Financial stressors dovetailed with months of isolation just as victims were deprived of access to lifelines. Social workers saw a drop in reports during
the early days of the pandemic. As warmer summer

months and the economy drew people outdoors,
cases, to reflect that psychological abuse can come in
those numbers began to rise again because survivors the form of coercive behavior delivered in texts, ehad more freedom to reach out for help.
mails and social media.
Some agencies report that recent hotline calls have
Lawmakers, sidetracked by a truncated session,
risen by more than 50 percent, and leaders on the
have yet to act on the legislation. It’s a grim reminder
issue say they are bracing for
that forms of abuse are modernmore with the arrival of the
ized with a keystroke, while
autumn frost.
It’s a grim reminder that forms justice crawls. If you have the
October is an appropriate
resources, agencies that support
of abuse are modernized with a survivors are worthy places to
time to erase the stereotype of
domestic violence. The U.S.
keystroke, while justice crawls. support financially.
Department of Justice reports
There will be a reckoning if
that about 1.3 million women
domestic violence is not recogand 835,000 men are victims of
nized as part of the challenge in
physical violence by a partner
trying to heal from the pandemeach year. Children who witic. In the wake of the recession a
ness the violence are often andozen years ago, there was a
cillary victims. In some homes
stark increase in reports of dothis fall, young adults escaping violent households
mestic violence.
for college are being forced back home.
The statistics, though, never reveal the truth.
State leaders cannot leave this pandemic in the
There are always victims who never step forward.
shadows. State Rep. Alex Kasser crafted “Jennifer’s
They need bystanders willing to look and listen for
Law” in honor of her missing constituent, Jennifer
the signs.
Dulos. Kasser is attempting to modernize the unWe all share a responsibility to pull the “shadow
derstanding of domestic violence in family court
pandemic” into the light.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
What Joe Biden stands for
The subject of voting in an election year
brings out strong convictions from all sides,
whether to uphold ideals, support a specific
person, or to insist the system is so corrupt that
voting changes nothing at all. Everyone has a
piece of the truth, but not the whole picture.
Having said that, I will exercise my right to
vote and support Joe Biden. He has had several
accomplishments, including supporting legislation to fight crime and domestic violence,
and to enact common-sense gun laws. He
helped the country recover
from the Great Recession. And
H H H
his foreign policy has been key
ELECTION
in working toward peace in
the Middle East.
But these are not the main
reasons I am voting for Joe.
For one, he takes the coronavirus pandemic seriously and
listens to scientific fact. He
would mobilize us to fight the pandemic and
try to save lives so that we would see a light at
the end of a very long tunnel, not be mired in
denial and thus prolong the misery.
He values healthcare for all citizens and does
not threaten to dismantle it, with no real replacement, or put into peril Social Security and
Medicare. He believes in equality regardless of
race, nationality, gender, or sexual preference.
Finally, he believes in climate change and the
need to confront it, which is perhaps the most
important issue of all. If we ignore the environment, no other issues will matter because we
won’t be here to debate them.
Lyra Fiske
New Milford

2020

Susan Chapman ‘driven to make a
difference’
I’ve know Susan Chapman for more than 20
years. In this time we have worked together on
projects and I have watched her work on others. Susan is a born leader who is driven to
make a difference in every single thing she
does.
Family, church, and community are all paramount to Susan. Please join in working to elect
Susan Chapman to represent us in Hartford.
Chris Cuhsnick
Danbury

Urging a vote on Nov. 3
Please get out on Nov. 3. If you have to be
carried, wheeled, on a walker/crutches, UBERed, brave the November weather whatever it
may be.
Yes, you have the mail-in-ballot...but, if
COVID-19 is going to get you, I don’t think it
would be at the ballot box.
In consideration: Please remember all the
generations before us who went to the battle
lines regardless of the consequences to their
personal safety and well-being. Are we even in
these perilous times any less brave?
Those who went before us had belief in the
principles of our founding as a new nation.
They felt an obligation to those beliefs for
which they fought and died. We fought too
many wars in support of those; we have an
obligation to remember and honor their selflessness in support of those beliefs.
We do not need a King.
Please vote in whatever way your physical
capabilities allow you.
Michele Mattia
Danbury

HAVE YOUR SAY

OPINION

West side plan raises taxpayer concerns
By Sarah Passell
Plans for a big private development on
Danbury’s far West side are going
through the city planning process, securing exemptions from various regulations
and taxes. Some of us can’t figure out why
it’s getting so much TLC from the Republican mayor and the Republican-led City
Council. Danger signals are flashing.
The plan, unveiled in 2014, is an attempt to turn the former Union Carbide
headquarters from a white elephant into
a goose that lays golden eggs. The site is to
be converted into a bustling “mixed-use”
development, called The Ridge, with
hundreds of apartments, lots of office
space, and even shops and event facilities.
The trouble is, big development projects rarely work out as planned in Danbury. This one is likely to end up costing
taxpayers more than it would generate in
tax revenue. In particular, it will add to
the already crushing burden on Danbury’s understaffed public school system:
The development as proposed could
accommodate at least 80 families in twobedroom apartments, and if each family
has a couple of children their collective
educational needs would exceed the
estimated taxes generated by $1 million or
more a year.
Special treatment for developers has a
long history in Danbury, where for decades they have sweet-talked city officials
into granting them exceptions to land-use
rules.
Republicans and our land-use boards
in general promote such deals as a win for
all involved. The Ridge might put idle
commercial property back on the tax

Special treatment for developers has a long history in
Danbury, where for decades they have sweet-talked city
officials into granting them exceptions to land-use rules.
rolls. But the
sheer number of
such exceptions
approved in the
past four decades has played
havoc with the
tax base by disAbout my
rupting the balance of housing,
commercial and
industrial uses laid out in the city’s Plan
of Development.
Each exception allowing more multifamily housing forces a higher percentage of city service costs onto homeowners.
What to do with the Carbide headquarters, which has sat mostly vacant for
two generations? The man with the plan,
the CEO of Summit Development in
Southport, began with a fire-sale purchase of the site, followed by a successful
effort to insert a new land-use category,
Planned Neighborhood Development,
into our zoning ordinances.
It’s a big risk.
“This is by far the largest project I’ve
ever taken on,” Summit CEO Felix Charney acknowledged to a council committee
in July.
“The project looks like a real challenge,
that’s for sure,” said Council Member
Warren Levy.

TOWN

The Ridge has an ally in Mayor Mark
Boughton, who is leaning on the City Council to lock the property taxes at one level for
10 years. An offer of $863,000 is on the table.
A full tax bill for the fully occupied completed community might come to $1.4 million,
by Boughton’s estimate.
But consider Summit Development’s
business record, which Charney has
numbered at 100 projects in 38 years. The
gallery of projects on the firm’s website
features a dozen or so area towns, includes photographs of several tidy commercial buildings that as yet have no
tenants, other buildings where redevelopment work has not even begun, and
even some in which the firm has no stake
at all.
It’s not out of the ordinary, even for
profitable developers, to have stalled
projects. But that’s not the issue for taxpayers. The issue for Danbury taxpayers
is a history of catering to developers who
fail to live up to their obligations, leaving
the city and its residents in various ways
worse off than before.

Sarah Passell is a member of the Danbury
Democratic Town Committee. A former
reporter and editor at The News-Times, she
and her family have lived in Danbury since
1993. This is the first half of her critical
assessment of a plan for redeveloping the
former Union Carbide Headquarters.

Send a Letter to the Editor, up to 300 words, or a Where I Stand, up to 600 words, to letters@newstimes.com, or
You Said It, up to 50 words, to YouSaidIt@newstimes.com. Include your full name, address and phone number.
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WEATHER
Today

Thursday

Friday

Saturday

Sunday

Monday

Mostly cloudy, windy;
rain and drizzle in
the p.m.

Partly sunny and
windy

Mostly sunny

Pleasant and warmer
with clouds and
sunshine

Nice with times of
clouds and sun

Low clouds and a
couple of showers
possible

Shoreline
High: 72-74
Low: 51-53
Wind: WSW 10-20

Inland
High: 69-72
Low: 45-49
Wind: SW 12-25

Shoreline
High: 64-66
Low: 43-46
Wind: WNW 12-25

Inland
High: 58-63
Low: 37-39
Wind: WNW 12-25

Inland
High: 61-66
Low: 46-48
Wind: W 6-12

Shoreline
High: 65-67
Low: 53-57
Wind: W 7-14

Shoreline
High: 71-76
Low: 58-61
Wind: SW 8-16

Inland
High: 73-76
Low: 53-60
Wind: SSW 8-16

Marine

Coastal waters: Wind SW 10-20 knots today.
Seas 1-3 feet. A shower.
Long Island Sound: Wind SW 10-20 knots
today. Seas 1-3 feet. A shower.

Winsted
69/45
66/52 0.01

Outer waters: Wind SW 15-25 knots today.
Seas 4-7 feet.

Tides

Torrington
69/46
66/52 0.03

Kings Point
Today

Thursday

Stamford
Today

Thursday

Norwalk
Today

Thursday

High
Low
2:54 a.m. 6.9 ft. 8:59 a.m. 1.1 ft.
3:00 p.m. 7.6 ft. 9:34 p.m. 0.8 ft.
3:39 a.m. 6.8 ft. 9:46 a.m. 1.3 ft.
3:47 p.m. 7.4 ft. 10:25 p.m. 1.0 ft.
High
Low
3:10 a.m. 6.8 ft. 9:18 a.m. 1.3 ft.
3:24 p.m. 7.4 ft. 9:57 p.m. 0.9 ft.
3:56 a.m. 6.5 ft. 10:04 a.m. 1.5 ft.
4:12 p.m. 7.2 ft. 10:49 p.m. 1.1 ft.

High
Low
3:12 a.m. 6.6 ft. 9:20 a.m. 1.4 ft.
3:25 p.m. 7.2 ft. 10:01 p.m. 0.9 ft.
4:00 a.m. 6.5 ft. 10:10 a.m. 1.6 ft.
4:16 p.m. 7.1 ft. 10:56 p.m. 1.0 ft.

Bridgeport
Today

Thursday

High
Low
3:18 a.m. 6.3 ft. 9:16 a.m. 1.3 ft.
3:24 p.m. 6.8 ft. 9:57 p.m. 0.9 ft.
4:06 a.m. 6.1 ft. 10:05 a.m. 1.4 ft.
4:12 p.m. 6.7 ft. 10:50 p.m. 1.0 ft.

New Haven
Today

Thursday

Madison
Today

Thursday

High
Low
3:21 a.m. 5.7 ft. 9:15 a.m. 1.3 ft.
3:28 p.m. 6.2 ft. 9:59 p.m. 0.9 ft.
4:10 a.m. 5.5 ft. 10:04 a.m. 1.4 ft.
4:17 p.m. 6.1 ft. 10:51 p.m. 0.9 ft.

High
Low
2:57 a.m. 4.6 ft. 8:46 a.m. 0.9 ft.
3:03 p.m. 5.0 ft. 9:27 p.m. 0.6 ft.
3:45 a.m. 4.4 ft. 9:35 a.m. 1.0 ft.
3:51 p.m. 4.9 ft. 10:20 p.m. 0.7 ft.

Candlewood Lake

Candlewood Lake level as of 7 a.m. yesterday
Elevation: 427.40
Source: FirstLight Power Resources

Cosmos

Today
Thursday
Rise
Set
Rise
Set
Sun 6:55 a.m. 6:22 p.m. 6:56 a.m. 6:20 p.m.
Moon 9:40 p.m. 12:18 p.m. 10:25 p.m. 1:17 p.m.

Oct 9
Last
Quarter

Oct 16
New
Moon

Oct 23
First
Quarter

Oct 31
Full
Moon

As evening dusk deepens, bright Jupiter and
dimmer Saturn (to its left) emerge in the south.
At about 907 million miles distance, Saturn is
almost twice as far away from us as Jupiter is at
460 million miles. – Patrick Rowan

Danbury
71/46
66/51 0.02
Stamford
73/51
69/57 0.05
Greenw
Greenwich
73/51
68/56 0.02
New York
74/53
69/58 0.00

Waterbury
70/46
67/52 Trace
Bridgeport
74/52
70/59 0.03
Norwalk
73/51
69/57 0.04

Storrs
Taunton
70/46
75/49
Providence
69/52 0.03
70/54 Trace
74/49
Middletown
68/56 Trace
72/49
Hyannis
68/54 0.02
New London
73/51
72/51
65/56 Trace
New Haven
Newport
67/59 0.03
74/53
71/53
Martha’s Vineyard
70/60 0.00
64/61 0.01
73/51
Nantucket
66/56 Trace
Wind WSW 10-20 kts.
71/54
Waves 1-2 ft.
Block Island
64/59 0.00
Water temp 67
72/53
64/60 0.00

International
Today

Canada
Edmonton
Halifax
Montreal
Ottawa
Toronto
Vancouver
Winnipeg
Mexico
Acapulco
Guadalajara
La Paz
Mazatlan
Merida
Mexico City
Caribbean
Havana
Kingston
Nassau
San Juan
Europe
Amsterdam
Athens
Berlin
Brussels
Budapest
Dublin
Geneva
Helsinki
Istanbul
Kiev
Lisbon
London
Moscow
Paris
Rome
Stockholm

56/37/c
61/49/sh
59/41/r
59/37/r
63/43/r
64/53/pc
59/34/pc
87/76/t
82/50/s
99/74/s
90/77/s
83/76/r
74/48/c
89/74/t
88/78/t
89/77/pc
87/77/sh
58/51/sh
87/72/pc
59/47/sh
57/50/sh
57/50/r
56/47/sh
59/44/sh
59/52/sh
84/70/pc
65/56/t
80/60/pc
60/53/sh
61/52/c
62/54/sh
72/51/sh
58/49/sh

Provincetown
69/53
66/58 0.00

Hartford
72/46
68/53 0.03

Southampton
72/53
67/59 0.02

Port Jefferson Riverhead
74/52
74/53
68/57 0.01
69/60 Trace

Hi/Lo/W

Inland
High: 70-75
Low: 47-58
Wind: NNE 6-12

Legend
Today’s high/low
Yesterday’s high/low and 24hr.
precipitation ending 5 p.m.

Boston
73/50
70/57 0.00

Springﬁeld
69/45
68/51 0.05

Shoreline
High: 70-72
Low: 55-61
Wind: ESE 6-12

Today’s UV Index
4

Billings
74/48

Minneapolis
70/47

Detroit
Chicago 71/44
76/50

T-Storms
-10s

Rain
-0s

Showers
0s

Snow

10s

20s

Miami
89/80

30s

Ice
40s

Cold Front
50s

60s

Warm Front
70s

80s

90s

Stationary Front
100s

110s

As cooler air approaches, showers and thunderstorms are in store for the Northeast states today.
The storms can be locally severe from upstate New York to part of northern New England. Warmth
will stretch from the southern Plains to the interior South and extend into the Northeast for a time.
Spotty showers and thunderstorms will dampen Florida. A few showers will accompany the push
of cooler air across the Great Lakes region. Meanwhile, powerful Hurricane Delta will cross Mexico’s
Yucatan Peninsula with its eye aiming at the U.S. Gulf Coast late this week.

Tuesday’s National Temperature Extremes

High: 103 in Thermal, Calif.

6 a.m. 9 a.m. Noon 3 p.m. 6 p.m. 9 p.m.

53 53 52 49 47

Shoreline 53

Today

Washington
82/57

Monterrey
86/61

Flurries

Today’s Dew Point

National

Houston
88/70

Chihuahua
88/55

Inland

Low

For the 48 contiguous states

Low: 16 in Angel Fire, N.M.

©2020; forecasts and graphics provided by

47 45

Good Moderate Unhealthy Unhealthy Very Hazardous
(sensitive)
Unhealthy

Atlanta
83/60

El Paso
92/59

2

Today’s Air Quality

New York
74/53

Kansas City
88/60

Los Angeles
84/62

Moderate

Source: airnow.gov

Montreal
59/41

Toronto
63/43

Denver
84/50

San Francisco
68/57

Shoreline

Inland 50 52 50 49

Winnipeg
59/34

Seattle
64/54

High/low
70/60
Normal high/low
67/50
Record high
86 (1997)
Record low
33 (1984)
Precipitation ending 5 p.m. yesterday
0.01”
Month to date (normal)
0.10” (0.71”)
Year to date (normal)
30.37” (33.21”)

The higher the AccuWeather.com UV Index™ number, the greater the need for eye and skin protection.

Shown are noon positions of weather systems. Temperature bands are highs for the day.

Today

Through 5 p.m. yesterday

Shoreline

Inland

Wednesday, October 7

Hi/Lo/W
Latin America
Bogota
66/47/t
Buenos Aires
72/53/s
Caracas
88/75/t
La Paz
57/35/pc
Lima
67/59/pc
Montevideo
70/50/pc
Panama
85/75/r
Rio
82/75/s
San Jose
77/67/r
San Salvador
82/68/r
Santiago
76/43/pc
Sao Paulo
95/68/pc
Tegucigalpa
82/65/r
Africa/Mideast
Algiers
82/56/pc
Baghdad
95/63/pc
Beirut
89/78/s
Cairo
96/73/s
Dakar
88/81/pc
Damascus
93/56/pc
Jerusalem
86/67/s
Riyadh
100/72/pc
Asia
Bangkok
90/76/t
Beijing
73/46/pc
Ho Chi Minh
85/76/t
Hong Kong
85/73/s
Manila
89/79/t
New Delhi
96/69/pc
Phnom Penh
82/76/t
Seoul
72/48/pc
Tokyo
72/60/r
Paciﬁc
Auckland
63/51/c
Fiji
85/73/t
Sydney
72/64/c

Almanac

Inland
High: 61-69
Low: 47-55
Wind: ESE 6-12

High/low
68/48
Normal high/low
67/44
Record high
89 (2007)
Record low
24 (1984)
Precipitation ending 5 p.m. yesterday
0.01”
Month to date (normal)
0.15” (0.91”)
Year to date (normal)
23.05” (35.17”)

Wind SW 12-25 kts.
Waves 4-8 ft.
Water temp 66

Wind SW 15-25 kts.
Waves 4-7 ft.
Water temp 65

Shoreline
High: 66-68
Low: 56-59
Wind: E 8-16

Today

Hi/Lo/W
Hi/Lo/W
88/60/s
Albuquerque
84/52/s Kansas City
95/67/pc
Anchorage
52/44/c Las Vegas
84/58/s
Atlanta
83/60/s Little Rock
84/62/pc
Atlantic City
78/58/s Los Angeles
83/58/s
Baltimore
80/52/s Memphis
89/80/c
Billings
74/48/s Miami
71/49/s
Boise
81/50/s Milwaukee
70/47/pc
Buffalo
65/45/r Minneapolis
83/56/s
Charleston, S.C. 85/65/s Nashville
Chicago
76/50/s New Orleans 83/75/pc
74/53/pc
Cincinnati
79/51/s New York
85/55/s
Cleveland
70/48/pc Omaha
91/74/sh
Dallas
88/63/s Orlando
77/53/s
Denver
84/50/s Philadelphia
103/70/s
Des Moines
82/52/s Phoenix
Detroit
71/44/pc Portland, Ore. 73/56/pc
86/59/s
Duluth
60/41/pc St. Louis
El Paso
92/59/s Salt Lake City 85/54/s
79/64/pc
Fargo
68/40/s San Diego
Helena
76/44/s San Francisco 68/57/pc
64/54/s
Honolulu
90/75/pc Seattle
92/76/sh
Houston
88/70/pc Tampa
91/55/s
Indianapolis
80/51/s Topeka
82/57/s
Jacksonville
85/72/sh Wash., D.C.
W-weather, s-sunny, pc-partly cloudy, c-cloudy,
sh-showers, i-ice, r-rain, t-thunderstorms, sf-snow
flurries, sn-snow

Orthodox Jews bristle at NYC’s response to virus
AS S O C I AT E D P R E S S

NEW YORK — Amid a
new surge of COVID-19 in
New York’s Orthodox Jewish communities, many
members are reviving
health measures that some
had abandoned over the
summer — social distancing, wearing masks. For
many, there’s also a return
of anger: They feel the city
is singling them out for
criticism.
The latest blow: an order
Monday from Gov. Andrew
Cuomo temporarily closing
public and private schools
in several areas with large
Orthodox populations. It
will take effect Tuesday.
“People are very turned
off and very burned out,”
said Yosef Hershkop, a
Hasidic Jew from Brooklyn
who works for a chain of
urgent-care centers. “It’s
not like we’re the only people in New York getting
COVID.”
Over the past few weeks,
top government officials,
including Cuomo and Mayor Bill de Blasio, have
sounded the alarm about
localized upticks in COVID-19 after several
months in which the state
had one of the nation’s
lowest infection rates. Officials say the worst-hit ZIP
codes overlap with large
Orthodox Jewish communities in the boroughs of
Brooklyn and Queens and
in a couple of nearby counties.
The goal is to head off a
feared second wave of infections months after the
city beat back an outbreak
that killed more than
24,000 New Yorkers.
Under the shutdown
plan submitted to Cuomo
by the mayor, 100 public
schools and 200 private
ones would be closed in
nine areas that are home to
close to 500,000 people.
Those areas represent 7% of

Kathy Willens / Associated Press

Two women walk with children during the Jewish holiday of Sukkot on Sunday in the
Borough Park neighborhood of the Brooklyn borough of New York. Amid a new surge
of COVID-19 in New York’s Orthodox Jewish communities, many residents are
reviving health measures that some had abandoned over the summer — social
distancing, wearing masks. For many, there’s also a return of anger: They feel the city
is singling them out for criticism that other groups avoid.

the city’s population but
have been responsible for
about 1,850 new cases in
the past four weeks — more
than 20% of all new infections in the city during
that span.
De Blasio had proposed
the shutdown on Sunday,
the second day of the Jewish holiday Sukkot, when
Orthodox Jews would not
be using telephones or
computers and thus
wouldn’t have heard the
news until sundown.
“Announcing this in the
middle of a Jewish holiday
shows City Hall’s incompetence and lack of sensitivity
towards the Jewish Community,” tweeted Daniel
Rosenthal, a state Assembly
member from Queens.
De Blasio said he was
aware of the holiday but
felt obligated to announce
the plan as soon as it was
developed.
The emphasis on the

Orthodox communities
rankled many of their
members, even as civic and
religious leaders acknowledged the dangers posed by
the new outbreak and
urged compliance with
guidelines. Many say they
are already straining to
balance rituals and traditions centered on communal gatherings with health
rules.
Last week, Agudath
Israel of America, an Orthodox Jewish umbrella
organization, worked with
the Boro Park Jewish Community Council to distribute 400,000 masks. Fern
Sidman, a journalist with
the newspaper The Jewish
Voice, said many families
are canceling bar mitzvahs
or planning to sharply
reduce attendance.
The Jewish Voice is urging compliance with health
guidelines such as mask
wearing and social dis-

tancing. However, its publisher, David Ben Hooren,
said many Orthodox Jews
in Brooklyn and Queens
believe they have been
unfairly targeted with stringent restrictions that aren’t
being enforced elsewhere.
“The Jewish community
feels they’re being singled
out and there’s some element of anti-Semitism,” he
said Monday. “Not that I
agree with it, but that’s the
sentiment in the street.
Tensions are running
high.”
Rabbi Avi Shafran, director of public affairs for
Agudath Israel of America,
said a majority of the Orthodox Jewish community
“is determined to do what
is necessary” to combat the
coronavirus, and adherence
to health guidelines has
become “much more common.”
He said his organization
is discouraging family out-

ings and gatherings this
week as Sukkot continues.
“People must comply with
any governmental directives that are aimed at curbing spread of the virus,” he
said.
Cuomo, at a news conference Monday, displayed
images of large gatherings
of Orthodox Jews and
warned that he might close
some religious institutions
if their leaders did not
abide by restrictions. He
and de Blasio also are considering ordering the closing of some nonessential
businesses in the hot-spot
areas.
The latest developments
have rekindled friction that
surfaced in March and
April, when some Orthodox neighborhoods in and
around New York City were
hit hard by the coronavirus.
Hundreds of people died or
were hospitalized, and
lockdowns closed many
Jewish schools and businesses.
In April, de Blasio oversaw the dispersal of a big
Hasidic funeral in Brooklyn
and took heat over a tweet
warning “the Jewish community, and all communities” against large gatherings. Some community
members accused him of a
double standard because of
his support for gatherings
linked to the Black Lives
Matter movement.
Why the upsurge? Some
residents cited the return of
Orthodox families from
summer getaways at the
shore or in the Catskill
Mountains, and the recent
reopening of some Jewish
schools. Shafran said some
community members, after
the springtime outbreak
subsided, lowered their
guard with less wearing of
masks and social distancing, and resumed exchanging of hugs with extended
family.
Motti Seligson, media

relations director for the
Hasidic movement ChabadLubavitch, said friction
between New York’s Hasidic communities and the city
Health Department had
been simmering for years.
One long-running dispute involved the city’s
efforts to restrict a specific
circumcision procedure
used by some Orthodox
communities, claiming that
it posed a health risk.
In 2018 and 2019, measles
cases spread in Orthodox
communities in New York
as well as other regions. As
ripples of anti-Semitism
surfaced, some Orthodox
leaders felt the Health Department should have focused more on working
with the affected communities and less on scolding
them.
“There’s a lot of trust that
has been eroded over a
decade,” Seligson said. “You
need much greater integration with these communities — flood them with
outreach, speak to every
synagogue, every doctor.”
Asked about such criticisms, the Health Department issued a statement
from Health Commissioner
Dave Chokshi saying:
“Wherever we have gone,
we have worked hand-inhand with the community
and we will always work to
build trusted partnerships
so that everyone knows
how to protect themselves.“
Sarah Horowitz, a Hasidic resident of Brooklyn’s
Midwood neighborhood,
was angered by the possibility of new restrictions
and what she felt was the
heightened scrutiny of her
community.
Already, she said, she
has been struggling to find
the right balance of work
and parenthood now that
her 9-year-old daughter’s
private school has been
shut down because of the
virus.
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NHL DRAFT

Rangers take Lafreniere with No. 1 pick
A S S O C I AT E D P R E S S

The New York Rangers
selected Canadian forward
Alexis Lafreniere with the
No. 1 pick in the NHL
draft on Tuesday night.
Lafreniere was the NHL
Central Scouting Bureau’s
top-ranked North American skater. He becomes
the first Canadian to go
No. 1 since Connor McDavid was chosen by Edmonton in 2015.
From suburban Montreal, the 6-foot-1 playmaking
left wing was the first to
earn both Canadian Hock-

ANALYSIS |
BY KYLE
HIGHTOWER

Patriots
have a
lot to fix

ey League and Quebec
Major Junior Hockey
League MVP honors in
consecutive seasons since
Pittsburgh captain Sidney
Crosby in 2004 and ‘05,
when he also played for
the Oceanic.
Lafreniere joins a young,
developing Rangers team
that features one of his
favorite players, Hart Trophy finalist Artemi Panarin. The Rangers also have
up-and-coming youngsters
such as Kaapo Kakko, the
No. 2 pick in last year’s
draft, and defenseman
Adam Fox, who finished

fourth in the rookie of the
year voting this season.
New York landed the
No. 1 pick for the first time
since the NHL established
the universal draft in 1969.
The Rangers bucked the
odds by jumping ahead of
the NHL’s seven non-playoff teams to win the draft
lottery after being swept in
three games by Carolina in
the preliminary round in
August.
They became the first
NHL team to select first
following a postseason
appearance since the thenMinnesota North Stars in

1983, who acquired the No.
1 selection in a trade with
Pittsburgh.
The Los Angeles Kings
then selected Ontario
Hockey League center
Quinton Byfield with the
second pick. The 6-foot-4
Byfield, whose father
moved to Canada from
Jamaica, became the highest drafted Black player.
The Ottawa Senators
were next and chose topranked international forward Tim Stuetzle, who
played professionally in
his native Germany last

See Draft on B2

Mike Stobe / Getty Images

The New York Rangers selected Alexis Lafreniere with
the first pick of the 2020 NHL draft on Tuesday.

HIGH SCHOOL FOOTBALL

Friday night lights shine

A S S O C I AT E D P R E S S

FOXBOROUGH, Mass.
— The Patriots anticipated
having some offensive limitations without starting
quarterback Cam Newton
in the lineup against the
defending champion Chiefs.
It turned out to be worse
than expected.
A whirlwind week for
New England that included
Newton being sidelined
after testing positive for
COVID-19 and having its
game pushed back a day,
ended with several missteps on the field during a
26-10 loss to Kansas City on
Monday.
The Patriots now trudge
into a shorter week than
expected facing lingering
questions with Newton
likely out again for Sunday’s matchup against Denver. In addition to Newton’s
positive test, practice squad
defensive tackle Bill Murray was placed on the COVID-19 reserve list Tuesday. But it’s unknown if
Murray, a 2020 undrafted
free agent out of William &
Mary, also tested positive or
was simply in close contact
with a symptomatic person.
Making his first start as a
Patriot after twice serving
as Tom Brady’s backup,
Brian Hoyer was pulled in
favor of Jarrett Stidham late
in the third quarter after
two crucial mistakes that
prevented New England
from scoring. For the game,
Hoyer was 15 of 24 for 130
yards with an interception
and fumble.
Stidham initially flourished and had a touchdown
pass to N’Keal Harry. But
he had two turnovers —
both interceptions — ending any hopes of a New
England comeback. Still, as
See Patriots on B2

Jim Fuller / Hearst Connecticut Media

Seniors are honored before Alvirne High School’s first home game of 2020 in Hudson, N.H.

New Hampshire playing 11-on-11 football during pandemic
By Jim Fuller
Editor’s note: With no 11-on-11 high
school football in Connecticut in the
fall, Hearst Connecticut Media sent
1983 Alvirne High School graduate
Jim Fuller to take in the home opener
for the Hudson, N.H., school. New
Hampshire is the only New England
state with full-contact, 11-on-11 high
school football in the fall.
HUDSON, N.H. — Spectators
proudly wearing Alvirne High
School’s maroon and gold colors
began arriving in the parking lot
shortly after 6 p.m., then headed to
Stadium Field for the 2020 home
football opener. Alvirne graduate
Jillian Houle was on hand to sing
the national anthem; senior football
players and cheerleaders were
honored before the game. Even in
these chaotic times, New Hampshire has found a way to continue

its own version of Friday night
lights.
The crowd was smaller than
normal due to COVID-19 restrictions, the visiting sideline was
engulfed in constantly thickening
fog as the night wore on and Goffstown ripped off the first 35 points
en route to a 35-6 win, but at least
in a year of uncertainty, there was a
sense of normalcy in the southern
New Hampshire town with a Friday night high school football game
being played.
New Hampshire is the lone state
in New England to be playing fullcontact, 11-vs.-11 football this fall.
There were some subtle differences at the game:
1 Each Alvirne player was given
vouchers for a maximum of four
people who could attend the game.
Each of them needed to bring the
paper with them and had to fill out

a form indicating whether they are
showing any COVID-19 symptoms.
There are no fans from the visiting
teams at the games in the fall.
1 All coaches, as well as players
not in the game, need to wear
masks.
1 There is no locker room access
before or during the game for either
team or the officials.
1 The area where players can stand
on the sideline was extended from
each 30-yard line to the 10-yard line
so players can spread out.
1 No shared water; each timeout
had 11 small water bottles and
when the timeout was over, the
unused water was discarded. Timeouts were extended if necessary so
teams were able to get water to the
players
1 Officials had an orange beanbag
to mark the spot of the ball and did
not touch the football throughout

the game
1 There were multiple footballs
used during the game. Footballs
were removed after each series and
were sanitized before being used
again.
1 When the game ended, both
teams walked out to the hash
marks and waved at the other team
rather than the normal postgame
handshake lines.
1 Only pre-packaged food is available for purchase at the concession
stand.
Those seemed like small sacrifices to have a football season.
“I hold my breath every day that
we can continue to do well,” Alvirne Athletic Director Karen Bonney said. “We are fortunate to not,
at this point, to have cases and it
has allowed our kids to play. The
other thing we did, our senior night

See Football on B2

FRENCH OPEN

Schwartzman tops Thiem in 5
AS S O C I AT E D P R E S S

Michel Euler / Associated Press

Diego Schwartzman clenches his fist after scoring a
point against Dominic Thiem in the French Open
quarterfinals on Tuesday.

PARIS — Diego
Schwartzman played
through the wind and rain,
and into the dark of night,
against Dominic Thiem at
the French Open, contesting a total of 376 points
spread out across five sets
and 5 hours, 8 minutes,
knowing all the while he’d
never won a match of this
magnitude.
And so, as he kept wasting chances to seize control
of their quarterfinal Tues-

day night, kept letting sets
slip away, Schwartzman
yelled at himself or at his
coaches, put his hands on
his hips or smirked at his
mistakes.
Then, two points from
defeat against the U.S. Open
champion and two-time
runner-up at Roland Garros, Schwartzman found
his way and emerged with a
7-6 (1), 5-7, 6-7 (6), 7-6 (5), 6-2
victory Tuesday by taking
the last four games against
a fading Thiem.
“I mean, we both gave

everything,” said the No.
3-seeded Thiem, who is
good friends with
Schwartzman. “The thing
in tennis is that there is one
loser, one winner. Despite
(being) so disappointed, I’m
still happy for him.”
The 12th-seeded
Schwartzman next will face
12-time French Open champion Rafael Nadal, whose
7-6 (4), 6-4, 6-1 victory over
19-year-old Jannik Sinner of
Italy didn’t start until after
10:30 p.m. and didn’t finish
until nearly 1:30 a.m. Wed-

nesday.
A reporter wanted to
know whether Schwartzman would be watching
Nadal vs. Sinner.
“For sure, I’m going to be
awake,” said Schwartzman,
who defeated Nadal at a
clay-court tuneup in Rome
last month. “It’s going to be
tough to sleep.”
The 28-year-old from
Argentina entered his
match against Thiem with
an 0-3 record in major
quarterfinals. He acknowl-

See Tennis on B2
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SPORTS
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From page B1
is usually our last home
game, and this year it’s our
first game because we don’t
know when we’re going to
shut down. I’m going to feel
pretty good that all of our
seniors have had their moment because that’s something that didn’t happen in
the spring.”
The first points came on
a 10-yard run by bruising
6-foot-3, 215-pound Goffstown quarterback Jarrett
Henault. The first roar from
the home crowd came courtesy of a huge hit by Brendan Graham midway
through the first quarter.
Graham’s story is similar
to those of many athletes in
Connecticut and across the
nation. He plays basketball
in the winter. Alvirne beat
Bedford 67-57 and was set
to play No. 2 seed Portsmouth in the Division I
quarterfinals. Then the
New Hampshire state tournament was canceled due to
the pandemic. That disappointment makes him
appreciate the opportunity
to play this fall that much
more.
“The fact that we’re playing and we get to have some
people here, I feel like it’s a
big thing for not only the
town, but the state as a
whole and I’m really proud
to have the opportunity to
play,” said Graham, a junior
tight end/defensive end.
It has hardly been an
easy process to get to this
point.
“Sometimes it feels like
we’re flying the plane as
we’re building it, but I
think we’re doing a great
job of adapting,” fourthyear Alvirne coach Tarek
Rothe said.
“It’s helping them out to
not necessarily take a mental break here or there, but
to be able to digest everything that’s being thrown at
them. The mental aspect, to
be able to have an outlet for
some of the nervousness
that might be going on in
the world around them, I
think it’s great for them.”
Some of the players on
the field say their winter
seasons came to an abrupt
end and the spring season
was called off. In June and
July, there were hopes of
having a fall season, but the
same could be said for the
other New England states,
including Connecticut.
When Rothe was asked
whether he was always
confident this season would
take place, “no way” was
his immediate response.
“We have a great staff,”
Rothe said. “We put together a ‘How are we going to
do this?’ process in late
May. Some of the coaches in
Division 1 met and we tried
to come up with scenarios
of what’s going to happen,
what are we going to do.
We tried to come up with a
proposal but what I told
myself, if I prepare for
what’s going to come, I’ll
think less of the possibility
that it’s not going to happen
so that’s what I kept telling
myself, let’s work towards it
and if we get told no, we get
told no, but if we get told
yes, we’ll be prepared.”
Some teams were given
the OK to begin the first
phase of workouts in midJune. In Hudson, it didn’t
happen until early July.
Rothe said it wasn’t until
late July when his players
touched a football during
state-sanctioned drills for
the first time.
“When I first heard
about it, I was really excited, ‘Oh great, football,’ ”
Alvirne junior lineman
Alex Lawson said. “Finally
we can play, finally we can
practice.”
The process began with
the approval for a return to
school from Gov. Chris
Sununu. The New Hampshire Interscholastic Athletic Association announced a
return to sports plan on
Aug. 6. Bass fishing and
golf began competitions on
Sept. 10, followed by cross
country, field hockey, soccer
and volleyball on Sept. 18
and finally football on Sept.

25.
“Football has really been
growing in popularity over
the years, we really want to
see it happen,” Graham
said.
Really wanting to see it
happen means curtailing
certain types of behavior.
Reports surfaced of nearby
Windham High School
having a party that is reported to have led to a COVID-19 outbreak, delaying
the school’s return to some
on-site classes and temporarily suspending sports
activities last month.
“To this school’s credit,
we followed every single
protocol that was given to
us,” Rothe said. “The kids
can’t share a ride, they
either get here on their own
or get driven on their own
because you couldn’t carshare. We don’t have anything going on in the school
in terms of positive tests, I
think it speaks volumes
about how the whole thing
got handled by the Hudson
school district.”
Rothe reminds his players regularly about the need
to stay vigilant. One party
attended by most of the
football team could result
in all of those coming to a
screeching halt. A fivegame schedule with just
two home dates may not be
ideal, but it is better than
the rest of New England.
“That’s kind of what
happened with Windham,
especially with the youth,
everybody thinks they’re
invincible but we preached
that to them from Day 1,”
Rothe said. “We talk to
them about not being selfish, about being part of the
program. If we have any
remote chance of getting
this done, this is what it’s
going to take, it’s going to
take sacrifice and that’s
what makes football special. So that’s why we’re
really going to celebrate
(Friday) with these seniors,
the fact that they worked
their tails off to have a season.”
Refraining from gathering with friends is not as
easy as it sounds for 16-, 17and 18-year-old kids.
“It’s hard sometimes,”
Lawson said. “You hear
that there’s a party or a
gathering, you’re like, ‘I
want to go’ but you can’t
risk it, you want to have a
season.”
Alvirne Touchdown Club
President Mari Keegan’s
son Tommy was an all-state
lineman a season ago and a
member of the 2018 team
that reached the NHIAA
Division II title game. She
has another son, Geoffrey,
who is a sophomore on the
2020 squad. She has no
doubt that the players won’t
do anything to jeopardize
having a season that many
high school football players
across the nation can’t have.
“They so desperately
wanted to play the game
and have something that’s
normal, even if it was abnormal, because it’s not just
about winning or losing the
game, it’s about participating and having a goal,”
Keegan said. “With all the
uncertainty that’s going on,
this is normal, so we’re just
thrilled that our kids are
able to do this and we’re all
following the rules.”
Goffstown, ranked in the
top three in multiple state
polls, used a dominating
effort to improve to 2-0.
“It was great for the guys
to be able to be out here
doing what they love to do
after six months of really
uncertain times,” first-year
Goffstown coach Nick
Hammond said. “Initially
when they first got out
there on July 13 when we
started our conditioning,
they were very intense,
very focused and ready to
go. That really continued
with them understanding
that this was going to happen. I think they’re doing a
great job. It’s an unbelievable show of maturity and I
think for us, they understand how important it is to
be able to do this.”

james.fuller
@hearstmediact.com;
@NHRJimFuller

DRAFT
From page B1
year, with their first of
three first-round selections.
The Detroit Red Wings,
who were bumped to the
fourth spot despite finishing with the league’s worst
record, drafted Swedish
forward Lucas Raymond.
A little over an hour before the draft, the Red
Wings announced general
manager Steve Yzerman
had to self-isolate in overseeing the draft separate
from his staff after coming
into contact with a person
who tested positive for
COVID-19.
The draft was held remotely, with teams making
selections from their home
cities. Commissioner Gary
Bettman introduced each
team making a first-round
selection from a podium at
the NHL Network studios
in New Jersey.
The two-day event was
originally scheduled to be
held in Montreal in June,
but it was pushed back
like the rest of the NHL
calendar due to the coronavirus pandemic.
The league paused its
season in mid-March before resuming in August
by going directly to the
postseason, which ended
last week with the Tampa
Bay Lightning winning
their second Stanley Cup
title by defeating the Dallas Stars in six games.

TENNIS
From page B1
edged that weighed on him.
“I was just so nervous,“
Schwartzman said. “I saw
the chance today.”
Schwartzman’s edginess
was on display a few times.
He couldn’t believe it when
chair umpire Louise Azemar Engzell appeared to get
a call wrong in the first set.
He argued with her again
later when she wouldn’t
halt the match despite a
rain shower, saying: “How
do you know it’s playable or
not … if you are sitting
there, and we are playing?”
It was a grueling contest
in which more than 100 of
the points lasted at least
nine strokes — frequently
going past 20 or even 30
shots. Good as he is at
speeding along the baseline
on those kinds of extended
exchanges, Schwartzman
did some of his best work at
the net, winning the point
on 62% of his trips forward.
The 5-foot-7 Schwartzman’s serve is a liability, his
biggest weakness and, so
far, impediment to greater
success. But while he lost
nine of his service games,
he made up for that with
one of his many other skills
— returning — and broke
Thiem 10 times.
The ninth break put
Schwartzman up 4-2 in the
fifth when Thiem netted a
backhand, and the last

Ryan Remiorz / Associated Press

The New York Rangers selected Alexis Lafreniere with the first pick of the 2020 NHL
draft on Tuesday.

The lengthy delay ended
a long wait for Lafreniere,
who had been looking
forward to taking the stage
and hearing his name
announced in his hometown. He instead settled
for being with his parents
and sister at their home a
half-hour outside of Montreal.
Upon hearing Rangers
general manager Jeff Gorton announce the selection,
Lafreniere rose from his
living room chair, handed
his sister his sport coat
and the pulled on a Rangers hat and No. 20 jersey.
Lafreniere scored 35
goals and led the QMJHL

ended it, when Thiem put
two drop shots into the net.
Thiem had been 17-1 in
Grand Slam action this
year, including a run to the
final at the Australian Open
in February. He also had
won 26 of his past 30
matches at Roland Garros,
with the losses all coming
against Rafael Nadal or
Novak Djokovic.
But all of the energy
expended by Thiem’s legs
and mind over the past five
weeks, in New York and in
Paris, took a toll, including
a five-setter in his previous
match. From early on
against Schwartzman,
Thiem would bail out of
points by trying mediocre
drop shots, a bit of foreshadowing of the day’s
denouement.
“To be honest, I was over
the limit today,” Thiem said,
describing himself as
“physically and mentally on
the edge.”
The whole thing could
have been over much sooner at Court Philippe Chatrier, where the new $55
million retractable roof was
left open despite occasional
drizzles.
Schwartzman kept racing
ahead, only to get reeled
back in, often a result of his
own miscues.
He led the second set 5-4
and was two points away
from claiming it. Couldn’t,
though.
He served for the third
set while up 5-3, but got

PATRIOTS
From page B1
the week begins, Stidham looks to be
firmly back in the competition to get
the starting nod against the Broncos.
“I definitely think as a competitor
you want to be suiting up and on the
field every single game. I’ve just been
controlling what I can control,” Stidham said. “Going further down the
road here I’m just gonna continue to
get better … and really focus on what I
can do to help the team out in whatever fashion that may be.
“Things can happen in a weird way.
Obviously, I want Cam to get better
and have him back in the room as
soon as possible.”
How fast Newton will be available
will depend on whether he’s been
exhibiting symptoms since his positive coronavirus test on Friday. But
both scenarios will likely keep him
out for at least one more game.
According to the NFL’s protocols
for players who test positive, those
showing symptoms can’t return until
10 days from when their symptoms
first appeared and at least 72 hours
have passed since their last symptoms
occurred. That at a minimum would
mean Newton couldn’t rejoin the team

with 77 assists and 112
points last season. He
became the first Quebecborn player to be selected
first since Pittsburgh chose
goalie Marc-Andre Fleury
in 2003, and the first skater from the province to go
first since 1998, when Tampa Bay drafted Vincent
Lecavalier, who also played
for Rimouski.
The draft concludes
Wednesday with rounds
second through seven,
before teams turn their
attention to the NHL’s free
agency signing period,
which opens Friday.
Teams have already been
active in reshaping their

rosters and freeing space
under the $81.5 million
salary cap, which is unchanged from last season
and expected to stay fixed
for at least another year
due to the financial losses
resulting from coronavirus.
Detroit forward Justin
Abdelkader and Montreal
defenseman Karl Alzner
were placed on unconditional waivers for the purpose of buying out the
remainder of their contracts earlier in the day.
The Canadiens also traded
center Max Domi and a
third-round draft pick to
Columbus for forward Josh
Anderson.

Thomas Samson / AFP via Getty Images

Nadia Podoroska returns the ball to Elina Svitolina
during the French Open quarterfinals on Tuesday.

broken at love thanks to a
quartet of unforced errors.
Then, at 5-4, he held a set
point. Again, couldn’t convert.
He led the fourth 5-3, and
held three set points while
serving for it at 5-4. Could
not cash any in.
“At that time,” Schwartzman said, “I was thinking,
‘OK, come on, today is not
going to happen.’”
Still, Thiem was unable
to find the finish line, either. He twice was two
points from winning at 6-5
in fourth set, and again at
5-all in that tiebreaker.
“To win that match, I
should have done it in four,”
said Thiem, who was trying
to become only the fourth
man in the Open era, which
began in 1968, to get to at
least the semifinals in Paris
for five consecutive years.

BRONCOS at PATRIOTS
Sunday, 4:25 p.m. (CBS)

until Oct. 13.
If he is asymptomatic, there’s a
chance he could return in as few as
five days if he has two consecutive
negative tests 24 hours apart.
In that instance Newton could be
back with the team as early as Thursday. But that would leave only three
days before the Patriots hosted the
Broncos.
WHAT’S WORKING

Though the Chiefs found some
traction in the second half, the Patriots’ defense was able to get some
pressure on Patrick Mahomes in the
first two quarters, limiting Kansas
City to six points. Linebacker Ja’Whaun Bentley was particularly
active, leading the team with six tackles. Chase Winovich also had four
tackles and his second sack of the
season.
WHAT NEEDS HELP

If the Patriots’ offense is going to
look any better this week, it will start
with taking care of the ball. New England’s four turnovers were its most
since it had five in a 33-10 Week 13

“In the fifth set, he was just
a little more fresh and better than me.”
The good news for
Schwartzman — because of
how much his win took out
of him — and for Nadal,
because of how late his win
went — is that they both get
plenty of time to rest now:
Their semifinal is not until
Friday.
“Now I have, well, I
would say two days off, but
almost 1 1⁄2,” Nadal said
with a laugh. “But, yes, now
it’s two days to practice, to
rest a little bit and to recover, and just try to be ready
for that semifinal.”
It will be his 13th at Roland Garros and 34th at all
Slams. He is 24-0 in semifinals and finals at the
French Open, part of a 98-2
mark at the place he’s dominated.

loss to Pittsburgh in 2008.
STOCK UP

Running back Damien Harris has
been waiting to play meaningful minutes for two seasons. He began the
season on injured reserve with a hand
issue, but made the most of his first
action in 2020, rushing 17 times for
100 yards. It’s a positive sign with
Sony Michel going on IR (quad) and
as it looks for ways to move the ball if
Newton remains sidelined.
STOCK DOWN

By contrast, after serving entirely
in a backup capacity during his first
two stints in New England, Hoyer’s
first opportunity to be the Patriots’
starting quarterback is not one he’ll
want to re-live. He overthrew receivers and his poor decision-making in
the pocket twice cost his team valuable points.
INJURIES

The offensive line now suddenly
has several issues to address. In addition to starting center David Andrews, who must be on IR for at least
another week, starting right guard
Shaq Mason sat out Monday’s loss
with a calf injury. In addition, right
tackle Jermaine Eluemunor left the
game with a migraine.
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Your
Local

Thurston/Ward’s Powerwashing

Fully Insured
Liability & Workman’s
Comp Coverage
HIC #0646612

(860) 354-6853

A JOB FOR PROFESSIONALS
Our
Water
Or
YOurs

Specializing in

Cleaning Your

HOME’S EXTERIOR
Vinyl, Painted or Stained
• Decks & Gutters Cleaned
• Roofs Washed & Cleaned
www.wardspowerwashing.com

CT Licensed Arborist
TREE REMOVAL • CABLING • PRUNING • STUMP
GRINDING • BUCKET TRUCK
EXPERIENCED TREE CLIMBING
EMERGENCY SERVICE

Winter is coming!!!

Don’t worry! We will take care of everything for you.
No job is too big or too small.
• Window Cleaning
• Power Washing

• Gutter Cleaning
• Painting

(203) 826-4400

rureadyct@outlook.com • www.rureadyct.com

Friendly service with the best prices around.

Interior & Exterior Painting
Licensed & Insured

Sam Gentile (860) 350-3761
www.gentiletreecare.com

Arborist Lic. #S-5764
Insured HIC# 0645363

We Do Small Jobs

LIC#550514

FAST, CLEAN,
PROFESSIONAL SERVICE
RESIDENTIAL & COMMERCIAL
25 YEARS EXPERIENCE | FULLY INSURED

• Interior/Exterior
• Drywall/Plaster Repair
• Smoke/Water Damage

WE PAINT
VINYL SIDING

(860) 354-1280
www.preferredpainting.biz

SPECIALIZING IN ALL MASONRY WORK

• Mowing & Fertilizing
• Tip/Stone Construction
• Planting • Mulch
• Garden Trimming

free estimates & Lowest Prices

Call Us For All Your Painting Needs

Free Estimates
Over 20 years experience

A.G. MASONRY LLC

• Tree Cutting & Removal
• Snow Plowing
• Spring/Fall Cleanup
• Lawn Maintenance

IANNACONE
PAINTING

We will beat any price from
a legitimate contractor

RU Ready
Painting & Cleaning

203-733-0383

• Sidewalks
• Interior
• Wet
Basement
• Stucco
• Pavers

• Drainage
• Belgium
Blocks
• Stone
• Concrete
• Bricks

• Patios
• Foundation
• Flag
Stone
• Fireplaces
• Blocks

NEW REPAIR

FREE ESTIMATES
Ned
203-912-5789

Office
203-791-8284

Viny
203-512-6024

FULLY INSURED AND LICENSED

Call 203-300-8691

Lic Reg #HIC 063710714

CONTROL

CT LIC # E1-104762

YOUR POWER
YOUR LIFE

Back your home up with a
Generac generator and
get the power to live

Deak Electric, Inc.

Electrical Contractors
Authorized Generac Dealer
44 Old State Rd. #18 - New Milford, CT
860-354-3645
www.PowerMyHome.Net
Trust us for all your installation and
service needs!
Factory Trained Technicians
“Never Feel Powerless”

ree Services
Johnny C. T

SPRING & FALL CLEANUP
• Bucket Truck Service • Cabling
• Take Down Trees
• Stump Grinding
• Brush Chipping
• Spring Cleanup

5000 OFF

$

Any Job $350 or more

(203) 240-6508

Licensed & Insured
Free Estimates
Owner on Every Job

www.johnnyctreeservices.com

CHAD’S TREE SERVICE
SPECIALS

One Call Does It All

Specializing in
Difficult Takedowns

10% OFF
FALL CLEAN UP

65 ft. Bucket Truck

SNOW PLOWING
*Masonry & Lawn Services *Walkways
*Patios *Yard Cleanup *Tree Service

Big & Small Takedowns
Stump Grinding

All Types of Landscaping

860-248-0477

www.sergiolandscapingservice.com
License & Insured #0639685

L&T TREE SERVICES LLC

TREE SERVICES/REMOVAL,
GUTTER CLEANING STUMP
GRINDING, PRUNING

CALL NOW
AND GET

20% OFF

ANY
SERVICE

Luis Curillo • (203) 885-1437
www.landttreeservicesct.com

CLEARVIEW FENCE BELIEVES A
FENCE SHOULD STAND THE TEST
OF TIME WHILE PROVIDING AN
ELEGANT ESSENCE TO YOUR
PROPERTY’S LANDSCAPE
Brookfield, CT 06804

203-885-0549
www.clearviewfenceusa.com

FREE
POWER WASHING
POWERWASHING
• Interior-Exterior
• Power Washing
• Licensed-Fully Insured

• Residencial-Comercial
• Gutter Cleaning
• Call Us Today

AMqualitypainting@Hotmail.com
Visit our website and like us on facebook

(203) 885-5792 (860) 777-5892

HIC#065199

203.947.0723

Our team is taking safety measures before and after
every service to protect your family as well as our
technicians. Learn more on our website.

203-293-2870
www.advancedrooterplumbing.com

NERY’S TREE SERVICE, LLC

Vinyl • Wood • Aluminum
Decks Cleaned & Sealed
Patios • Fences • Pool Areas

• Stump Grinding
• Tree Planting
• Bush Chipping / Trimming
• 24/7 Emergency
Tree Service
• Firewood For Sale
• Landscaping

No water? No problem!
FREE water available

FREE ESTIMATES
LICENSED &
FULLY INSURED

We heat the water for the best results!

SavingS
up to $450

3rd Generation

Senior Citizen & Veteran Discount
No Waiting

24/7 Emergency Plumbing Service

Master Clean Enterprise LLC

With the
purchase of full
exterior painting
over $4,000

Fully Insured

Guaranteed Immediate Response
Within 1 Hour

GENERAL TREE WORK
FREE ESTIMATES
LICENSED & INSURED

Land Clearing

Free Estimates

Fully Insured

860-354-1091
LIC/REG NO. HIC.0623149 - HIC.90223

GET $50
OFF
w

When you ash your
house & deck at the
same time

Quality, Value, Trusted Service
Expert & Reliable Tree Service

(203) 947-7612
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SCOREBOARD
ON THE AIR

Baseball

Late Monday
Yankees 9, Rays 3

BOXING

x-if necessary

New York
LeMahieu 2b-1b
Judge rf
Hicks cf
Voit 1b
Wade 2b
Stanton dh
Urshela 3b
Torres ss
Frazier lf
Gardner ph-lf
Higashioka c
Totals

ab
5
5
4
4
0
4
5
4
2
2
4
39

r h
2 2
1 1
1 3
0 1
1 0
1 1
0 2
0 1
1 1
0 1
2 2
9 15

bi bb
0 1
1 0
2 0
0 0
0 1
4 1
0 0
0 1
1 0
0 0
1 1
9 5

so
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
1
1
0
6

avg
.400
.200
.750
.250
--.250
.400
.250
.500
.500
.500

Tampa Bay
Diaz dh
Lowe 2b
Arozarena lf
Choi 1b
Margot rf
Wendle 3b
Brosseau ph-3b
Adames ss
Kiermaier cf
Zunino c
Meadows ph
Perez c
Totals

ab
4
3
4
3
3
3
1
4
4
2
1
1
33

r
0
0
2
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
3

bi bb so
0 1 0
0 2 3
1 0 0
2 1 0
0 1 1
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 3
0 0 1
0 0 2
0 0 1
0 0 0
3 5 11

avg
.000
.000
.750
.333
.000
.333
.000
.250
.000
.000
.000
.000

MLB Playoffs
Division Series

1

ShoBox: The New Generation,
Uncasville, Conn. (SHO) 9 p.m.

Best-of-5

COLLEGE GOLF

1

The Blessings Collegiate Invitational:
Final Round, Blessings Golf Club,
Fayetteville, Ark. (GOLF) 4:30 p.m.
GOLF

1

European Tour BMW PGA Championship,
First Round, Wentworth Club, Surrey,
England (GOLF) 6:30 a.m. (Thursday)
HORSE RACING

1

Breeders’ Cup Challenge Series: The
JPMorgan Chase Jessamine, Keeneland
Association, Inc., Lexington, Ky.
(NBCSN) 4 p.m.
KBO BASEBALL

1
1

AMERICAN LEAGUE
New York Yankees 1, Tampa Bay 0
At San Diego

Monday, Oct. 5: New York Yankees 9, Tampa Bay 3
Tuesday, Oct. 6: New York Yankees vs. Tampa Bay,
late
Wednesday, Oct. 7: Tampa Bay (Morton 2-2) vs.
New York Yankees (Tanaka 3-3), 7:10 p.m.
x-Thursday, Oct. 8: Tampa Bay vs. New York Yankees
(Happ 2-2), 7:10 p.m.
x-Friday, Oct. 9: New York Yankees vs. Tampa Bay,
7:10 p.m.

Houston 2, Oakland 0
At Los Angeles

Monday, Oct. 5: Houston 10, Oakland 5
Tuesday, Oct. 6: Houston 5, Oakland 2
Wednesday, Oct. 7: Oakland vs. Houston, 3:35 p.m.
x-Thursday, Oct. 8: Oakland vs. Houston, 3:35 p.m.
x-Friday, Oct. 9: Houston vs. Oakland, 3:35 p.m.

NATIONAL LEAGUE
San Diego vs. Los Angeles Dodgers
At Arlington, Texas

Tuesday, Oct. 6: San Diego vs. Los Angeles Dodgers,
late
Wednesday, Oct. 7: San Diego vs. Los Angeles
Dodgers (Kershaw 6-2), 9:08 p.m.
Thursday, Oct. 8: Los Angeles Dodgers vs. San
Diego, 9:08 p.m.
x-Friday, Oct. 9: Los Angeles Dodgers vs. San Diego,
9:08 p.m.
x-Saturday, Oct. 10: San Diego vs. Los Angeles
Dodgers, 8:08 p.m.

Doosan at SK (ESPN2) 5:30 a.m.

Samsung at LG (ESPN2) 5:25 a.m.
(Thursday)
MLB PLAYOFFS

1

NLDS: Miami vs. Atlanta, Game 2,
Houston (MLB) 2 p.m.

1

ALDS: Oakland vs. Houston, Game 3,
Los Angeles (TBS) 3:30 p.m.

Atlanta 1, Miami 0
At Houston

NLDS: San Diego vs. L.A. Dodgers,
Game 2, Arlington, Texas (FS1) 9 p.m.

Tuesday, Oct. 6: Atlanta 9, Miami 5
Wednesday, Oct. 7: Miami (Lopez 6-4) vs. Atlanta
(Anderson 3-2), 2:08 p.m.
Thursday, Oct. 8: Atlanta (Wright 2-4) vs. Miami
(Sanchez 3-2), 2:08 p.m.
x-Friday, Oct. 9: Atlanta vs. Miami, 2:08 p.m.
x-Saturday, Oct. 10: Miami vs. Atlanta, 4:08 p.m.

NHL HOCKEY

Braves 9, Marlins 5

1

Miami
Berti 2b
Aguilar dh
Cooper 1b
B.Anderson 3b
Rojas ss
Dickerson lf
Brinson rf
Joyce ph-rf
Wallach c
Alfaro ph-c
Sierra cf
Totals

ab
5
5
4
4
3
4
3
1
3
1
4
37

r
1
0
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
1
5

h
1
0
1
3
1
0
0
1
0
0
2
9

bi bb so avg
0 0 2 .200
0 0 1 .000
2 0 2 .250
1 0 1 .750
1 0 0 .333
0 0 1 .000
0 0 2 .000
1 0 0 1.000
0 0 1 .000
0 0 0 .000
0 0 1 .500
5 0 11

Atlanta
Acuna Jr. cf
Freeman 1b
Ozuna dh
d’Arnaud c
Albies 2b
Swanson ss
Duvall lf
Markakis rf
Pache rf
Riley 3b
Totals

ab
4
4
5
3
5
4
4
4
0
3
36

r h
2 2
1 0
2 2
1 3
1 1
1 1
0 0
0 1
0 0
1 2
9 12

bi bb so avg
1 0 2 .500
0 1 0 .000
2 0 3 .400
4 2 0 1.000
0 0 2 .200
2 0 1 .250
0 0 1 .000
0 0 1 .250
0 0 0
--0 1 0 .667
9 4 10

1

ALDS: Tampa Bay vs. N.Y. Yankees,
Game 3, San Diego (TBS) 7 p.m.

1

NHL Draft: Rounds 2-7 (NHL) 11:30 a.m.

SOCCER

1

Men’s International Friendly:
Netherlands vs. Mexico, Amsterdam
(ESPN2) 2:30 p.m.

1

MLS: Orlando City at Atlanta
(ESPN+) 7 p.m.

1

MLS: Miami at New York (MSG,
ESPN+) 7 p.m.

1

MLS: Montreal at Columbus (ESPN+)
7:30 p.m.

1

MLS: Toronto FC at New England
(ESPN+) 7:30 p.m.

1

MLS: Cincinnati at Philadelphia
(ESPN+) 7:30 p.m.

1

MLS: D.C. United at New York City FC
(YES, ESPN+) 8 p.m.

1

MLS: FC Dallas at Houston (ESPN+)
8 p.m.

1

MLS: Chicago at Sporting Kansas City
(ESPN+) 8:30 p.m.

1

MLS: Los Angeles FC at Colorado
(ESPN+) 9 p.m.

1

MLS: Real Salt Lake at Seattle
(ESPN+) 10 p.m.

1

MLS: Portland at LA Galaxy (ESPN+)
10:30 p.m.

1

MLS: Vancouver at San Jose (ESPN+)
10:30 p.m.
TENNIS

1

French Open, quarterfinals, Roland
Garros, Paris (TENNIS) 6 a.m.

1

French Open, men’s doubles semifinals,
Roland Garros, Paris (TENNIS) 5 a.m.
(Thursday)
WOMEN’S COLLEGE VOLLEYBALL

1

Florida State at Georgia Tech (ACC)
6 p.m.
Listings subject to change by station
and networks

Basketball
NBA Finals

At Lake Buena Vista, Fla.
Best-of-7; x-if necessary

Wednesday, Sept. 30: L.A. Lakers 116, Miami 98
Friday, Oct. 2: L.A. Lakers 124, Miami 114
Sunday, Oct. 4: Miami 115, L.A. Lakers 104, Lakers
lead series 2-1
Tuesday, Oct. 6: L.A. Lakers vs. Miami, late
Friday, Oct. 9: Miami vs. L.A. Lakers, 9 p.m.
x-Sunday, Oct. 11: L.A. Lakers vs. Miami, 7:30 p.m.
x-Tuesday, Oct. 13: Miami vs. L.A. Lakers, 9 p.m.

NBA Playoff Leaders
Through Oct. 5

Scoring
Mitchell, UTA
Doncic, DAL
Embiid, PHI
Harden, HOU
Davis, LAL
Leonard, LAC
Vucevic, ORL
James, LAL
Antetokounmpo, MIL
Murray, DEN
Tatum, BOS
Jokic, DEN
Lillard, POR
McCollum, POR
Butler, MIA
Brown, BOS
Brogdon, IND
Paul, OKC
Middleton, MIL
LeVert, BKN

G
7
6
4
12
18
13
5
18
9
19
17
19
4
5
18
17
4
7
10
4

FG FT PTS AVG
83 55 254 36.3
64 42 186 31.0
34 48 120 30.0
109 98 355 29.6
181 132 513 28.5
131 81 367 28.2
56 10 140 28.0
178 93 484 26.9
90 47 240 26.7
186 70 504 26.5
145 100 437 25.7
178 66 464 24.4
26 32
97 24.3
44 15 116 23.2
120 145 398 22.1
137 53 370 21.8
26 25
86 21.5
55 23 149 21.3
71 38 203 20.3
27 18
81 20.3

FG percentage
FG
48
31
31
181
63

Gobert, UTA
Adams, OKC
Curry, DAL
Davis, LAL
Ibaka, TOR

FGA
74
52
53
311
110

PCT
.649
.596
.585
.582
.573

Rebounds
Allen, BKN
Antetokounmpo, MIL
Embiid, PHI
Adams, OKC
Gobert, UTA

G OFF DEF TOT AVG
4
17
42
59 14.8
9
27
97 124 13.8
4
11
38
49 12.2
7
34
47
81 11.6
7
24
56
80 11.4

WNBA Finals

At Bradenton, Fla.
Best-of-5; x-if necessary

Friday, Oct. 2: Seattle 93, Las Vegas 80
Sunday, Oct. 4: Seattle 104, Las Vegas 91, Seattle
leads series 2-0
Tuesday, Oct. 6: Las Vegas vs. Seattle, late
x-Thursday, Oct 8: Las Vegas vs. Seattle, 7 p.m.
x-Sunday, Oct. 11: Seattle vs. Las Vegas, 3 p.m.

Tennis

French Open

Tuesday at Paris

Men’s singles
Quarterfinals

Diego Schwartzman (12), Argentina, def. Dominic
Thiem (3), Austria, 7-6 (1), 5-7, 6-7 (6), 7-6 (5), 6-2.
Rafael Nadal (2), Spain, vs. Jannik Sinner, Italy,
7-6 (4), 6-4, 6-1.

Women’s singles
Fourth round

Danielle Collins, United States, def. Ons Jabeur
(30), Tunisia, 6-4, 4-6, 6-4.

Quarterfinals

Nadia Podoroska, Argentina, def. Elina Svitolina
(3), Ukraine, 6-2, 6-4.
Iga Swiatek, Poland, def. Martina Trevisan, Italy,
6-3, 6-1.

Men’s doubles
Quarterfinals

Kevin Krawietz and Andreas Mies (8), Germany, def.
Jamie Murray and Neal Skupski (13), Britain, 6-4, 6-4.
Nikola Mektic, Croatia, and Wesley Koolhof (9),
Netherlands, def. Nicholas Monroe and Tommy
Paul, United States, 6-4, 6-4.

Women’s doubles
Quarterfinals

Kristina Mladenovic, France, and Timea Babos (2),
Hungary, def. Aliaksandra Sasnovich, Belarus, and
Marta Kostyuk, Ukraine, 6-2, 7-5.
Barbora Krejcikova and Katerina Siniakova (4),
Czech Republic, def. Bethanie Mattek-Sands and
Sofia Kenin (9), United States, 1-6, 6-4, 6-2.

Miami
013
000
010 — 5
9 0
Atlanta
102
000
60x — 9 12 1
E—Riley (1). LOB—Miami 6, Atlanta 8. 2B—Cooper
(1), Sierra (1), Ozuna (1), d’Arnaud (1). HR—Rojas
(1), off Fried; Acuna Jr. (1), off Alcantara;
d’Arnaud (1), off Garcia; Swanson (1), off Hoyt.
RBIs—Rojas (1), Cooper 2 (2), B.Anderson (1),
Joyce (1), Acuna Jr. (1), Ozuna 2 (2), d’Arnaud 4
(4), Swanson 2 (2). Runners left in scoring position—Miami 2 (Berti, Alfaro); Atlanta 4 (Albies 2,
Acuna Jr.). RISP—Miami 3 for 7; Atlanta 3 for 8.
Miami
ip h r er bb so np
era
Alcantara, L, 0-1
6 8 5 5 1 8 95 7.50
1
Garcia, BS, 0-1
⁄3 3 3 3 0 0 16 81.00
2
Hoyt
⁄3 1 1 1 0 0
6 13.50
Stanek
1 0 0 0 3 2 32 0.00
Atlanta
ip h r er bb so np
era
Fried
4 6 4 4 0 4 70 9.00
O’Day
1 1 0 0 0 1
9 0.00
Matzek
1 0 0 0 0 3 11 0.00
Smith, W, 1-0
1 0 0 0 0 0
8 0.00
Martin
1 2 1 1 0 1 26 9.00
Melancon
1 0 0 0 0 2
7 0.00
Inherited runners-scored—Garcia 2-2, Hoyt 1-1.
HBP—Alcantara (Acuna Jr.), Martin (Rojas).
WP—Stanek. Umpires—Home, Andy Fletcher; First,
Dan Bellino; Second, Mark Wegner; Third, Bill
Welke; Right, Stu Scheuwater; Left, Chris Guccione.
T—3:15.

Astros 5, Athletics 2
Houston
Springer cf
Altuve 2b
Brantley dh
Bregman 3b
Tucker lf
Correa ss
Gurriel 1b
Reddick rf
Maldonado c
Totals

ab
4
3
4
3
4
3
4
3
3
31

r
2
0
1
0
0
0
0
1
1
5

h
2
0
1
0
1
0
0
1
1
6

bi bb
3 0
0 1
0 0
0 0
0 0
1 1
0 0
0 0
1 0
5 2

so
1
1
0
0
0
1
0
0
1
4

avg
.667
.286
.222
.286
.333
.375
.143
.143
.250

Oakland
Semien ss
La Stella 2b
Pinder 3b
Canha lf-rf
Davis dh
Olson 1b
Murphy c
Laureano cf
Piscotty rf
Grossman ph-lf
Totals

ab
3
4
4
3
3
3
3
3
2
1
29

r
0
0
1
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
2

h
2
0
1
0
2
0
0
0
1
0
6

bi bb
0 1
0 0
1 0
0 0
1 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
2 1

so
0
0
0
2
0
0
1
2
0
0
5

avg
.571
.125
.200
.000
.571
.167
.143
.000
.500
.200

Houston
002
120
000 — 5 6 0
Oakland
010
100
000 — 2 6 0
LOB—Houston 2, Oakland 1. 2B—Brantley (1).
HR—Springer (1), off Manaea; Maldonado (1), off
Manaea; Springer (2), off Petit; Davis (2), off
Valdez; Pinder (1), off Valdez. RBIs—Springer 3 (4),
Correa (5), Maldonado (1), Davis (3), Pinder (1).
Runners left in scoring position—Houston 2 (Gurriel
2); Oakland 0. RISP—Houston 1 for 6; Oakland 0 for
0. Runners moved up—Correa, Tucker. GIDP—Gurriel,
Brantley, Pinder, La Stella, Olson. DP—Houston 3
(Altuve, Correa, Gurriel; Gurriel, Correa, Altuve,
Gurriel; Correa, Altuve, Gurriel); Oakland 2 (Pinder,
Semien, Olson; La Stella, Semien, Olson).
Houston
ip h r er bb so np
era
Valdez, W, 1-0
7 5 2 2 1 4 103 2.57
Paredes, H, 2
1 0 0 0 0 1 10 0.00
Pressly, S, 1-1
1 1 0 0 0 0 19 0.00
Oakland
ip h r er bb so np
era
Manaea, L, 0-1
41⁄3 5 4 4 1 2 65 8.31
2
Petit
⁄3 1 1 1 0 1 10 5.40
Minor
2 0 0 0 0 1 28 0.00
Soria
1 0 0 0 0 0 11 0.00
Trivino
1 0 0 0 1 0 15 5.40
HBP—Minor (Bregman). Umpires—Home, Ed Hickox;
First, Jerry Meals; Second, Laz Diaz; Third, Ron
Kulpa; Right, Tripp Gibson; Left, Adrian Johnson.
T—2:54.

This Date In Baseball
Oct. 7
1904 — Jack Chesbro got his 41st victory of the
season when the New York Yankees defeated the
Boston Red Sox 3-2.
1945 — Hank Greenberg’s three doubles led Detroit
to an 8-4 victory over the Chicago Cubs, giving the
Tigers a 3-2 lead in the World Series.
1952 — Billy Martin’s running catch on a high
infield pop with the bases loaded in the seventh
inning snuffed a Dodgers rally and the New York
Yankees went on to win Game 7 of the World
Series 4-2.
1961 — New York’s Roger Maris won the third
game of the World Series with a ninth-inning home
run off the Reds’ Bob Purkey. The Yankees won 3-2
at Cincinnati’s Crosley Field.
1984 — The San Diego Padres won the National
League pennant with a 6-3 victory over the Chicago
Cubs in the final game of the playoffs. The Padres
won three straight after dropping the first two
games.
1987 — Don Baylor singled to break an eighthinning tie and Gary Gaetti homered in his first two
playoff at-bats as the Minnesota Twins beat the
Detroit Tigers 8-5 in the opening game of the
ALCS.
1995 — Edgar Martinez of the Seattle Mariners hit
a tie-breaking grand slam in the eighth inning and
drove in seven runs — most in a postseason game
— to lead the Mariners past the New York Yankees
11-8 and send the AL playoff series to a decisive
Game 5.1998 — Chuck Knoblauch of the Yankees
argued for an interference call at first base instead
of picking up the ball while Enrique Wilson rounded
the bases and scored to break a 1-all tie in the 12th
inning of the Cleveland Indians’ 4-1 victory at New
York in Game 2 of the AL championship series.
2001 — San Diego’s Rickey Henderson became the
25th player with 3,000 hits with a bloop double in
a 14-5 loss to Colorado. Teammate Tony Gwynn
ended his 20-year career by grounding out to
shortstop in the ninth inning. Gwynn left the game
with eight NL batting titles, a .338 lifetime average
and 3,141 hits.
2001 — Barry Bonds wrapped up his recordbreaking season with his 73rd homer and shattered
the slugging percentage record that Babe Ruth had
owned for 81 years. He finished the season with a
.328 batting average, a career-high 137 RBIs and a
slugging percentage of .863, easily surpassing the
mark of .847 that Ruth set in 1920.
2002 — The wild-card San Francisco Giants
eliminated the Atlanta Braves 3-1 and moved on to
face St. Louis in the NL championship series. For
the first time since the current postseason format
was adopted in 1995, all four teams with the best
record were eliminated in the opening round.

h
0
0
3
1
0
1
0
1
0
0
0
0
6

New York
101 020 005 — 9 15 0
Tampa Bay
100 200 000 — 3 6 0
LOB—New York 10, Tampa Bay 8. 2B—Voit (1).
HR—Frazier (1), off Snell; Higashioka (1), off Snell;
Judge (1), off Snell; Stanton (1), off Curtiss;
Arozarena (1), off Cole; Choi (1), off Cole.
RBIs—Hicks 2 (2), Frazier (1), Higashioka (1), Judge
(1), Stanton 4 (4), Arozarena (1), Choi 2 (2).
SB—Torres (1). SF—Hicks. Runners left in scoring
position—New York 5 (Frazier, Stanton, LeMahieu);
Tampa Bay 2 (Margot). RISP—New York 3 for 9;
Tampa Bay 0 for 1. Runners moved up—Judge,
Urshela. GIDP—Torres, Judge. DP—Tampa Bay 2
(Choi, Lowe, Choi; Lowe, Choi).
New York
ip h r er bb so np
era
Cole, W, 1-0
6 6 3 3 2 8 97 4.50
Green, H, 1
1 0 0 0 1 1 20 0.00
Britton, H, 1
1 0 0 0 1 1 14 0.00
Cessa
1 0 0 0 1 1 19 0.00
Tampa Bay
ip h r er bb so np
era
Snell, L, 0-1
5 6 4 4 2 4 84 7.20
Thompson
2 3 0 0 0 0 21 0.00
Drake
1 1 0 0 0 1 14 0.00
2
Curtiss
⁄3 4 5 5 2 1 42 67.50
1
McClanahan
⁄3 1 0 0 1 0 15 0.00
Inherited runners-scored—McClanahan 1-0. IBB—off
Cole (Choi). HBP—Thompson (Gardner). WP—Snell.
Umpires—Home, Dave Rackley; First, CB Bucknor;
Second, Mark Carlson; Third, Todd Tichenor; Right,
Mike Estabrook; Left, Marvin Hudson. T—3:38.

Transactions
BASEBALL

NFL Standings

AMERICAN CONFERENCE
East
Buffalo
New England
Miami
N.Y. Jets

W
4
2
1
0

L
0
2
3
4

T
0
0
0
0

Pct PF PA
1.000 123 100
.500 97 92
.250 93 96
.000 65 131

South
Tennessee
Indianapolis
Jacksonville
Houston

W
3
3
1
0

L
0
1
3
4

T
0
0
0
0

Pct PF PA
1.000 80 74
.750 103 56
.250 95 117
.000 80 126

North
Pittsburgh
Baltimore
Cleveland
Cincinnati

W
3
3
3
1

L
0
1
1
2

T
0
0
0
1

Pct PF PA
1.000 80 58
.750 122 73
.750 124 126
.250 99 99

West
Kansas City
Las Vegas
Denver
L.A. Chargers

W
4
2
1
1

L
0
2
3
3

T
0
0
0
0

Pct PF PA
1.000 117 70
.500 111 120
.250 82 98
.250 83 95

MLB: Reinstated New York Yankees RHP Domingo
German from the restricted list.

HOUSTON — Ronald
Acuna Jr. made history
with a leadoff home run to
start things off for the Atlanta Braves in their NL
Division Series opener
against Miami.
And another hit — once
more by the Marlins, this
time with Sandy Alcantara’s fastball to the left hip —
fired up the Braves and
fueled their comeback in a
9-5 win Tuesday.
“I think it woke us up,”
said Travis d’Arnaud, who
launched a tiebreaking homer during Atlanta’s six-run
rally in the seventh inning .
“And we took advantage of
that momentum.”
D’Arnaud also doubled
and singled in driving in
four runs and Dansby
Swanson homered during
the big comeback to help
power Atlanta.
After shutting out Cincinnati for 22 innings during a two-game sweep in
the wild-card round, the
Braves relied on their bats
in this opener. Game 2 of
the best-of-five series is on
Wednesday in Houston.
Acuna got things going
for the Braves in the bottom
of the first when he sent
Alcantara’s second pitch
into right-center for a homer. He watched it for a
second before flipping his
bat and rounding the bases
as he became the youngest
player (22 years, 293 days
old) in postseason history
with a leadoff home run.
Things turned testy in
the third when Acuna was
nailed by a 98 mph fastball.
The showy All-Star outfielder held onto his bat
and walked a few steps
toward the mound before
umpires and Braves coaches surrounded him and
directed him away from
Alcantara, who had started
to walk toward him.
After a short delay, featuring plenty of chirping
from both dugouts, Acuna
took his base. Umpires
warned the teams against
further trouble.
Acuna and his teammates quickly got revenge.
The Braves trailed 4-3 in
the seventh before Austin
Riley and Acuna hit consecutive singles with no
outs to chase Alcantara.
Yimi Garcia took over
and Freddie Freeman

NE: FG Folk 43, 9:31.

America’s Line

Soccer

KC: Hill 6 pass from Mahomes (Butker kick), :42.

BASEBALL PLAYOFFS

NATIONAL CONFERENCE
East
Philadelphia
Dallas
Washington
N.Y. Giants

W
1
1
1
0

L
2
3
3
4

T
1
0
0
0

Pct PF PA
.250 84 107
.250 126 146
.250 79 112
.000 47 96

South
Tampa Bay
Carolina
New Orleans
Atlanta

W
3
2
2
0

L
1
2
2
4

T
0
0
0
0

Pct PF PA
.750 120 92
.500 99 102
.500 123 123
.000 106 138

North
Green Bay
Chicago
Detroit
Minnesota

W
4
3
1
1

L
0
1
3
3

T
0
0
0
0

Pct PF PA
1.000 152 101
.750 85 81
.250 99 127
.250 106 125

West
Seattle
L.A. Rams
Arizona
San Francisco

W
4
3
2
2

L
0
1
2
2

T
0
0
0
0

Pct PF PA
1.000 142 109
.750 106 80
.500 98 92
.500 107 71

Thursday’s game

Denver 37, N.Y. Jets 28

Sunday’s games

Tampa Bay 38, L.A. Chargers 31
Cleveland 49, Dallas 38
Baltimore 31, Washington 17
Pittsburgh at Tennessee, 1 p.m.
Carolina 31, Arizona 21
New Orleans 35, Detroit 29
Cincinnati 33, Jacksonville 25
Minnesota 31, Houston 23
Seattle 31, Miami 23
L.A. Rams 17, N.Y. Giants 9
Buffalo 30, Las Vegas 23
Indianapolis 19, Chicago 11
Philadelphia 25, San Francisco 20

NEW YORK YANKEES: Reassigned RHP Domingo
German to the minor leagues.

National League
ATLANTA BRAVES: Reassigned INFs Johan Camargo
and William Contreras to the minor leagues.
Activated RHPs Bryse Wilson and Huascar Ynoa.
LOS ANGELES DODGERS: Activated INF Gavin Lux and
RHP Dylan Floro. Reassigned INFs Keibert Ruiz and
Edwin Rose to the minor leagues.
MIAMI MARLINS: Activated LHP Daniel Castano and
RHP Nick Vincent. Reassigned INF Lewin Diaz, OF
Starling Marte and LHP Stephen Tarpley to the
minor leagues. Selected the contract of INF Sean
Rodriguez from alternate training site.
SAN DIEGO PADRES: Reassigned RHP Dan Altavilla
and INFs Jorge Mateo and Greg Garcia to the minor
leagues. Activated RHP Mike Clevinger and OF Greg
Allen. Designated OF Abraham Almonte for
assignment. Selected the contract of LHP Ryan
Weathers from Fort Wayne (Midwest League).

FOOTBALL
ARIZONA CARDINALS: Placed RB Jonathan Ward on
the active roster. Released S Curtis Riley. Waived
OL Brett Toth from injured reserve.
BALTIMORE RAVENS: Activated LB Kristian Welch.
Released TE Jerell Adams.
CLEVELAND BROWNS: Placed WR KhaDarel Hodge
on injured reserve.
DALLAS COWBOYS: Released CB Brandon Carr, OT
Alex Light. Placed OT Greg Senat on the active
roster. Signed OT William Sweet to the practice
squad.
DENVER BRONCOS: Signed NT Mike Purcell to a
three-year contract extension through 2023.
GREEN BAY PACKERS: Released WR Reggie Begelton
and LB Curtis Bolton from the PUP list. Released
WR Caleb Scott from the practice squad.
INDIANAPOLIS COLTS: Signed CB Christian Angulo to
the practice squad. Released WR Krishawn Hogan
and TE Ethan Wolf.
JACKSONVILLE JAGUARS: Re-signed S Doug
Middleton to the practice squad.
NEW ENGLAND PATRIOTS: Placed DL Bill Murray on
the COVID-19 list.
NEW YORK GIANTS: Waived S Sean Chandler. Placed
TE Eric Tomlinson on the active roster.

Soccer

MLS Standings
T
4
4
5
4
2
7
2
2
5
2
4
4
5
2

Pts
31
31
29
28
23
22
20
17
17
17
16
13
11
11

GF
26
25
28
25
17
15
18
17
11
22
20
8
11
14

GA
16
10
16
13
12
12
19
19
14
29
24
23
24
25

West
W L
T Pts
GF GA
Seattle
8 3
3
27
32 13
Portland
7 4
3
24
27 24
Sporting K.C.
7 5
2
23
26 21
Minnesota United
6 5
4
22
26 21
Los Angeles FC
6 6
3
21
35 30
FC Dallas
5 3
6
21
21 15
Colorado
5 4
4
19
25 20
Real Salt Lake
4 5
6
18
20 24
San Jose
4 6
5
17
21 40
Houston
3 5
7
16
22 26
Vancouver
5 10
0
15
18 34
LA Galaxy
4 7
3
15
18 24
NOTE: Three points for victory, one point for tie.

Tuesday’s game

Minnesota at Nashville, 8:30 p.m.

Wednesday’s schedule

Orlando City at Atlanta, 7 p.m.
Miami at New York, 7 p.m.
Montreal at Columbus, 7:30 p.m.
Toronto FC at New England, 7:30 p.m.
Cincinnati at Philadelphia, 7:30 p.m.
D.C. United at New York City FC, 8 p.m.
FC Dallas at Houston, 8 p.m.
Chicago at Sporting Kansas City, 8:30 p.m.
Los Angeles FC at Colorado, 9 p.m.
Real Salt Lake at Seattle, 10 p.m.
Portland at LA Galaxy, 10:30 p.m.
Vancouver at San Jose, 10:30 p.m.

Saturday’s schedule

Houston at Miami, 5 p.m.
New York at Atlanta, 6 p.m.
LA Galaxy at Colorado, 7 p.m.
Real Salt Lake at Vancouver, 10 p.m.

Sunday’s schedule

New England at New York City FC, 4:30 p.m.
Seattle at Los Angeles FC, 7 p.m.
D.C. United at Chicago, 7:30 p.m.
Toronto FC at Cincinnati, 7:30 p.m.
Columbus at Orlando City, 7:30 p.m.
Montreal at Philadelphia, 7:30 p.m.
Nashville at Sporting Kansas City, 7:30 p.m.
Minnesota at FC Dallas, 8:30 p.m.
San Jose at Portland, 10 p.m.

Wednesday, Oct. 14

Columbus at Cincinnati, 7:30 p.m.
New England at Montreal, 7:30 p.m.
New York City FC at Orlando City, 7:30 p.m.
New York at Toronto FC, 7:30 p.m.
Philadelphia at D.C. United, 8 p.m.
Nashville at Houston, 8 p.m.
Atlanta at Miami, 8 p.m.
Chicago at Minnesota, 8 p.m.
Sporting Kansas City at FC Dallas, 8:30 p.m.
Portland at Real Salt Lake, 9:30 p.m.
Colorado at Seattle, 10 p.m.
Los Angeles FC at Vancouver, 10 p.m.
San Jose at LA Galaxy, 10:30 p.m.

NWSL Standings
W L
T Pts
GF GA
Portland
2 0
1
7
8
2
Washington
2 1
1
7
5
4
Houston
2 1
0
6
10
6
Chicago
1 1
1
4
6
4
North Carolina
1 1
1
4
5
7
Sky Blue FC
1 2
0
3
3
6
Utah
0 1
2
2
3
6
Orlando
0 1
1
1
1
3
Reign FC
0 1
1
1
3
6
NOTE: Three points for victory, one point for tie.

Friday’s schedule

Houston at Orlando, 5 p.m.

Saturday’s schedule

Chicago at Sky Blue FC, 12:30 p.m.
Portland at Reign FC, 8 p.m.

Saturday, October 17

Thursday, Oct. 8

Tampa Bay at Chicago, 8:20 p.m.
Cincinnati at Baltimore, 1 p.m.
Philadelphia at Pittsburgh, 1 p.m.
Carolina at Atlanta, 1 p.m.
Las Vegas at Kansas City, 1 p.m.
L.A. Rams at Washington, 1 p.m.
Buffalo at Tennessee, 1 p.m.
Arizona at N.Y. Jets, 1 p.m.
Jacksonville at Houston, 1 p.m.
Miami at San Francisco, 4:05 p.m.
N.Y. Giants at Dallas, 4:25 p.m.
Denver at New England, 4:25 p.m.
Indianapolis at Cleveland, 4:25 p.m.
Minnesota at Seattle, 8:20 p.m.
Open: Detroit, Green Bay

Monday, Oct. 12

L.A. Chargers at New Orleans, 8:15 p.m.

Late Monday
Packers 30, Falcons 16
Atlanta
Green Bay

0
7

3 6 7
13 7 3

—
—

16
30

First quarter

National Football League

W L
9 2
9 2
8 2
8 3
7 6
5 3
6 7
5 8
4 5
5 8
4 7
3 8
2 8
3 10

Kansas City 26, New England 10
Green Bay 30, Atlanta 16

Sunday, Oct. 11

American League

North Carolina at Orlando, 4 p.m.
Utah at Reign FC, 8 p.m.

Braves roll past
Marlins 9-5 to
open NLDS
grounded into a forceout
that left runners at the
corners. Marcell Ozuna
lined a single to left that
made it 4-all.
Then d’Arnaud, in his
first season with Atlanta,
belted a slider over the
fence in center field for a
three-run drive that made it
7-4. The shot caused the
Braves dugout to erupt with
Acuna jumping over the
railing to celebrate.
ASTROS 5, ATHLETICS 2: George Springer hit
two homers and Houston
kept making more noise in
the playoffs, beating Oakland in Los Angeles to take
a 2-0 lead in their AL Division Series.
Martin Maldonado also
went deep for Houston,
which needs one win to
reach its fourth straight AL
Championship Series.
Game 3 in the best-of-five
series is Wednesday, when
Houston is the home team
in the neutral site matchup.
Springer put Houston
ahead to stay with a tworun, two-out drive in the
third on a second straight
90-degree day at Dodger
Stadium.
Maldonado’s solo shot in
the fifth chased loser Sean
Manaea in his first appearance of this postseason.
Yusmeiro Petit came in and
promptly gave up Springer’s second homer of the
game, extending Houston’s
lead to 5-2. Maldonado
yelled and raised his right
arm in celebration from his
seat in the dugout.
Springer’s 17 postseason
homers tied Nelson Cruz
and Jim Thome for most
through a player’s first 54
career postseason games.
Five of Springer’s postseason homers have come
at Dodger Stadium, where
the Astros beat the Dodgers
in Game 7 of the 2017 World
Series.
Houston improved to 7-3
in Dodger Stadium since
that World Series. Current
A’s pitcher Mike Fiers last
year told of his old team’s
sign-stealing scandal used
in 2017, a revelation that
rocked baseball and drew
the still ongoing ire of other
players and fans.
Hot, sunny and dry conditions again created an
ideal environment for the
long ball. The teams combined for five homers, raising the series total to 11.

Monday’s games

Major League Baseball

East
Toronto FC
Columbus
Orlando City
Philadelphia
New York City FC
New England
New York
Atlanta
Nashville SC
Montreal
Chicago
Cincinnati
D.C. United
Inter Miami CF

MLB PLAYOFFS

Football

GB: A.Jones 6 pass from Rodgers (Crosby kick),
10:01.

Second quarter

Atl: FG Fry 23, 7:38.
GB: Tonyan 19 pass from Rodgers (kick failed),
2:28.
GB: Tonyan 8 pass from Rodgers (Crosby kick), :46.

Third quarter

Atl: Gurley 5 run (kick failed), 7:20.
GB: Tonyan 21 pass from Rodgers (Crosby kick),
5:18.

Fourth quarter

Atl: Gurley 3 run (Fry kick), 12:52.
GB: FG Crosby 48, 5:55.
A: 0.
First downs
Total Net Yards
Rushes-yards
Passing
Punt Returns
Kickoff Returns
Interceptions Ret.
Comp-Att-Int
Sacked-Yards Lost
Punts
Fumbles-Lost
Penalties-Yards
Time of Possession

Atl
24
327
25-78
249
0-0
2-39
0-0
28-39-0
4-36
3-40.7
0-0
3-23
30:22

GB
22
403
26-88
315
1-11
2-54
0-0
27-33-0
1-12
2-40.5
0-0
3-30
29:38

Individual statistics
Rushing: Atlanta, Gurley 16-57, Ryan 2-10, Hill 4-10,
I.Smith 2-3, Gage 1-(minus 2). Green Bay, Jones
15-71, Williams 8-10, Rodgers 1-5, Dillon 1-3, Boyle
1-(minus 1).
Passing: Atlanta, Ryan 28-39-0-285. Green Bay,
Rodgers 27-33-0-327.
Receiving: Atlanta, Zaccheaus 8-86, Hurst 4-51,
J.Jones 4-32, Blake 3-47, I.Smith 3-24, Gage 2-22,
Hill 2-13, Gurley 1-6, K.Smith 1-4. Green Bay,
Williams 8-95, Tonyan 6-98, Jones 5-40, ValdesScantling 4-45, Shepherd 2-21, Taylor 1-20, Ervin
1-8.
Missed field goals: None.

Late Monday
Chiefs 26, Patriots 10
New England
Kansas City

0 3 0
6 0 7

7 —
13 —

10
26

First quarter

A S S O C I AT E D P R E S S

KC: FG Butker 23, 10:08.
KC: FG Butker 39, :13.

Second quarter
Third quarter

Fourth quarter

NE: Harry 4 pass from Stidham (Folk kick), 13:45.
KC: Hardman 6 pass from Mahomes (kick failed),
8:57.
KC: Mathieu 25 interception return (Butker kick),
8:48.
A: 12,729.
NE
KC
First downs
21
19
Total Net Yards
357
323
Rushes-yards
35-185
25-94
Passing
172
229
Punt Returns
1-12
1-0
Kickoff Returns
0-0
0-0
Interceptions Ret.
0-0
3-76
Comp-Att-Int
20-37-3
19-29-0
Sacked-Yards Lost
2-18
1-7
Punts
3-52.3
4-60.8
Fumbles-Lost
1-1
2-1
Penalties-Yards
4-43
4-38
Time of Possession
31:34
28:26

Individual statistics
Rushing: New England, Harris 17-100, Burkhead
11-45, White 3-21, Zuber 1-8, Hoyer 1-8, Stidham
2-3. Kansas City, Edwards-Helaire 16-64, Mahomes
8-28, Williams 1-2.
Passing: New England, Hoyer 15-24-1-130, Stidham
5-13-2-60. Kansas City, Mahomes 19-29-0-236.
Receiving: New England, White 7-38, Byrd 5-80,
Edelman 3-35, Harry 3-21, Olszewski 1-11,
Burkhead 1-5. Kansas City, Hill 4-64, Watkins 4-43,
Hardman 4-27, Kelce 3-70, Edwards-Helaire 3-27,
Yelder 1-5.
Missed field goals: None.

College Football
Top 25 Schedule
Saturday

No. 1 Clemson vs. No. 7 Miami, 7:30 p.m.
No. 2 Alabama at Mississippi, 6 p.m.
No. 3 Georgia vs. No. 14 Tennessee, 3:30 p.m.
No. 4 Florida at No. 21 Texas A&M, noon
No. 5 Notre Dame vs. Florida State, 7:30 p.m.
No. 8 North Carolina vs. No. 19 Virginia Tech, noon
No. 13 Auburn vs. Arkansas, 4 p.m.
No. 15 BYU vs. UTSA, 3:30 p.m.
No. 17 LSU vs. Missouri, 9 p.m.
No. 22 Texas at Oklahoma, noon
No. 23 Louisiana-Lafayette vs. Coastal Carolina,
noon
No. 24 Iowa State vs. Texas Tech, 3:30 p.m.

This Date In Sports
Oct. 7
1967 — Tulsa wide receivers Ricky Eber and Harry
Wood have the best day by a receiving duo in
college football history. Eber has 20 receptions for
322 yards and three touchdowns, while Wood
grabs 13 passes for 318 yards and three scores in
Tulsa’s 58-0 win over Idaho State.
1970 — Willie Shoemaker wins his 6,033rd race to
pass Johnny Longden as the winningest jockey. His
first race was won on April 20, 1949.

Favorite

Odds

American League Division Series

USL Championship
Underdog

Yankees (Tanaka). .-$122 (8½) . . . . Rays (Morton)
Astros (Greinke) . . . .-$125 (9) . . . . . . . . A’s (Minor)

National League Division Series

Braves (I.Anderson)-$195 (8½) . Marlins (P.Lopez)
Dodgers (Kershaw) .-$190 (8). . . . Padres (Davies)

NFL
Favorite

Thursday

Points

Open Current O/U

Underdog

Bucs . . . . . . . . . . . . . .6 5 (44½). . . . . . . . . . . . BEARS

Sunday

Group A

W L
11 2
8 2
4 10
3 13

T
3
6
2
0

Pts
36
30
14
9

GF
43
27
25
20

GA
21
17
32
50

W
11
8
7
6
2

L
3
6
6
5
9

T
2
2
3
5
5

Pts
35
26
24
23
11

GF
46
29
18
17
24

GA
17
32
18
18
34

W L
9 2
8 4
2 7
3 11

T
5
3
7
2

Pts
32
27
13
11

GF
24
23
19
14

GA
14
17
28
25

W
10
6
5
1
2

L
3
2
4
8
9

T
3
7
7
7
3

Pts
33
25
22
10
9

GF
30
21
30
12
17

GA
14
16
27
29
28

W L
11 3
7 5
7 7
5 10

T
2
4
2
1

Pts
35
25
23
16

GF
28
22
21
21

GA
12
21
19
30

W L
11 3
11 4
5 11
2 11
1 9

T
2
1
0
3
3

Pts
35
34
15
9
6

GF
31
39
30
20
10

GA
24
10
37
45
28

W
8
7
6
4

L
4
5
8
7

T
4
4
1
4

Pts
28
25
19
16

GF
24
29
17
24

GA
22
19
21
31

W L
x-Tampa Bay
10 3
x-Charleston
9 3
Miami FC
4 8
Atlanta 2
3 10
x-Advanced to Playoffs

T
3
3
4
3

Pts
33
30
16
12

GF
25
26
20
23

GA
11
15
34
33

x-Reno
x-Sacramento
Tacoma
Portland II

Group B
x-Phoenix
x-LA Galaxy II
Orange County
San Diego Loyal SC
Las Vegas

FALCONS . . . . . . . .2½ 2½ (53½) . . . . . . . . Panthers
CHIEFS . . . . . . . . . . 13 13 (56½) . . . . . . . . . Raiders
PATRIOTS . . . . . . . . NL NL (NL) . . . . . . . . . Broncos
Rams . . . . . . . . . . . . 9 8 (45½) . . . WASHINGTON
TEXANS . . . . . . . . . 6½ 6 (54½) . . . . . . . . . Jaguars
TITANS . . . . . . . . . . NL NL (NL) . . . . . . . . . . . . Bills
Cardinals. . . . . . . . . 8 7 (46½) . . . . . . . . . . . . JETS
STEELERS. . . . . . . . 7 7 (44½) . . . . . . . . . . Eagles
RAVENS . . . . . . . . . 13 13 (51½) . . . . . . . . . Bengals
49ERS . . . . . . . . . . . 8 8 (47) . . . . . . . . Dolphins
COWBOYS . . . . . . .9½ 9½ (54½) . . . . . . . . . . Giants
Colts . . . . . . . . . . . .PK 1½ (47½) . . . . . . . . BROWNS
SEAHAWKS . . . . . . 7½ 7 (57½) . . . . . . . . . . Vikings

Group C

SAINTS . . . . . . . . . . .8 7½ (51½) . . . . . . . . . Chargers
Bye week: Lions, Packers.

Group E

Monday

COLLEGE FOOTBALL
Favorite

Thursday

Points

Open Current O/U

Underdog

x-El Paso
x-New Mexico
Colorado Springs
Real Monarchs

Group D
x-San Antonio
x-Tulsa
Austin
OKC Energy
Rio Grande Val

x-Louisville
x-Saint Louis
Indy
Swope Park

HOUSTON . . . . . . . .5 6½ (59½) . . . . . . . . . . . Tulane

Group F

Louisville . . . . . . . . .5½ 4 (63½) . . . GEORGIA TECH

x-Hartford
x-Pittsburgh
NY Red Bulls II
Bethlehem Steel
Loudoun

Friday

Saturday

KENTUCKY . . . . . . 3 2 (58½) . . . . . . . . . . Miss St
Duke . . . . . . . . . . . . PK 2½ (49) . . . . . . SYRACUSE
Pittsburgh . . . . . . . 4½ 6 (43½) . . . BOSTON COLL
VIRGINIA . . . . . . . . 9 9½ (63½) . . . . . . . . NC State
USF . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 4½ (55½) . . . . . . . E Carolina
CLEMSON. . . . . . . . 15 14 (63½) . . . . . . . Miami-Fla
N CAROLINA . . . . . 5½ 5½ (60) . . . . . Virginia Tech
GEORGIA . . . . . . . .14 12½ (42½) . . . . . . Tennessee
d-Oklahoma . . . . . 2½ 2 (72½) . . . . . . . . . . . Texas
IOWA ST. . . . . . . . .13 12½ (64½) . . . . . . Texas Tech
Alabama . . . . . . . .24 23½ (67½) . . . . . MISSISSIPPI
AUBURN. . . . . . . . .16½ 14 (46½). . . . . . . . Arkansas
LSU . . . . . . . . . . . . .20 20½ (50½) . . . . . . . . Missouri
Florida . . . . . . . . . . 6 6½ (57½) . . . . . TEXAS A&M
TCU . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9½ 8½ (50½) . . . . . . . Kansas St
S Carolina. . . . . . . . 12 13 (41½) . . . . VANDERBILT
TROY. . . . . . . . . . . . 7 7½ (59½) . . . . . . . . Texas St
LIBERTY . . . . . . . . .21 19½ (61½) . . . . . . UL-Monroe
BYU . . . . . . . . . . . . .35 34½ (63½). . . . . . . . . . . . Utsa
Fla Atlantic . . . . . . 3½ 2½ (57½) . . . . . . . . SO MISS
Temple . . . . . . . . . . 3 3 (50½) . . . . . . . . . . . NAVY
FLA INT'L . . . . . . . 5½ 4 (56½) . . . . . Mid Tenn St
LA TECH . . . . . . . . . 15 15½ (52) . . . . . . . . . . . Utep
NOTRE DAME . . . . 21 21 (52½) . . . . . . . Florida St
Charlotte . . . . . . . . 3 3 (67½) . . . . . . . . N TEXAS
Marshall . . . . . . . . . 6 7 (44½) . . . W KENTUCKY
UL-LAFAYETTE . . . 6½ 7 (50½) . . . . . Coastal Caro
d-Dallas

Home team in CAPS

Group G
x-Charlotte
x-Birmingham
North Carolina
Memphis

Group H

Conference Quarterfinals
Saturday’s Schedule

Charleston at Charlotte, 7 p.m.
Saint Louis at Hartford, 7 p.m.
Birmingham at Tampa Bay, 7:30 p.m.
Pittsburgh at Louisville, 7:30 p.m.
LA Galaxy II at Reno, 9 p.m.
New Mexico at San Antonio, 9 p.m.
Tulsa at El Paso, 9:30 p.m.
Sacramento at Phoenix, 10:30 p.m.
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SPORTS
NFL ANALYSIS | BY JOHN CLAYTON

Takeaways from 1st quarter of NFL season
T H E WA S H I N GT O N P O ST

When evaluating their teams,
NFL coaches and general managers like to break their seasons
into quarters. The conclusion of
Week 4 has teams meeting this
week to determine where their
teams are and what changes they
might need to make as they begin
the second quarter. (The two
exceptions: Tennessee and Pittsburgh, whose bye week came
early after the Titans’ coronavirus
outbreak.)
Thanks to the pandemic, this
has been a strange and challenging start to the NFL season. Here
are four big takeaways from the
first four weeks.
YOU HAVE TO WIN
WITH OFFENSE

The long-stated concept that
defense wins championships
ended in the late 1990s and early
2000s when Peyton Manning and
Tom Brady entered the NFL. The
fact remains that while defenses
and running games can help get
teams to the playoffs, it’s quarterbacks who win Super Bowls.
This season is turning into an
extreme example of just how
critical offense is to winning in
the NFL. The combined scores in
games is averaging a touchdown
more than it was last year, and 18
quarterbacks are averaging more
than 250 passing yards a game.
Russell Wilson tied Manning’s
record of 16 touchdowns over the
first four games — setting an
outrageous 64-score pace. Teams
are using presnap motion, twotight end sets and four-wide receiver formations to devastating
effect.
You really don’t want to be a
defensive coordinator in the NFC.
Nine QBs in the conference are on
pace for 4,000-yard seasons. Wilson and Aaron Rodgers have
been incredible, and have the
Seahawks and Packers at 4-0 and
looking like serious contenders.
Brady and Drew Brees have overcome rough starts for the Buccaneers and Saints, two more teams
who will be very competitive in
the NFC.
One unseen factor helping
offenses: a 50% reduction in holding calls through the first four
weeks. That gives QBs more time
to throw and doesn’t put offenses
in long down-and-distance situations.
INJURIES, POSITIVE TESTS
TAKING A TOLL

In the first four weeks, teams
have had 385 missed starts — a
huge jump over last year’s 302

through four weeks. It’s been
particularly brutal for the defending NFC champion San Francisco
49ers, who have lost Nick Bosa,
Solomon Thomas and Dee Ford
from their defensive line, had
each of their top four cornerbacks
miss at least one game and seen
star tight end George Kittle and
quarterback Jimmy Garoppolo
miss time.
The Philadelphia Eagles have
had to place five offensive linemen on injured reserve and have
been playing without most of
their wide receivers. The New
Orleans Saints were down six
starters in Sunday’s win over
Detroit. Several teams have been
hit hard at cornerback and had to
play young guys who aren’t yet
ready to start — we’ve seen that
happen in Atlanta, Dallas, Minnesota, Jacksonville and elsewhere.
We’re also starting to see the
impact of positive coronavirus
tests. The Titans may be able to
resume their season this week
against Buffalo if they don’t have
any more positive tests, but it’s
unclear how many of the players
who did test positive will be available to play. The loss of quarterback Cam Newton ahead of a
critical game against the Kansas
City Chiefs was a huge blow for
the New England Patriots, and it’s
possible he misses this week
against Denver as well.

Stacy Revere / Getty Images

Packers QB Aaron Rodgers gestures after throwing a touchdown pass in Monday’s win over the Falcons.
Green Bay has scored an NFL-best 152 points through four games.

cons, Doug Marrone of the Jacksonville Jaguars, Vic Fangio of
Denver and Anthony Lynn of the
Chargers.

NEW COACHES
STRUGGLING; OTHERS
JOINING HOT SEAT

It was expected that the
league’s five new coaches were
going to have a particularly tough
time this season, with no offseason programs or preseason
games, and their combined record
is 7-13. Joe Judge of the New York
Giants is winless. Washington’s
Ron Rivera Dallas’ Mike McCarthy of the Cowboys are 1-3. Matt
Rhule is making headway with a
young Carolina Panthers team
and is 2-2.
The success story is Kevin
Stefanski of the Cleveland
Browns at 3-1. Stefanski has successfully turned them into a runfirst team, leading the league with
818 yards and boasting a 5.9
yards-per-carry average. That has
made life easier for quarterback
Baker Mayfield, who is on an
offense that is 26th in the league
in pass attempts with 116.
Every season begins with
coaches on the hot seat, and unfortunately for this year’s group,
those seats have only gotten hotter — and for Bill O’Brien, an 0-4
start led to his firing Monday
from the Houston Texans. He
leaves the team in a difficult position. The Texans have the league’s
highest payroll, with so much
money going to the offense: four

NFC EAST COULD BE
HISTORICALLY BAD

Harry How / Getty Images

Giants coach Joe Judge is one of several first-year coaches struggling
to win games this season.

receivers making a combined $44
million a year, a $39 million quarterback, a $22 million left tackle,
an $11 million center and a $13
million running back. They don’t
have a first-round pick next year,
with it going to the Miami Dolphins as part of the Laremy Tun-

sil trade. Watch for Patriots offensive coordinator Josh McDaniels
to be a main candidate for the job
next year.
Among the others in trouble:
Adam Gase of the New York Jets,
Matt Patricia of the Detroit Lions,
Dan Quinn of the Atlanta Fal-

This was the worst division in
football a year ago, and through
four weeks, it appears to be doing
even worse this season. Despite
Philadelphia’s Sunday night win
over the 49ers, NFC East teams
are a combined 2-11-1. The Eagles
are in first place even after starting 0-2-1.
Everyone expected Washington
and the Giants to struggle. They
are in rebuilding mode, with
young quarterbacks. The Eagles
sort of have an excuse, with injuries having ravaged their offense.
The big surprise has been the
Cowboys, who were expected to
have a revival under McCarthy.
Instead, they’ve racked up big
yardage but have been terrible on
defense. Coordinator Mike Nolan
is trying to install a hybrid unit,
mixing 3-4 and 4-3 concepts, and
it’s clearly not working. Communication issues are obvious during their games, and it seems as
though the system is too complex
for the players. They are giving
up a remarkable 36.5 points per
game. Their one win required a
comeback from 19 points down.

Vrabel, Titans hope NFL will
let them return Wednesday
A S S O C I AT E D P R E S S

NASHVILLE, Tenn. —
Coach Mike Vrabel says the
Tennessee Titans stand by
how they’ve followed the
NFL’s protocols for the
coronavirus pandemic and
hope the league will allow
the team back inside the
building Wednesday.
The NFL’s first team to
deal with a COVID-19 outbreak has had a couple of
what Vrabel called “really
good days” with testing,
and the coach said they’re
hoping for more good news
early Wednesday.
“And then we’ll kind of
see where we’re at with the
league and hopeful to return and get back in the
building,” Vrabel said.
One positive test could
derail that timeline.
If allowed back inside the
team’s headquarters Wednesday, that would keep the
Titans (3-0) on target to
host Buffalo (4-0) on Sunday in a matchup of two of
the NFL’s six remaining
undefeated teams. Vrabel
says he’s working through
a variety of schedules to be
ready for when they can get
back.
The NFL and its players
union had people in Nashville meeting with the Ti-

tans to review how the
team handled the outbreak
and checking protocols.
The Titans, and any other
team with an outbreak or
exposed to a team with an
outbreak, now have new
protocols to follow including all meetings held virtually and everyone must
wear face coverings and
gloves at practice.
Vrabel said the Titans
followed the protocols that
were in place and that both
he and general manager Jon
Robinson put a lot of
thought into doing just
that.
“We’re going to continue
to do everything that we
can to make sure as we
enter back in this building,
that things are safe and the
players are comfortable and
that their health and wellbeing is at the forefront,”
Vrabel said.
The Titans’ outbreak
reached 20 cases on Sunday, the team’s sixth
straight day of at least one
positive, with 18 returned
since Sept. 29. The players
testing positive include
defensive captain DaQuan
Jones, defensive lineman
Jeffery Simmons, wide
receiver Adam Humphries,
rookie cornerback Kristian
Fulton and long snapper

Beau Brinkley.
Vrabel said those players
have to follow a protocol to
be cleared to return to play,
keeping them out of Sunday’s game with the Bills.
But Vrabel is hopeful
they’ll get most of the personnel affected back, and
any coaches still not cleared
to return won’t have a role
in the game.
The Titans, who’ve won
all three games by a combined six points and a
made field goal inside the
final two minutes of each
victory, will need a long
snapper. Vrabel said he and
Robinson have been working through that. The NFL
has extended the time
teams need to bring in
players for tryouts.
“I am pretty certain that
they’ll allow us to have
somebody in here that can
snap for us,” Vrabel said.
“We understand that that’s
a critically important spot.
Still working through some
of that stuff with the
league.”
The NFL and the players’
union agreed to expanded
practice squads this season,
and Vrabel said they’ll have
enough players to make up
for those who won’t be able
to play.
Replacing Jones and

Simmons in the middle of
the defensive line won’t be
easy, and Vrabel said defensive backs will have to help
fill in for receivers once
they practice with Adam
Humphries and Cameron
Batson both on the reserve/
COVID-19 list.
Tennessee already has
had its game against Pittsburgh moved from Oct. 4 to
Oct. 25 because of this outbreak, turning the missed
date into an unexpected
bye.
Vrabel dismissed any
talk of the Titans having a
competitive disadvantage.
“The only competitive
disadvantage in my mind is
not playing very well, and
so that will all be determined on Sunday,“ Vrabel
said.
The Bills certainly aren’t
worried about not knowing
if Sunday’s game will happen as scheduled.
“I’m 4-0, man,” Buffalo
safety Jordan Hoyer said. “
I’m not even thinking about
that.”
The Titans’ outbreak also
affected the Baltimore Ravens, who now will have a
bye Week 7 instead of playing Pittsburgh. That game
now will be Nov. 1.
The NFL also had to
move New England’s game

Wade Payne / Associated Press

Tennessee Titans head coach Mike Vrabel watches from
the sideline against the Jacksonville Jaguars on Sept. 20
in Nashville. Vrabel’s debut as an NFL head coach came
in the league’s longest game because of lightning delays,
and now he’s guiding the Titans through the league’s
first COVID-19 outbreak.

at Kansas City from Sunday to Monday night after
Patriots quarterback Cam
Newton tested positive for
COVID-19, as did a Chiefs
practice squad player.
The NFL and the players
union agreed Oct. 2 to continue daily testing, and they
both agreed to ramp up
health and safety procedures in the wake of the
Titans’ outbreak. That

includes a longer process to
try out free agents and a
league-wide video monitoring system.
Commissioner Roger
Goodell s ent a memo to all
32 teams Monday noting
the league has disciplined
violators of NFL protocols
and that penalties including potential forfeits of
games for violations forcing
schedule changes.
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WOMEN’S SOCCER

US Soccer, Ellis announce
coach mentor program
AS S O C I AT E D P R E S S

Darron Cummings / Associated Press

Fans wait for Notre Dame and Navy to play in a 2019
game in South Bend, Ind. In a quirk this season, the No.
5 Irish enjoy a greater home-field advantage than most
of their opponents: As of now, they are slated to play in
front of only one crowd bigger than their own, which is
limited to about 10,000 people because of the pandemic.

COLLEGE FOOTBALL

No. 5 Irish bask
in unusual
home ‘crowd’
AS S O C I AT E D P R E S S

SOUTH BEND, Ind. —
In a normal season, Kurt
Hinish probably wouldn’t
have been able to hear the
students shouting his name
from the ninth row of the
bleachers at Notre Dame
Stadium. But during Notre
Dame’s 52-0 rout of South
Florida, the senior defensive tackle could.
In the second quarter,
Hinish shrugged at their
yells and told his teammates he didn’t recognize
the students. When their
efforts continued into the
fourth, Hinish finally
turned around in his folding chair in the defensive
line huddle, giving a nod
and laughing at the celebration that ensued.
That was one difference
between having 80,000
fans in a sold-out stadium
and the 10,000 who were
allowed in under COVID-19
regulations — and of
course there would be
differences. But in a quirk
of this unusual season,
Notre Dame (2-0, 1-0 ACC)
will enjoy a greater homefield advantage than most
opponents: The Fighting
Irish are slated to play in
front of only one crowd
bigger than their own.
Georgia Tech announced
a crowd of 11,000 for its
recent home opener, edging
Notre Dame’s season-opening 10,097 on hand for
Duke last month. Notre
Dame’s other four road
opponents — Pitt, Boston
College, North Carolina
and Wake Forest — have
not allowed any spectators
to attend so far.
That will change by the
time the fifth-ranked Irish
play at least some of those
teams, but perhaps not by
much. The state of North
Carolina is now allowing
fans to attend games with
capacity limited to 7%. That
would mean only about
3,500 fans at UNC and
about 2,200 at Wake Forest.
The Irish were originally
scheduled to play Wake
Forest on Sept. 26, a game
that would have been
played in an empty stadium. After several Irish
players tested positive for
COVID-19 on Sept. 21, that
matchup was postponed to
Dec. 12.
Although simply playing
at home is considered an
advantage, Notre Dame
players have noted the
importance of even the
smaller number of fans.
After the win against Duke,
wide receiver Avery Davis
expressed the sentiment
that seemed to reflect the
general consensus among
players: It didn’t feel that
different.
“Honestly, I was expecting a lot less,” Davis said.
“I didn’t think there was
going to be that many peo-

ple in there, so to see them
and to feel them and hear
their energy, that was really exciting.”
The crowd, while only
about 12.5% of stadium
capacity, provided many of
the hallmarks that players
have come to expect. Students screamed on the
opposing teams’ third
downs and lifted each other up for touchdown pushups following Irish scores.
Offensive line coach Jeff
Quinn had to shout for his
players to hear him over
the sound of the marching
band playing in the stands
25 yards away. A speaker
behind the northern end
zone amplified the band’s
music so loudly it seemed
to shake the ground nearby.
Quarterback Ian Book
said he planned to pretend
there were 80,000 people
in attendance, but he didn’t
have to use his imagination
as much as he expected.
“When I got out there, I
was pretty happy with the
crowd that we had,” Book
said. “It felt like more people than I thought it would
be, so I loved it. The crowd
was great.”
About that crowd noise:
Some of it is artificial. The
ACC has provided its
teams with standardized
options, including audio
files from the NFL and EA
Sports. In the first two
games, Notre Dame played
the EA Sports file through
the speaker system at 65-70
decibels, according to Rob
Kelly, senior associate athletics director of media and
brand.
Kelly said that noise level
— which is similar to a
basic office environment
and less than a vacuum
cleaner — was “agreed
upon by both teams” and is
below the ACC-regulated
upper limit of 85 decibels.
“The ambient crowd
noise is intended to be that
baseline noise of the sound
of people talking in the
stadium or generally the
sound of having 70,000plus people in a stadium at
any given time,” Kelly said.
“It was specifically continuous ambient sound, and
not cheers or roars.”
Unlike sound from the
band and video board, the
artificial crowd noise
doesn’t have to stop before
the snap. Actual fans, of
course, have no constraints.
Notre Dame takes a 20game home win streak into
Saturday’s game against
Florida State (1-2, 0-2) and
then — after yet another
home game, against Louisville — will travel to Pitt.
Six weeks after their season opener, the Irish will
finally discover how much
a home-field advantage
during the pandemic really
matters — by playing without it for the first time.

Jill Ellis never left soccer,
she just shifted focus.
The two-time World
Cup-winning coach with
the U.S. national team has
turned her attention to
making sure other women
can pursue coaching careers in a sport where female coaches are rare.
After Ellis stepped down
as coach of the national
team last year, U.S. soccer
announced it would endow
an annual scholarship in
her name to support female
candidates pursuing elite
coaching licenses.
On Tuesday, U.S. Soccer
also announced the SheChampions Mentorship
Program, designed to support women in the two top
licensing courses.
Ellis said the idea is to
create a community.
“As I look back on my
journey, every female coach
has gone it alone, so to
speak. There’s been very
few opportunities to be in a
room, or be on a coaching
license course, with other
women,” Ellis said. “So I
think that the idea of this
mentoring program is to
create a network that naturally exists for guys — because there’s a lot more of
them. It’s trying to now
provide not just mentorship, but create opportunities.”
Ellis is among those who
will mentor the women in
the program. Others include longtime North Carolina and former national
team coach Anson Dorrance and Laura Harvey,
former National Women’s
Soccer League coach and
current youth national
team coach.
The idea is to double the
number of professional
female coaches at the elite
level in the United States.
Currently, there are only
about 50 women with “A”

Steve Luciano / Associated Press

U.S. women’s national team coach Jill Ellis smiles during
a training session in May 2019 at Red Bull Arena in
Harrison, N.J. When Ellis stepped down as coach of the
national team last year, U.S. Soccer announced that it
would endow a scholarship in Ellis’ name to support
female candidates in pursuit of Pro, A and B coaching
license courses. On Tuesday, the federation announced
the SheChampions Mentorship Program, designed to
support each Pro and A license candidate. Ellis is among
those who will mentor the women in the program.

and “Pro” level licenses.
The U.S. national team is
an outlier internationally
when it comes to female
coaches, with three highprofile women serving in
the role since the team was
founded in the mid-1980s:
April Heinrichs, Pia Sundhage and Ellis.
At last year’s World Cup
in France, just nine of the
24 teams had a female
coach. Two women, Ellis
and Dutch national team
coach Sarina Wiegman,
faced off in the final.
FIFA, soccer’s international governing body, also
has a mentorship program
designed to encourage
women in elite coaching
careers as part of the organization’s global strategy
for women’s football
launched in 2018. Ellis,
among 17 coaches involved
in the program, has been
mentoring Monica Vergara,
Mexico’s under-20 women’s

national team coach.
“That really left a mark
on me, that suddenly that
ability to care for somebody
else and help them on their
journey, was powerful. So
that’s when this whole
mentoring program came
about,” Ellis said. “I believe
that this is going to resonate tenfold in terms of
just the impact it can have.”
It is undeniably difficult
for a woman to reach
coaching’s elite ranks.
When Ellis completed the
second U.S. Soccer Pro
licensing course in 2017, she
was the lone woman
among 17 graduates. She
remains the only woman to
earn the license in the United States.
In the National Women’s
Soccer League, there is only
one female head coach, Sky
Blue’s Freya Coombe, although Amy LePeilbet is
serving as interim head
coach of the Utah Royals.

U.S. Soccer began offering
C license courses to NWSL
players at no cost in 2018 as
a way of promoting women
within the league.
At the college level, only
26.2% of all Division I
women’s soccer teams were
coached by women in 2018,
according to the Tucker
Center for Research on
Girls & Women in Sport.
That number dropped from
nearly 40% in the late
1990’s.
Ellis said she started
thinking about the issue
after U.S. Soccer announced the scholarship
last fall.
“As a little bit of time
went past, I thought, what
are we actually doing with
this?” she said. “And I sat
down with the group up
there and I said, ‘I really
want to make a difference.’
Because every speaking gig
I ever talked to of coaches,
they’re like, ‘Well, where
are all the female coaches?
And why are the numbers
declining?’ ”
Ellis stepped down as
coach of the national team
in July 2019, just over three
weeks after she led the
United States to a second
consecutive World Cup
title. Vlatko Andonovski
was appointed the team’s
new coach last October.
Named to the job in 2014,
Ellis led the team to eight
overall tournament titles.
Over the course of her
tenure, the United States
lost just seven matches.
Since she stepped down
as coach, Ellis has been
enjoying time with her
family while also riding out
the coronavirus pandemic.
She insists she’s not retired
— she’s even entertained a
few coaching opportunities
that have come her way.
“I’m not saying I’m never
going to end up back on the
sideline,” she said, “but
right now, this has my
passion and my attention.”

ON THE FRINGE | BY DOUG FERGUSON

Surprise major champs no
longer a surprise in LPGA
A S S O C I AT E D P R E S S

Sophia Popov winning the Women’s British Open was a surprise in
many ways.
Except for one.
First-time major champions —
even those not among the top 50 in
the world — are nothing new on the
LPGA Tour. A month after Popov
won at Royal Troon as the No. 304
player in women’s golf, Mirim Lee
was No. 94 when she won her first
major at the ANA Inspiration by
beating Brooke Henderson and Nelly
Korda (both in the top 10) in a playoff.
Going into the Women’s PGA
Championship, which starts Thursday at Aronimink outside Philadelphia, eight of the last nine major
champions had never won one before.
The exception was Jin Young Ko,
who won two majors last year. Ko is
the No. 1 player in the women’s world
ranking, and the No. 1 absentee in the
majors this year as she rides out the
COVID-19 pandemic at home in
South Korea.
Would it have mattered if Ko had
kept playing after sweeping all the
big awards last season? Maybe. But
recent history is not on her side even
in healthy times. Since the retirement
of Annika Sorenstam in 2008 and
Lorena Ochoa two years later, players
who reach the top — Yani Tseng,
Inbee Park and Lydia Ko come to
mind — don’t stay there long.
That also speaks to the depth of
women’s golf.
“I think on any given week, a girl
that’s ranked 200 or 300 can play her
best golf and win,” Popov said Tuesday. “I wouldn’t say it’s not like that
on the men’s tour. Every now and
then, you have a breakout winner,
you have a surprise winner that no
one was talking about previously.
“The surprise factor is always go-

ing to be there,” she said, “but I’m
not surprised about any of the girls
winning this week.”
Popov stands out for other reasons.
Part of the national championship
team at USC in 2013, she was an
LPGA rookie in 2015 when she began
suffering from fatigue and lost some
25 pounds. It took three years and 20
trips to the doctor to be diagnosed
with Lyme disease.
She was on the Symetra Tour at
the start of the year when the pandemic shut down golf. One of the few
options to play was the satellite Cactus Tour, where Popov won three
times. When the LPGA Tour resumed, she went to the first event as
a caddie for good friend Anne van
Dam. And because so few international players were traveling in August, Popov got into the field at the
Marathon Classic. She tied for ninth,
earning a spot in the Women’s British
Open.
So yes, that was a surprise victory
on many levels. And Popov, who was
born in Germany, has been celebrating ever since.
A year ago, the Women’s British
Open delivered another surprise —
Hinako Shibuno, in her first competition outside Japan. And then there’s
Hannah Green, who came to the
Women’s PGA at Hazeltine last year
at No. 114 in the world, coming off a
bad week and hopeful of making the
cut. She went wire-to-wire, holding
her nerve all the way to the end.
“Once I put myself in contention
and put myself with the lead, that’s
when I kind of said to myself: ‘I can
win this. There’s no reason why I
can’t,’” Green said. “Yes, I hadn’t been
in that position many a time before,
but because it’s a major championship, everyone is feeling the pressure
just as much as I was.”
Pernilla Lindberg was at No. 95 in

the world when she outlasted Inbee
Park on the eighth hole of a playoff at
the 2018 ANA Inspiration. Angela
Stanford was 40 and six years removed from her last LPGA win when
she captured the 2018 Evian Championship while ranked No. 76.
Majors always deliver an out-ofthe-blue winner, men and women.
Mo Martin won the Women’s British
Open in 2014 when her 3-wood hit the
pin on the closing hole at Royal Birkdale. Birdie Kim won the U.S. Women’s Open at Cherry Hills in 2005 by
holing a bunker shot on the 18th hole.
Now, it seems to be happening
more often.
It wasn’t like that two decades ago.
There was a stretch from the summer
of 1998 through the end of 2002 when
the only first-time major winner was
24-year-old Karrie Webb in 1999. Two
years later, Webb had the career
Grand Slam, and six years later she
was in the Hall of Fame. That didn’t
rate as a big surprise.
No one dominated women’s golf
back then, either. It was simply a
small collection of future Hall of
Famers — Webb, Sorenstam, Juli
Inkster, Se Ri Pak — taking turns
winning majors.
Lydia Ko is the last woman to win
consecutive majors, at the Evian
Championship in 2015 and at the
ANA Inspiration the following April.
She was only 18 at the time. She was
No. 1 in the world. She has only three
wins, no majors, since then.
“I think every year people are getting better and better and better,” Ko
said. “And you think, ‘How can they
get better from there?’ And they players do. That’s why even the No. 1
player in the world or No. 100, everyone is putting in time grinding it out
to just make them a little bit better.
And I think that’s the direction
where everyone is heading.”
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CLASSIFIED

SOUTHERN

M A R K E T P L A C E

203-333-4151 | classifieds@hearstmediact.com | Hours: 8:30 a.m.–4:30 p.m., M-F | Major Credit Cards Accepted

PROBATE NOTICES
NOTICE TO CREDITORS
ESTATE OF Ophir DeBarros, AKA
Ophir P. DeBarros, AKA Ophir Pereira DeBarros (20-0522)
The Hon. Dianne E. Yamin, Judge
of the Court of Probate, District of
Danbury Probate Court, by decree
dated September 30, 2020, ordered that all claims must be presented to the fiduciary at the address below. Failure to promptly
present any such claim may result
in the loss of rights to recover on
such claim.

HEATING AND FIREWOOD

MERCHANDISE FOR SALE

MERCHANDISE FOR SALE

APARTMENTS FOR RENT

VEHICLES FOR SALE

WARNING if you’re paying less
than this ad for wood, you’re
probably buying pine or green
wood! 2 years SeasonbFirewood.
$250/cord. Half cords $150.
Free stacking, that’s right free
stacking. Call for dump pricing.
203-586-8541, 203-263-4650.
Delivery charges may apply

FRAMED PICTURE OF
BROOKLYN BRIDE $20,
203-746-1711

SLEEPER SOFA- $30
LAZY BOY CHAIR- $30
COCKTAIL TABLE- $20
exc. cond., all neutral colors,
if bought all together will be $50
call for apt. only 914-645-2773

$950,000 DANBURY- 5 APT
BUILDING Commercial land
4 Car Grge & lg storage 203-300-5057

CASH PAID FOR ANY
TOYOTA, OTHER MAKES
Running or not, crashed ok, will
take other makes/models,
free pick up, call any time.
(203)600-4431

ESTATE OF Santo J. Strano, AKA
Santo J. Strano, Jr. (20-0407) The
Hon. Dianne E. Yamin, Judge of
the Court of Probate, District of
Danbury Probate Court, by decree
dated September 17, 2020, ordered that all claims must be presented to the fiduciary at the address below. Failure to promptly
present any such claim may result
in the loss of rights to recover on
such claim.

LEGAL NOTICE
TOWN OF BROOKFIELD
Water Line Assessment
Notice is hereby given, water line assessment bills are due and payable
on October 1, 2020. Payment must be RECEIVED OR POSTMARKED
BY NOVEMBER 2, 2020 to avoid an interest penalty. Interest is charged
at the rate of 1.5% per month or fraction thereof from the due date.
The minimum interest charge is $5.00. Payments can be mailed to Tax
Collector – Brookfield, P.O. Box 508, Brookfield, CT 06804 or by dropping
them in the drop box at Brookfield Town Hall, 100 Pocono Rd. Brookfield,
CT during business hours Monday through Friday 8am-4pm.
We accept personal checks, bank checks or money orders. Cash is
not being accepted at this time. All credit cards and echecks are
subject to additional fees and can be accessed through our website at
www.brookfield ct.gov
Roberta Q. Sinatra
Tax Collector

The Hon. Dianne E. Yamin, Judge
of the Court of Probate, District of
Danbury Probate Court, by decree
dated
September
30, 2020,
ordered that all claims must be
presented to the fiduciary at the
address
below.
Failure
to
promptly present any such claim
may result in the loss of rights to
recover on such claim.
Jessie L. Grecke, Chief Clerk
The fiduciary is:
David Coe c/o DAVID F BENNETT,
LAW OFFICES OF DAVID F.
BENNETT, 69 KENOSIA AVENUE,
DANBURY, CT 06810

HEATING AND FIREWOOD
FIREWOODseasoned split $210 per cord,
unseasoned split $160 per cord
all hardwoods.
Call 203-312-9864 or 203-470-9438
SEASONED FIREWOOD, $265/
cord free local delivery, pickup
avail. Premium wood pellets. New
England Wood Pellets & Pell Heat.
$310/ton. Delivery available.
Dom’s Garden Center
203-744-6755
SEASONED FIREWOOD clean,
straight and dry, 2 cord min. $220
per cord, 3 cord load $200 per cord,
local delivery. Call Rod Fitch
860-355-9876 (Evenings)

GREAT RATES
GREAT RESULTS
Call Classified at
203-333-4151

MOVING SALE- Household items,
furniture, books, clothes, tools, yard
tools, freezer, snow blower, tractor
10:00-3:00 on 10/9 & 10/10
23 Christian Lane,
Brookfield, Ct 06804

BETHEL 2 BR apts in quiet
complex, new crpt, new appls.
Off st pkg & lndry on prem. Walk to
town & train. No pets. $1,265/month
+ utils. Call 203-778-5083
DANBURY. on bus route, sink,
refridge, shared bath, no pets,
Immediate occupancy. $145/wk.
$300 deposit. 203-426-9908

WANTED TO BUY

BOATS & ACCESSORIES

WANTED TO BUY
ESTATES WANTED
Contents of homes, cars, art
merchandise, musical instruments,
jewlery, coins, watches, antiques.
prompt services. Will pay cash.
Will buy all contents of house.
Call 203-889-6856

BOAT OR CAR STORAGE
Secure, inside, now thru 6/1/20 21
$435. Call 860-567-8562

WANTED TO BUY ART WANTED Andy Warhol , Lichtenstein, Calder,
Haring, Wesselman & other artists.
Lithographs, prints, sculptures,
drawings, chinese porcelain, canvas,
etc. Cash waiting. 203-889-6856

VEHICLES FOR SALE
2003 DOD GE NEON RT - yellow,
67k orig. mi. no winters, orig. owner,
many extras, rare car, $4200, 5
speed, like new call- 203.792.3137

877 853 5247 US Toll-free

8778535247,,94222168906# US Toll-free

833 548 0276 US Toll-free

8887880099,,94222168906# US Toll-free

833 548 0282 US Toll-free

JUNK CARS WANTED

VEHICLES FOR SALE

VEHICLES FOR SALE

914-282-1092

6HUYLFH
'LUHFWRU\

Dial by your location

888 788 0099 US Toll-free

VEHICLES WANTED

2018-1 OWNER- SUBARU
IMPREZA - 43K MILES, $17500
203-414-8133

https://zoom.us/j/94222168906?pwd=S3ZOeDhhMHBXbER5VGRUQTZ0WiszZz09

One tap mobile

WANTED
PRE-1973 CARS
Jags, Benzs, Healeis, Caddys,
Porshes, Lotis, Ford, Chevy, MG,
Triumph, Harleys and others basketcases, projects and rotted, running or not Cash waiting
Old & new 203-889-6856

TOP PRICES PAID
1 HR. Pickup Service
Dell’s Auto Wreckers
Plumtrees Rd, Danbury
743-6779.....743-6770

It is the Town’s and the State’s policy to keep persons informed and involved when such projects are
undertaken. It is important that the community share its concerns to assist in the project’s development.
The Town will conduct a virtual public informational meeting on Wednesday, October 21 at 6:30 PM via:
Zoom Meeting

Passcode: 10212020

TOYOTA TACOMA TRD2006- Off
Road 4WD, Auto transmission, 4.
OLV6, 120kmi, $3400, 959-888-9670

WE COME WITH "MASKS" AND CASH AND DRIVE
AWAY. YOUR CAR MUST BE IN AT LEAST DECENT
CONDITION. POLITE, RELIABLE SERVICE. MAKE
MORE MONEY BY CALLING MASKED MIKE AT:

NEW MILFORD, CONNECTICUT -The Town of New Milford will conduct a virtual public involvement meeting
concerning the proposed Route 7 and Aspetuck Avenue Pedestrian Improvement Project on Wednesday,
October 21st. The meeting will begin at 6:30 PM. Conceptual design has been completed by New Milford
and the preliminary design is slated to begin under the Transportation Alternatives Program overseen by the
Connecticut Department of Transportation.

Meeting ID: 942 2216 8906

DONATE YOUR CAR to Children
with Special Needs Tax Deductible
Free Towing 203-293-6474

$ CASH FOR CARS $

ROUTE 7 AND ASPETUCK AVENUE
PEDESTRIAN IMPROVEMENT PROJECT

The fiduciary is:

NOTICE TO CREDITORS
ESTATE OF Margaret C. Coe
(20-0520)

TAG / ESTATE / CRAFT
FLEA MARKET SALES

NEWS RELEASE

Jessie L. Grecke, Chief Clerk

Mary Lou Strano,
166 Walnut Hill Road,
Bethel, CT 06801

SHOP VACCUM- w/ Attach. $30
ANTIQUE Copper Kettle- $20
Call 203-746-1711

PUBLIC NOTICES

The fiduciary is:

NOTICE TO CREDITORS

LEAF BLOWER- sm. giant vac, old,
excl. cond., $50- 203.775.2422

SELL, SELL, SELL!

Jessie L. Grecke, Chief Clerk

Cristiana P. Ware
c/o RICHARD LLOYD EMERSON,
CHIPMAN MAZZUCCO EMERSON
LLC, 44 OLD RIDGEBURY ROAD,
SUITE 320, DANBURY, CT 06810

Kids go cart with roll cag & race car
body-4 hp -$400 call 203-775-9215

Meeting ID: 942 2216 8906
The purpose of the project is to improve pedestrian safety by constructing new sidewalks at the following
locations:

ATTIC, BASEMENT,
YARDS AND DUMP RUNS

• U.S. Route 7 between Candlewood Lake Road South and Savings Bank of Danbury
(west side of U.S. Route 7)
• U.S. Route 7 between Three Brothers Diner and Pickett District Road (east side of U.S. Route 7)
• U.S. Route 7 at #177 Danbury Road (east side of U.S. Route 7)
• Aspetuck Avenue between #11 Aspetuck Avenue and Canterbury School (west side of Aspetuck Avenue)

ANYTHING HAULED Big or Small...
Com’l Resid’l...Willie & Sean
(203)797-8124
ANYTHING HAULED Big or Small...
Com’l Resid’l...Willie & Sean
(203)797-8124

Based upon the conceptual design, the construction cost will be approximately $1,715,000. The Federal
Highway Administration will provide 80% of the design, construction and rights-of-way costs with the
Town providing 20%.

HOME IMPROVEMENT /
REPAIR

The public information meeting is being held to provide the public and local community the opportunity to
offer comments or ask questions regarding the proposed project. Persons with limited internet access may
request that project information is mailed to them by contacting Tammy Readon by email at
treadon@newmilford.org or by phone at (860) 457-4195. (Allow one week for processing and delivery).

1-203-316-8300

Individuals with limited internet access can listen to the meeting by calling 877-853-5247 and entering the
Participant Code when prompted: Meeting ID: 942-2216-8906 and Passcode: 10212020. Persons with hearing
and/or speech disabilities may dial 711 for Telecommunications Relay Services (TRS). The live streams
generally offer closed captioning for the hearing impaired and non-English translation options. There will be a
14-day comment period that follows the meeting, individuals may leave a question or comment via email/phone
(preferred) at New Milford Public Works, Attn: Laurene Beattie at lbeattie@newmilford.org or (860) 355-6040.
Language assistance may be requested by contacting the Department’s Language Assistance Call Line
(860) 594-2109. Requests should be made at least 5 business days prior to the meeting. Language assistance is
provided at no cost to the public and efforts will be made to respond to timely requests for assistance.
Pertinent information about the project and a link to the upcoming Virtual Public Information Meeting
(V-PIM) live streaming event may be found on the Town of New Milford Public Works webpage:
http://www.newmilford.org/dpw. The webpage will remain available throughout the 14 day comment period
following the meeting.

REPLACEMENT WINDOWS
AND DOORS
NEW VINYL, COMPOSITE, &
WOOD REPLACEMENT
WINDOWS. AFFORDABLE RATES.
FREE ESTIMATES. LICENSED
& INSURED
TALI: 203-965-0653

PAINTING / WALLPAPERING

1-203-316-8300
Painting,Powerwashing,Interior,Exte
rior, Commercial & Residential. Low
Rates/Free Estimates. Licensed &
Insured. Tali 203-965-0653

LET CLASSIFIED
WORK FOR YOU
GREAT RATES
GREAT RESULTS

203-333-4151

✹ ✹ ✹✹ ✹ ✹ ✹

Place an ad in The News-Times Service Directory today...
and have new business tomorrow!
Call (203) 333-4151
The News-Times Service Directory ads run for 30 days in The News-Times,
The Spectrum, and every day on our website www.newstimes.com.

CHOOSE CAR SEAT:
BY AGE & SIZE

THE NUMBER
OF PEOPLE

THE ONES

WHO THINK
THEY HAVE THEIR
CHILD IN THE RIGHT
SEAT.

WHO
ACTUALLY
DO.

KNOW FOR SURE

IF YOUR CHILD IS IN THE RIGHT CAR SEAT.
VISIT SAFERCAR.GOV/THERIGHTSEAT
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NATION/WORLD
BRIEFLY ...
TEXAS

Officer charged
with murder in fatal
store shooting

Joint Chiefs in isolation after Coast
Guard admiral tests positive
WA S H I N GT O N P O ST

that defense officials are aware
of Ray's diagnosis and that he
was at the Pentagon last week
"for meetings with other senior
military leaders."
Hoffman said some of the
attendees were service chiefs
and now in isolation. They
include Gen. Mark Milley, the
chairman of the Joint Chiefs of
Staff, and Gen. Charles Brown,
the Air Force chief of staff, said
two defense officials, speaking
on the condition of anonymity
because of the sensitivity of the
situation.
Hoffman said that there is
no change to the readiness or
capability of the U.S. Armed
Forces. The Defense Department has been following public
health guidelines since April,
including carrying out body
temperature checks and wearing masks when social distancing is not possible.

A white police officer has been charged
with murder in the fatal shooting of a
Black man following a reported disturbance at a convenience store in a small East
Texas town, authorities said.
Jonathan Price was walking away from
Wolfe City Police Officer Shaun Lucas on
Saturday night when Lucas opened fire,
killing Price, the Texas Rangers said in a
statement released by the Texas Department of Public Safety.
Lucas, 22, remained jailed on Tuesday.
Jail records show bail was set at $1 million.
It wasn’t immediately known if Lucas
had a lawyer who could comment on his
behalf.
Lucas had been with the Wolfe City
Police Department for a little less than six
months when the shooting took place,
according to records from the Texas Commission on Law Enforcement. His prior
law enforcement experience had been
working as a jailer with the Hunt County
Sheriff’s Office for about five months.

Members of the Joint Chiefs
of Staff are in isolation after
the Coast Guard's No. 2 officer
tested positive for the novel
coronavirus, the Pentagon said
Tuesday in a statement.
Adm. Charles Ray, the vice
commandant of the Coast
Guard, tested positive for the
virus on Monday, said Cmdr.
Scott McBride, a service
spokesman. It is not clear
where the admiral was infected, but his travels in recent
days include attending a Sept.
27 event at the White House
recognizing Gold Star military
families and a meeting at the
Pentagon on Friday with the
military's top generals.
Jonathan Rath Hoffman, the
chief Pentagon spokesman,
said in a statement on Tuesday

MEXICO

Felony rioting charges dropped
against Kentucky lawmaker, others

Hurricane Delta,
now Category 4,
roars at Yucatan
Hurricane Delta rapidly intensified into
a dangerous Category 4 storm with 145
mph (230 kph) winds Tuesday while following a course to hammer southeastern
Mexico and then continue on to the U.S.
Gulf Coast later in the week.
The worst of the immediate impact was
expected along the resort-studded northeastern tip of Mexico’s Yucatan Peninsula,
where hurricane conditions were expected
Tuesday night and landfall early Wednesday.
From Tulum to Cancun, tourism-dependent communities still soaked by the remnants of Tropical Storm Gamma could bear
the brunt of the storm.
In Cancun Tuesday, long lines stretched
at supermarkets, lumber yards and gas
stations as residents scrambled for provisions under mostly sunny skies. Officials
warned that residents should have several
days of water and food on hand. Boat owners lined up at public ramps to pull their
boats out of the water.
Mexico began evacuating tourists and
residents from coastal areas along its Riviera Maya Tuesday. Quintana Roo Gov.
Carlos Joaquin said that buses were carrying people off Holbox Island and hotels in
Cancun and Puerto Morelos were busing
their guests inland to government shelters.
NATIONAL SECURITY ADVISER:

Russia must
stay out of election
White House national security adviser
Robert O’Brien said Tuesday the United
States will not tolerate any election interference from foreign countries.
O’Brien said he told his Russian counterpart, Nikolai Patrushev, to “stay out” of
the November election and that there
would be severe consequences for any
country that violates that directive.
O’Brien spoke to reporters after delivering remarks at a national security summit in Salt Lake City.
“The Russians said that they had no
plans to do anything of that nature,”
O’Brien said.
O’Brien said Russia was hit with sanctions following its interference in the 2016
election that he hopes will be a deterrent to
other countries.
However, there has already been evidence of interference by Russia, China and
Iran, O’Brien said, as well as other countries that he declined to name.

AS S O C I AT E D P R E S S

LOUISVILLE, Ky. — Felony
rioting charges were dropped
Tuesday against a Kentucky
lawmaker and others arrested
last month during protests
demanding justice for Breonna
Taylor.
Prosecutors lacked evidence
to continue pursuing the rioting charges against state
Rep. Attica Scott and 17 others,
Jefferson County Attorney
Mike O’Connell said during an
arraignment hearing in Louisville, Ky.
Afterward, Scott told supporters gathered outside that
the arrests would not deter
them from speaking out for
Taylor, saying: “We will turn
our protests into policy.” She
has unveiled legislation to ban
no-knock search warrants in
Kentucky and impose new
requirements on police practices.
“These charges will not stop
us. It will not stop the revolution,” Scott said Tuesday before leading the crowd in
chanting: “You can’t stop the
revolution.”
Police had said Scott was in
a group last month that was
ordered to disperse but failed
to do so. Members of the group
damaged multiple buildings,
including setting fire to a library, police said.
The Democratic lawmaker
has called the charges “ludicrous,” telling reporters the
day after her arrest that there
was “no way“ she would have
tried to damage the library.
During Tuesday’s hearing,
O’Connell said there was evidence of property damage to
buses and the library on the
night of Sept. 24 when Scott

WA S H I N GT O N P O ST

Lawyer for gun-waving
couple says they
have been indicted

WASHINGTON — Coronavirus stimulus talks screeched
to a halt Tuesday as President
Donald Trump ordered Treasury Secretary Steven Mnuchin to stop negotiating with
House Speaker Nancy Pelosi
until after the election.
In a series of tweets posted
less than 24 hours after he
was released from the hospital, Trump accused Pelosi,
D-Calif., of not negotiating in
good faith after she rejected an
opening bid from Mnuchin in
their latest round of talks.
“I have instructed my representatives to stop negotiating
until after the election when,
immediately after I win, we
will pass a major Stimulus Bill
that focuses on hard-working
Americans and Small Business,” Trump wrote.
Trump’s announcement
contrasted recommendations
from Federal Reserve Chair
Jerome Powell, who had said

— Associated Press

Jon Cherry / Getty Images

Demonstrators gather around Rep. Attica Scott, D-Ky., and other members of the Black
Women’s Collective during a march to the Breonna Taylor memorial at Jefferson Square Park on
Saturday in Louisville, Ky.

and the others were arrested.
But he added: “We would need
clear-cut evidence that these
individuals before you today
were working with those who
committed that property damage. The evidence we have
reviewed thus far does not
support that.“
Proceeding with the rioting
charges would not be a “just
outcome for these defendants,“
he said.
Misdemeanor charges of
unlawful assembly and failure
to disperse are still pending
against Scott and other defendants. Prosecutors need more
time to review those charges,
O’Connell said.
Scott said Tuesday that she

and others will be back in
court next month to “fight
these bogus misdemeanor
charges.”
Scott was among hundreds
of people protesting in downtown Louisville after grand
jury hearings into Taylor’s
death led to no charges against
police officers for shooting into
the Black woman’s apartment
and killing her during a March
drug raid. A single officer was
charged for firing into a neighboring apartment. No drugs
were found in Taylor’s residence.
Scott was arrested as she
headed to a church that offered
sanctuary to protesters.
Scott, who is Black, has said

her arrest makes her more
determined to push for her
criminal-justice legislation.
The measure, if enacted, would
be called “Breonna’s Law.” She
plans to offer the bill when
Kentucky’s Republican-controlled legislature reconvenes
early next year.
Another Democratic lawmaker, state Rep. Lisa Willner,
has said she’s working on legislation that would narrow the
scope of Kentucky’s rioting
statute in response to her colleague’s arrest. The proposal
would protect people from
being charged with first-degree
rioting if they’re present but
don’t engage in destructive or
violent actions.

Trump says stimulus relief negotiations
over until after election, upending aid talks

ST. LOUIS

Mark and Patricia McCloskey, charged
in July with brandishing weapons at protesters outside the couple’s Portland Place
mansion, have been indicted, their lawyer
said Tuesday.
Lawyer Joel Schwartz said he was told a
grand jury indicted his clients on felony
counts of unlawful use of a weapon and
evidence tampering. He said he had no
details. A St. Louis court clerk said the
indictment was filed Tuesday but that she
was not authorized to provide a copy.
“I am not surprised that the grand jury
indicted them but I’ll certainly be interested in what was presented to the grand
jury,” said Schwartz, who plans to request
a transcript or recording of the proceedings
if such records were made.
A spokeswoman for Circuit Attorney
Kimberly M. Gardner could not be
reached.

Alex Brandon / Associated Press

Joint Chiefs Chairman Gen. Mark Milley listens before a meeting
with Secretary of Defense Mark Esper and Israeli Defense
Minister Benny Gantz, at the Pentagon on Sept. 22. The nation's
top military leaders were under self-quarantine on Tuesday
after a senior Coast Guard official tested positive for the
coronavirus, the Pentagon said. Milley and the vice chairman,
Gen. John Hyten, were among those affected, U.S. officials said.

in a speech hours earlier that
more economic stimulus was
needed to sustain the recovery.
Trump’s tweets sent the
stock market lower as many
businesses, households, and
investors had been hoping for
a sudden jolt of fiscal stimulus
amid signs that the economy
had lost momentum. The Dow
Jones industrial average ended
up down 376 points, or by 1.3
percent. The Nasdaq and S&P
500 also fell.
Barring another unexpected
development, Trump’s declaration kills any near-term
chance of new aid for millions
of Americans who remain out
work and at risk of eviction.
Pelosi and Mnuchin spoke
shortly after Trump’s tweets,
and Mnuchin informed Pelosi
that the negotiations were
over, according to Pelosi’s
spokesman.
Trump said he had asked
Senate Majority Leader Mitch
McConnell, R-Ky., “not to delay, but to instead focus full

time on approving my outstanding nominee to the United States Supreme Court, Amy
Coney Barrett.”
McConnell, who spoke with
Trump shortly before the
president’s announcement,
said he agreed with the decision.
“I think his view was that
they were not going to produce a result and we needed to
concentrate on what’s achievable,” the majority leader told
reporters at the Capitol.
Trump’s pronouncement
was so stunning, coming after
days of sustained if long-shot
negotiations between Pelosi
and Mnuchin, that Pelosi speculated to Democratic colleagues on a conference call
that the president’s sudden
change in position might be
connected to the steroids he’s
taking as he battles coronavirus.
“Believe me, there are people who thought, who think
that steroids have an impact

on your thinking,” she told her
Democratic colleagues, according to someone on the call.
“So, I don’t know.”
The White House’s focus
now appears to have shifted
from the economic talks to
solely pushing for the Supreme Court confirmation.
Although several Republican
senators have tested positive
for the novel coronavirus,
which causes the illness covid-19, McConnell is moving
forward with Barrett’s nomination to get her confirmed
before the election.
Trump’s move disappointed
some members of his own
party who were hoping to be
able to deliver new relief to
their constituents.
“I disagree with the President,” Rep. John Katko, a Republican congressman from
New York in a tough reelection race, wrote on Twitter.
“With lives at stake, we cannot
afford to stop negotiations on
a relief package.”
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TELEVISION
Dracula Untold

bullies. Her anger awakens powers she
uses to get revenge.

11 a.m.
In the 15th Century, Vlad Draculea
(Luke Evans) is a prince looking to distance himself from his bloody past.
When war comes for his family and
people, he seeks help from an ancient
vampire. This visually stunning high
fantasy also stars Charles Dance.

FX

My Teen Is Pregnant
and So Am I
TLC

Urban Cowboy
SHOW

12:30 p.m.

After moving from a small town in Texas to the big city of Houston, Bud Davis
(John Travolta) finds he fits in well at
his new job and the local honky-tonk
bar. Bud falls for a woman named Sissy
(Debra Winger) in this film that celebrates country music.

Big Brother
8 p.m.
In this new episode, the remaining AllStar Houseguests compete for the ever-important Power of Veto. Whoever
wins the competition will earn the
chance to save one of the people who
were put up for elimination by the
Head of Household. Julie Chen hosts.

(2) WCBS (3) WFSB

Carrie
AMC

7 p.m.

Rewatch Season 1 of this hit unscripted
series following the daily struggles of a
group of mother-daughter duos who
are expecting at the same time. Complications arise as these women prepare to become mothers, sisters and
grandmothers all at once.

1:15 p.m.

Chloë Grace Moretz stars as the eponymous teen in this remake of Brian De
The Masked Singer
Palma’s 1976 horror classic of the
same name. Sheltered by her religious- (5) WNYW (61) WTIC 8 p.m.
fanatic mother, Carrie is tormented by Nick Cannon hosts as panelists Jenny
WEDNESDAY DAYTIME
7 AM

BROADCAST

2

7:30

8 AM

8:30

9:30

WCBS

CBS This Morning Guests Jon Bon Jovi (N)

Drew Barrymore (HD)

3

WFSB

CBS This Morning Guests Jon Bon Jovi (N)

4

WNBC Today (N) (HD)

5

WNYW Good Day New York (N)

7

WABC

8

WTNH Good Morning America (N) (HD)

9

WWOR Paid

Good Morning America (N) (HD)
Paid

Nature

Dish

11

WPIX

PIX11 Morning News (N)

13

WNET

Molly

20

WTXX

Judge Mathis (HD)

Divorce

21

WLIW

Nature Cat Xavier

Let's Learn NYC

30

WVIT

Today (N) (HD)

49 WEDW Jet Go!

10 AM

WildK (HD) Hero Ele

Wild Card: The Downfall
of a Radio Loudmouth
HBO

ANPL

8 p.m.

A rescue mission is deployed on Mount
Carter in this new episode, in an effort
to save an injured hiker. After being
stopped for speeding, a man flees the
scene, and another person is spotted
hunting rabbits illegally. A pigeon gets
a second chance.

A Little Late
With Lilly Singh
(4) WNBC (30) WVIT

9 p.m.

After moving his family into a home
where murders took place, true crime
author Ellison Oswalt (Ethan Hawke)
uncovers disturbing home videos in
the house. What he believes is the
work of a serial killer may actually
something much more sinister.

10:30

11 AM

11:30

12 PM

12:30

1:35 a.m.

From billionaire investor Mark Cuban
and New Age medicine advocate Deepak Chopra, to former WWE Superstars
the Bella Twins and
Broadway star Titus
Burgess, Lilly Singh
brings an eclectic mix of
diverse guests to her out-ofthe-box late night show.

Sinister
SYFY

9 p.m.

This premiere documentary chronicles
the rise and fall of New York sports radio personality Craig Carton. The former “Boomer & Carton” host was arrested by the FBI and subsequently
convicted of wire and securities fraud
and conspiracy in 2018.

North Woods Law

The Seahorse from
“The Masked Singer.”

1 PM

1:30

2 PM

2:30

3 PM

Judy (HD)

Judy (HD)

CBS 2 News at 5 (N)

Live (N) (HD)

Let's Make a Deal (HD) The Price Is Right (HD) News (N)

Young & Restless (HD) B & B (HD) The Talk (N) (HD)

Better Connecticut

News (N)

News (N)

News (N)

News (N)

Today III (N) (HD)

Hoda - Jenna (N) (HD)

News (N)

News (N)

News (N)

News (N)

News (N)

Wendy Williams (HD)

The Real (N) (HD)

NY Live

Days of Our Lives (HD) Access Daily (N) (HD)

Kelly Clarkson (N) (HD) E.DeGeneres (N) (HD)

NoonShow 25 Words

Dr. Oz (N) (HD)

TMZ (HD)

Extra (HD) People's Court (N) (HD) TMZ Live! (N) (HD)

FOX5 News (N)

Live (N) (HD)

Tamron Hall (N) (HD)

The View (HD)

News at Noon (N) (HD)

You Need to Know (HD) Rachael Ray (N) (HD)

General Hospital (HD)

Eyewitness News (N)

Morning Connecticut

Drew Barrymore (HD)

The View (HD)

News 8 at Noon (N)

You Need to Know (HD) General Hospital (HD)

Dr. Phil (HD)

Judy (HD)

The 700 Club

Dateline (HD)

Dateline (HD)

Maury (HD)

People's Court (HD)

Divorce

Wendy Williams (HD)

Maury (N) (HD)

Couples

Divorce

Judy (HD)

Eyewitness News (N)
News 8 at 5 (N)

The Real (N) (HD)

Jerry (HD) Jerry (HD) Jerry Springer (HD)

Minute

Minute

Daily (HD) Daily (HD) Steve Wilkos Show (N) PIX11 News at 5 (N)

DinoTrain

Hero Ele

Let's Go

Cyberch.

C.George

D.Tiger

D.Tiger

Elinor W

Let's Learn NYC

Clifford

Sesame

Elinor W

Divorce

Couples

P. Court

Eucharist

Christine

Jerry (HD) Jerry (HD) Steve Wilkos Show (N) Maury (N) (HD)

Jerry Springer (HD)

Daily (HD) Daily (HD) Black (HD) Black (HD) Last Man

Odd Squad Nick S

Amanpour/Company

Let's Learn NYC

NJTV Learning Live

NJTV Learning Live

NJTV Learning Live

Today III (N) (HD)

Hoda - Jenna (N) (HD)

News (N)

Days of Our Lives (HD) Access Daily (N) (HD)

Kelly Clarkson (N) (HD) E.DeGeneres (N) (HD)

D.Tiger

Sesame

PinkaPet

DinoT (HD) CatHat

Sesame

PinkaPet

Hero Ele

Justice

Justice

Verdict

P. Court

Court (HD) Judge Mathis (N) (HD)

H.Bench

Hot Bench Rachael Ray (N) (HD)

Molly (HD) Xavier

Let's Go

D.Tiger

Luna (HD)

Cat (HD)

News

Last Man

Place Call Home (HD)

Metro

News (N)

CT News at 4 (N)

News (N)

News (N)

O. Squad

Arthur (HD)

Wild Kratts Molly

Xavier

WCTX

Good Morning (N)

Gospel

61

WTIC

Fox 61 News (N)

Fox 61 News (N)

Fox 61 News (N)

Fox 61 News (N)

Wendy Williams (HD)

People's Court (HD)

Judge Mathis (N) (HD)

Blast (HD) Blast (HD) People's Court (N) (HD) Fox 61 News (N)

Fox 61 News (N)

A&E

Cold Case Files (HD)

Cold Case Files (HD)

Cold Case Files (HD)

Cold Case Files (HD)

Cold Case Files (HD)

Cold Case Files (HD)

Cold Case Files (HD)

The First 48 (HD)

The First 48 (HD)

The First 48 (HD)

The First 48 (HD)

Real Housewives (HD)

Real Housewives (HD)

Real Housewives (HD)

Real Housewives (HD)

Real Housewives (HD)

Real Housewives (HD)

H.Wives "Blow up" (HD) Real Housewives (HD)

SouthPk

:10 SouthPk SouthPk

:10 SouthPk SouthPk

Unearthed (HD)

Unearthed (HD)

Parks

DISC

Unearthed (HD)

CABLE

Enjoy-Life Good Morning (N)

Paid Program

MOVIES
KIDS

:25 SouthPk SouthPk

SouthPk

SouthPk

SouthPk

SouthPk

Unearthed (HD)

Melissa

Melissa

Melissa

The 700 Club

Halloween Magic (HD) ++ Corpse Bride (‘05) Johnny Depp. (HD)

++++ Matilda (‘96) Mara Wilson. (HD)

++ Hotel Transylvania Adam Sandler. (HD)

GirlFarm

GirlFarm

GirlFarm

GirlFarm

Pioneer

Pioneer

Pioneer

Guy's Game (HD)

Guy's Game (HD)

MikeMoll

MikeMoll

MikeMoll

++ Dracula Untold (‘14) Luke Evans.

++ Scouts Guide to the Zombie Apocalypse

+ Bad Moms (‘16) Kristen Bell, Mila Kunis.

+++ The Hangover

Pioneer

Pioneer

Guy's Game (HD)

Unearthed (HD)

Extra (HD)

Unearthed (HD)

TMZ (HD)

Unearthed (HD)

Pioneer

Unearthed (HD)

Dr. Phil

Unearthed (HD)
700 Club

Unearthed (HD)

MikeMoll

TMZ Live! (N) (HD)

Guy's Game (HD)

Guy's Game (HD)

Love It or List It

Love It or List It

Love It or List It

Love It or List It

Love It or List It

Property Brothers: F

Property Brothers: F

Property Brothers: F

Property Brothers: F

Property Brothers: F

Property Brothers: F

HIST

Count.

Count.

Count.

Count.

Counting Cars (HD)

Counting Cars (HD)

Count.

Count.

Count.

Count.

Count.

Count.

LIFE

Life (HD)

Spaces

The Closer (HD)

The Closer (HD)

Rizzoli & Isles (HD)

Rizzoli & Isles (HD)

Count.

Bar Rescue

Count.

The Closer (HD)

Count.

Count.

Rizzoli & Isles (HD)

Count.

Count.

Count.

MSNBC Live (N)

MSNBC Live (N)

MSNBC Live (N)

Andrea Mitchell (N)

MTP Daily (N)

MSNBC Live (N)

MSNBC Live (N)

Deadline: White House (N)

Bar Rescue

Bar Rescue

Bar Rescue

Bar Rescue

Bar Rescue

Mom

Mom

2½ Men

Paid Program

SYFY

Futur. (HD) Futur. (HD) +++ Drive Angry (‘11) Nicolas Cage. (HD)

(:05) ++ Doom (‘05) Dwayne Johnson, Karl Urban. (HD)

TBS

Loves Ray Loves Ray G. Lopez

Friends

Friends

Friends

Friends

TLC

Say Yes-Dress (HD)

Little People (HD)

Little People (HD)

Pregnant

Pregnant

Pregnant

Pregnant

Four Weddings (HD)

Four Weddings (HD)

Gypsy Wedd (HD)

Gypsy Wedd (HD)

TNT

Charmed

Charmed

Charmed "Repo Manor" Supernatural (HD)

Supernatural (HD)

Supernatural (HD)

Supernatural (HD)

Supernatural (HD)

++ Godzilla (‘14) Elizabeth Olsen. (HD)

Paid

A. Griffith

Bonanza

Gunsmoke

Gunsmoke

Gunsmoke

A. Griffith

NCIS: Los Angeles (HD) NCIS "Toxic" (HD)

NCIS (HD)

NCIS (HD)

NCIS "After Hours" (HD) NCIS "Scope" (HD)

NCIS (HD)

NCIS "Charade" (HD)

AMC

Paid Program

Voodoo /:15 Children of the Corn IV: The Gat...

(:15) ++ Sleepwalkers (‘92) Ron Perlman. (HD) (:15) Carrie (‘13) Julianne Moore, Chloë Grace Moretz. (HD)

FLIX

++ Julie and Julia (‘09) Meryl Streep.

(:05) Sky Captain and the World of Tomorrow

+ Critical Condition Richard Pryor. (:45) ++ Snake Eyes (‘98) Nicolas Cage.

HBO

6:50 The Diving Bell & the Butterfly (:45) +++ The Pacifier (HD)

MAX

(6:25) Little Man Tate

Paid

G. Lopez

Paid

Paid Program

G. Lopez

(:05) +++ Miss Firecracker (HD)

G. Lopez

A. Griffith

A. Griffith

A. Griffith

NCIS (HD)

++ Countdown (‘19) Elizabeth Lail. (:15) ++ Inside Man (‘06) Clive Owen, Denzel Washington.
(:35) ++ Stan & Ollie (HD)

(:15) ++ A Dog's Way Home (HD)

(:35) +++ Rise of the Planet of the Apes (HD)

Basketball County

++++ Urban Cowboy (‘80) John Travolta.

(6:30) Angry Inuk (‘16)

Movie

ANPL

The Vet Life (HD)

DISN

Bluey

Puppy Pals Puppy Pals Mira Royal T.O.T.S.

Miraculous Cat Noir

BigCity

NICK

Sponge

Sponge

PAW (HD)

P. Pig (HD) Umizoomi Umizoomi PAW (HD)

PAW (HD)

Blue's C

Machines

PAW (HD)

TOON

Gumball

Gumball

Victor

Titans!

Craig

Titans!

Titans!

Titans!

Titans!

ESPN

SportsCenter (N)

The Vet Life (HD)

Titans!

The Vet Life (HD)

T.O.T.S.
Titans!

Get Up! (L)

ESPN2 (5:30) KBO Baseball Doo./SK (L)
Giants

SportsCenter (N)

MSG

Giants

YES

(6:00) EPL Soccer Man. City vs Leeds U. (HD)

MSG's NHL Draft

CNBC

(6:00) Squawk Box

CNN

New Day

FNC

(6:00) Fox and Friends

6 PM

Craig

6:30

The Vet Life (HD)

++ The Last House on the Left (‘09) Garret Dillahunt. (HD)
++ Double Impact Jean-Claude Van Damme.

++ The Chronicles of Riddick Vin Diesel. (HD)
++ Disaster Movie (HD)

(:45) ++ Road House (‘89) Patrick Swayze.

(:25) ++ Stan & Ollie (‘18) Steve Coogan. (HD)

The Vow (HD)

++ Hall Pass Owen Wilson. (HD)
(:45) An Officer and a Gentleman

(:05) +++ Crazy Heart (‘09) Jeff Bridges. (HD)

Blackout

North Woods Law (HD) North Woods Law (HD)

BigCity

BigCity

BigCity

Raven

Raven

Bunk'd

Bunk'd

Bunk'd

Jessie

Jessie

PAW (HD)

Sponge

Sponge

Sponge

Sponge

Sponge

Sponge

Sponge

Sponge

Loud H.

Loud H.

Drama

Drama

Gumball

Gumball

Gumball

Gumball

Craig

Craig

Drama

Drama

J & J (N)

Highly? (N) NBA: The Jump (L)

Horn (N)

Interrupt

Football

FIFA Soccer International Friendly (L) (HD)

18 Holes

Yankees

SportsCenter (N)
First Take (N)

SportsCenter (N)
A.U. Softball

History Yankees (HD)

Yankee

Fight for Your Lady

MSG's NHL Draft

NFL Live (L)
Highly?

Paradise Hills
Jessie

NFL Live (N) (HD)

ATP Tennis Classics (HD)

Giants

The Michael Kay Show (HD)

Squawk Alley

Fast Money Halftime

The Exchange

Power Lunch

Closing Bell

CNN Newsroom

CNN Newsroom

CNN Newsroom

CNN Newsroom

The Lead

The Lead

The Situation Room

Outnumbered

Outnumbered Overtime The Daily Briefing

Bill Hemmer Reports

Your World

The Five

America's Newsroom

8 PM

A. Griffith

NCIS "Homefront" (HD)

The Vet Life (HD)

S.Money

7:30

NCIS (HD)

A. Griffith

The Vet Life (HD)

NHL Hockey New York Rangers at Winnipeg Jets NBA Basketball Classics Atlanta vs New York

7 PM

Movie

A. Griffith

The Vet Life (HD)

First Take (L)

CNN Newsroom

A. Griffith

(:45) The Shop Around the Corner

The Vet Life (HD)

Yankee

A. Griffith

Hoarding (HD)

(:10) ++ Extra Ordinary

MLS Soccer D.C. United at New York City FC (HD)
CNN Newsroom

2½ Men

Wrong Turn 4: Blood...

(:15) + Storm at Daybreak

Get Up! (N)

Squawk on the Street
New Day

WEDNESDAY EVENING

Miraculous Cat Noir

2½ Men

++ The Manchurian Candidate

++ The Squall (‘29) Myrna Loy, Loretta Young. Beauti

++ Hampstead (‘17) Alistair Petrie. (:15) +++ Love Me If You Dare

The Vet Life (HD)

(:25) ++ Wedding Daze (HD)

(:55) +++ I.Q. (‘94) Walter Matthau, Meg Ryan. (:35) ++ Days of Thunder (HD)

(:15) +++ The Journey (‘59) Deborah Kerr. (HD)

2½ Men

Hoarding (HD)

++ S.W.A.T. Firefight

(:25) +++ Ray (‘04) Kerry Washington, Jamie Foxx. (HD)

TMC

Le roi des aulnes

Mom

+++ Halloween (‘07) Brad Dourif, Malcolm McDowell. (HD) (:55) ++ Wrong Turn 2: Dead End (‘07) (HD)

TCM

Zero Days (‘16) Emad Kiyaei, David Sanger.

Mom

Amer. Dad Amer. Dad FamilyGuy FamilyGuy FamilyGuy FamilyGuy MLB-Deck MLB Baseball American League Division Series (L)

(:20) ++ Ad Astra (2019, Sci-Fi) (HD)

(:50) ++++ All Is Lost Robert Redford. (HD)

Count.

Marrying Millions (HD) Marrying Millions (HD) Marrying Millions (HD) Marrying Millions (HD)

PRMT

SHOW Movie

SPORTS

:45 SouthPk :15 SouthPk :45 SouthPk :15 SouthPk (:50) South Park

Tamron Hall (N) (HD)

Funny (HD) Funny (HD) MikeMoll

Unearthed (HD)

++ Pride and Prejudice and Zombies (‘16) Lily James.

STZ ENC Movie

NEWS

Court (HD) Court (HD) Justice

Judge Mathis (HD)

HGTV

USA

2

Eucharist

H.Wives "Rumors" (HD) Real Housewives (HD)

(:50) Parks (:10) Parks (:35) Parks SouthPk

Melissa

Hot Bench Court (HD) Court (HD) Justice

Hero Ele

BBCOS

59

COMC

H.Bench

CT Live!

Elinor W

Wild Kratts Amanpour/Company

The Doctors (HD)

TVLAND Paid

8:30

9 PM

9:30

10 PM

10:30

11 PM

11:30

WCBS

News (N)

News (N) (HD)

InsEd. (N) (HD) ET (HD)

Big Brother (N) (HD)

Vice Presidential Debate (L) (HD)

News (N)

3

WFSB

News at 6 (N)

News (N) (HD)

InsEd. (N) (HD) People (HD)

Big Brother (N) (HD)

Vice Presidential Debate (L) (HD)

News (N)

4

WNBC News4 NY (N)

News (N) (HD)

Access (N) (HD) Access (N) (HD) Weakest Link "Premiere" (HD)

Vice Presidential Debate (L)

News4 NY (N)

5

WNYW FOX 5 News (N) 25 Words (HD)

Extra (N) (HD)

TMZ (N) (HD)

Vice Presidential Debate (L) (HD)

BigBang (HD)

BigBang (HD)

The Masked Singer (N) (HD)

News (N) (HD)

Fast Money

12 AM

(:35) The Late Show (L) (HD)
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12:30

1 AM

1:30

(:35) James Corden (HD)

(:35) Comics

(:35) The Late Show (L) (HD)

(:35) James Corden (HD)

(:35) Dr. Oz

(:35) The Tonight Show (N) (HD)

(:35) Seth Meyers (N) (HD)

(:35) A Little

Modern (HD)

Dish (N) (HD)

Extra (HD)

Modern (HD)

7

WABC

News (N) (HD)

Jeop. (N) (HD)

Wheel (N) (HD) TBA (HD)

TBA (HD)

Vice Presidential Debate (L) (HD)

News (N) (HD)

(:35) Jimmy Kimmel Live (HD)

(:35) Nightl.

(:05) Live (HD)

8

WTNH News 8 at 6 (N) News (N) (HD)

Jeop. (N) (HD)

Wheel (N) (HD) TBA (HD)

TBA (HD)

Vice Presidential Debate (L) (HD)

News 8 (N)

(:35) Jimmy Kimmel Live (HD)

(:35) Nightl.

(:05) Extra (HD) (:35) ET (HD)

9

WWOR Dish Nation

BigBang (HD)

Fam. Feud (HD) Fam. Feud (HD) Dateline (HD)

Dateline "Before the Storm" (HD) Fam. Feud (HD) Fam. Feud (HD) Fam. Feud (HD) Fam. Feud (HD) TMZ Live! (HD)

Goldberg (HD)

Black-ish (HD)

Devils (P) (N) (HD)

Coroner "Fire" (SP) (N) (HD)

News (N)

11

WPIX

News at 6 (N)

13

WNET

MetroFocus

News (HD)

PBS NewsHour (N) (HD)

Nature

PBS Debates "Vice Presidential Debate" (HD)

20

WTXX

Goldberg (HD)

Goldberg (HD)

Modern (HD)

Modern (HD)

Devils (P) (N) (HD)

Coroner "Fire" (SP) (N) (HD)

21

WLIW

PBS NewsHour (N) (HD)

MetroFocus

Antiques

The War "A Deadly Calling"

30

WVIT

CT News (N)

Access (N) (HD) Access (N) (HD) Weakest Link "Premiere" (HD)

News (N) (HD)

Black-ish (HD)

Mom (HD)

One-On (HD)

The Hispanic Heritage Awards

MikeMoll (HD)

2 Broke G. (HD) Creek (HD)

MetroFocus

World News (N) Amanpour/Company (N) (HD)

Vice Presidential Debate (L)

CT News (N)

(:35) The Tonight Show (N) (HD)

PBS Debates "Vice Presidential Debate" (N) (HD)

American Experience

Voces

Queens (HD)

Queens (HD)

Last Man (HD)

The Drew Barrymore Show (HD) WLNY News at 9:00 p.m. (N)

Judy (HD)

Fam. Feud (HD) Fam. Feud (HD) Judy (HD)

Judy (HD)

News 8 at 8:00 p.m. (N)

News 8 at 9:00 p.m. (N)

News 8 at 10:00 p.m. (N)

61

WTIC

2½ Men (HD)

BigBang (HD)

The Masked Singer (N) (HD)

Vice Presidential Debate (L) (HD)

A&E

The First 48 (HD)

The First 48 (HD)

The First 48 (HD)

The First 48 (HD)

The Real Housewives (HD)

Housewives "Femme Finale" (HD) The Real Housewives (N) (HD)

Judy (HD)

BobBrg (HD)

(:35) Dateline (HD)

(:35) Dateline

Mom (HD)

Queens (HD)

Pat. Court (HD)

(:05) The First 48 (HD)

Watch (N) (HD) Chrisley (HD)

Chrisley (HD)

Daily S. (HD)

(:45) SouthPk

DISC

Expedition Unknown (HD)

Expedition Unknown (HD)

Dodgeball Thunderdome (HD)

Freeform Simpsons (HD) Simpsons (HD) Simpsons (HD) Simpsons (HD) Simpsons (HD) Simpsons (HD) Simpsons (HD) Simpsons (HD) Simpsons (HD) Simpsons (HD) The 700 Club

(:05) The First 48 (HD)

Couples (HD)

(:05) The First 48 (HD)

Below Deck: Mediterranean (HD) Below "Docked and Loaded" (HD)
(:15) SouthPk

(:45) SouthPk

Expedition Unknown (HD)

(:15) The Daily Show (HD)

Dodgeball Thunderdome (HD)

+++ Jumanji (‘95) Bonnie Hunt, Robin Williams. (HD)

Guy's Grocery Games (HD)

Guy's Grocery Games (HD)

FX

(5:00) +++ The Hangover

++ Jurassic World: Fallen Kingdom (2018, Action) Bryce Dallas Howard, Jeff Goldblum, Chris Pratt. ++ Jurassic World: Fallen Kingdom (2018, Action) Bryce Dallas Howard, Jeff Goldblum, Chris Pratt. What We Do in the Shadows

HGTV

Property Brothers: F

HGTV Urban Oasis (N)

HIST

CountCars (HD) CountCars (HD) CountCars "Big Love Buick" (HD)

LIFE

Marrying (N) (HD)

MSNBC The Beat With Ari Melber (N)

Married (HD)

Married (HD)

The ReidOut

House (N)

Counting Cars (HD)

Game "Fast Food Face-Off" (HD)

Queens (HD)

FOOD

House (N)

Guy's Grocery Games (N) (HD)

Nova (HD)

(:35) Dateline (HD)

South Park (HD) South Park (HD) South Park (HD) South Park (HD) South Park (HD) South Park (HD) South Park (HD) South Park (HD) South Park (HD)
Dodgeball Thunderdome (HD)

H.Wives (HD)

(:35) A Little

Nature (HD)

2 Broke G. (HD) 2 Broke G. (HD) FamilyGuy (HD) FamilyGuy (HD) BobBrg (HD)

FOX 61 News at 10:00 p.m. (N)
First 48 "Shattered Glass" (HD)

NHK Newsline

American Experience (HD)

(:35) Seth Meyers (N) (HD)

News 8 (N)

COMC

Guy's Game "Bacon Masters"

2½ Men (HD)

MetroFocus

WCTX

Exp.Unk. "Japan's Atlantis" (HD)

Divorce (HD)

2½ Men (HD)

MikeMoll (HD)

WLNY

Expedition Unknown (HD)

The Simpsons

Friends

Seinfeld (HD)

59

BigBang (HD)

Seinfeld (HD)

Amanpour/Company (N) (HD)

Friends

55

2½ Men (HD)

Seinfeld (HD)
Seinfeld (HD)

Friends

Outside Source PBS NewsHour (N) (HD)
Last Man (HD)

Nature (HD)

PIX11 News at 10 (HD)

49 WEDW News (HD)

BRAVO Housewives "Twin Tweaks" (HD)

CABLE

5:30

Dr. Phil (HD)

Xavier

MSNBC (6:00) Morning Joe (N)

HouseHunt. (N) House (N)

Brother vs. Brother

Brother vs. "The Mystery Judge"

(:05) Counting Cars (HD)

(:05) Count. "All Charged Up" (HD) (:05) Counting Cars (HD)

(:05) Marrying Millions (N) (HD)

(:05) Married/First Sight (HD)

Married at First Sight "Home Alone" (HD)

Debate Analysis on MSNBC (N)

Debate Analysis on MSNBC (N)

Married at First Sight "Home Alone" (N) (HD)

SYFY

5: Wrong Turn 4: Bloody Begi...

+++ A Nightmare on Elm Street (‘84) Robert Englund. (HD)

TLC

Hoarding: Buried Alive (HD)

TNT

(5:30) ++ The Legend of Tarzan (‘16) Alexander Skarsgård. (HD)

A. Griffith

A. Griffith

A. Griffith

+++ Sinister (2012, Horror) Juliet Rylance, James Ransone, Ethan Hawke. (HD)
My Teen's Pregnant (HD)

All Elite Wrestling: Dynamite (N)
Loves Ray

Loves Ray

Loves Ray

NCIS "Dead Letter" (HD)

AMC

Trick'r Treat (‘08, Adult) Dylan Baker, Brian Cox, Anna Paquin. (HD) ++ Thirteen Ghosts (‘01) Matthew Lillard, Tony Shalhoub. (HD)

FLIX

+++ The Devil's Own (‘97) Harrison Ford, Brad Pitt.

HBO

Lovecraft C. "Jig-A-Bobo" (HD)

MAX

(:20) ++ My Super Ex-Girlfriend (‘06) Uma Thurman. (HD)

STZ ENC The Spanish Princess (HD)

WWE NXT (L) (HD)

++ Down a Dark Hall (‘18) Uma Thurman, AnnaSophia Robb. (HD) Movie
Inside MLB

My Teen's Pregnant (HD)

My Teen's Pregnant (HD)

Conan

Loves Ray

Loves Ray

Seinfeld

Seinfeld

Pregnant "The Facts of Life" (HD)

King of Queens King of Queens King of Queens King of Queens King of Queens King of Queens
Modern (HD)

+++ Evil Dead (‘13) Shiloh Fernandez, Jane Levy. (HD)

Dead World Beyond "Brave" (HD) (:20) Dead "A Certain Doom" (HD)

Wild Card (N) (HD)

++ The Return (‘06) Sarah Michelle Gellar. (HD)

(:25) ++ Abandon (‘02) Katie Holmes. (HD)

We Are (HD)

(:05) ++ Saw (‘04) Leigh Whannell. (HD)

++ Days of Thunder (‘90) Tom Cruise. (HD)

(:15) +++ A Face in the Crowd (‘57) Patricia Neal, Lee Remick, Andy Griffith. (HD)

Movie

One Heavenly Night (1930)

++++ No Time for Sergeants (‘56) Andy Griffith. (HD)

(:35) ++ Speed of Life (‘19) Ann Dowd.

Modern (HD)

Modern (HD)

(:15) ++ Double Impact

(:50) ++ It Chapter Two Jessica Chastain. (HD)
(:50) ++ Firestarter (‘84) David Keith. (HD)

Good Lord Bird "Meet the Lord"

(:50) ++ Total Recall (‘12) Bokeem Woodbine, Colin Farrell. (HD)

++ Meet the Fockers (‘04) Ben Stiller, Robert De Niro. (HD)

TCM

Modern (HD)

(:45) ++ Zombie Honeymoon Graham Sibley.

(:20) ++ Stuber (‘19) Kumail Nanjiani, Dave Bautista. (HD)

+++ Top Gun (‘86, Action) Kelly McGillis, Val Kilmer, Tom Cruise. Boxing Shobox: The New Generation Charles Conwell vs. Wendy Toussaint Site: Mohegan Sun Casino (L)
The Spanish Princess (HD)

Conan

Extraordinary People (HD)

++ G.I. Joe: Retaliation (‘13) Channing Tatum. (HD)

++ Julie and Julia (‘09) Amy Adams, Stanley Tucci, Meryl Streep. (:05) ++ The Stepford Wives Nicole Kidman.

(:10) +++ Jojo Rabbit (‘19) Roman Griffin Davis. (HD)

Debate Analysis on MSNBC (N)

+++ Mad Max: Fury Road (‘15, Act) Charlize Theron, Zoe Kravitz, Tom Hardy. (HD) +++ Mad Max 2: The Road Warrior Mel Gibson.
Loves Ray

USA

SHOW 4:45 An Officer & a Gentleman

NCIS "Family First" (HD)

Extraordinary People (HD)

House Hunters House Hunters

+++ Star Trek Beyond (2016, Action) Zachary Quinto, Zoe Saldana, Chris Pine. (HD)

MLB Baseball American League Division Series Game 3 Site: Dodger Stadium -- Los Angeles, Calif. (L)
My Teen's Pregnant (HD)

Game "Fast Food Face-Off" (HD)

(:05) Counting Cars (HD)

Two and a Half Two and a Half Two and a Half Two and a Half +++ Star Trek Beyond (2016, Action) Zachary Quinto, Zoe Saldana, Chris Pine. (HD)
(3:30) MLB Baseball

Guy's Grocery Games (HD)

Count. "All Charged Up" (N) (HD)

Debate Pre-show on MSNBC (N) Vice Presidential Debate on MSNBC (N)

TBS

Guy's Grocery Games (HD)

Brother "The Mystery Judge" (N)

PRMT

TVLAND A. Griffith

MOVIES

5 PM

Young & Restless (HD) B & B (HD) The Talk (N) (HD)

Jerry Springer (HD)

FX

KIDS

4:30

WLNY

FOOD

SPORTS
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4 PM

55

Freeform Melissa

NEWS

3:30

Let's Make a Deal (HD) The Price Is Right (HD) News (N)

Morning News (N) (HD) Morning News (N) (HD) Couples

Wild Kratts Hero Ele

BRAVO Real Housewives (HD)

BROADCAST

9 AM

McCarthy, Ken Jeong, Robin Thicke and
Nicole Scherzinger return to this
smash-hit competition series, judging
elaborately-costumed celebrities as
they perform and give clues about
their hidden identities.

Desus & Mero
Movie

+++ Hearts of the West (‘75) Jeff Bridges. (HD)

++++ Amy (2015, Documentary) Amy Winehouse.

(:10) +++ My Week With Marilyn (‘11) Michelle Williams.

++ On the Basis of Sex (‘18) Armie Hammer, Felicity Jones.

North Woods Law (HD)

North Woods Law "Rabbit on the Run" (N) (HD)

North Woods Law (HD)

North Woods Law: Uncuffed "Black Hawk Down" (HD)

Raven's Home

Jessie (HD)

Jessie (HD)

Big City Greens Big City Greens Big City Greens Big City Greens The Owl House Amphibia

Big City Greens Big City Greens Jessie (HD)

Jessie (HD)

Bunk'd

Raven's Home

Loud H. (HD)

Loud H. (HD)

Loud H. (HD)

SpongeBob

SpongeBob

Friends (HD)

Friends (HD)

Friends (HD)

Friends (HD)

Friends (HD)

Friends (HD)

Friends (HD)

Victor (N)

Gumball

Gumball

Bob's Burgers

Bob's Burgers

American Dad! American Dad! Family Guy

Family Guy

TMC

Movie

ANPL

North Woods Law (HD)

DISN

Raven's Home

NICK

Loud H. (HD)

TOON

Titans!/ Titans! TeenTitansGo! Titans! (N)

ESPN

SportsCenter (N)

SportsCent. (N) NCAA Football Louisiana-Lafayette at Appalachian State Site: Kidd Brewer Stadium -- Boone, N.C. (L)

ESPN2 Daily Wager (L)

Preview (HD)

MSG

Joe Judge (N)

Pre-game

YES

(3:00) Michael Kay Show (L) (HD) Yankees (HD)

TBA

Boxing Classics (HD)

MLS Soccer Inter Miami CF at New York Red Bulls (L)
S.Money (HD)

CNBC

Mad Money (N) (HD)

The News (N)

CNN

The Situation Room

Debate Night in America (L)

FNC

Special Report With Bret Baier

The Story

Friends (HD)

North Woods Law (HD)
Friends (HD)
Family Guy

Friends (HD)

Rick and Morty EricAn/ EricAn

AquaUnit

SportsCenter With Scott Van Pelt (N)

SportsCenter (N)

SportsCenter (N)

Baseball Tonight (L)

NowNever (N)

Interrupt (HD)

Joe Judge

GiantsChron.

Boxing Classics (HD)

Boxing (HD)

TopRank (HD)

NFL Live (HD)

Post-game

GiantsChron.

Giants Access

MLS Soccer Inter Miami CF at New York Red Bulls

Joe Judge

CenterStage "Bill Parcells" (HD)

CenterStage "Curtis Martin" (HD) CenterStage "Kurt Warner" (HD)

Center "Donovan McNabb" (HD)

Swing (HD)

Shark Tank (HD)

Shark Tank (HD)

Jay Leno's Garage (HD)

The News (HD)

Vice Presidential Debate (L)
Tucker Carlson Tonight

Hannity

Jay Leno's Garage (N) (HD)

Yankees (HD)

(:45) Debate Night in America (L)

The Ingraham Angle

Fox News @ Night

Yankees "1980-2003" (HD)
Jay Leno's Garage (HD)
Debate Night in America (L)

Tucker Carlson Tonight

Hannity
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Dear annie Annie Lane

Wife makes excuses to avoid intimacy

Dear Annie: I have been
married for 34 years. Like
all couples, there have been
ups and downs. We have
seen several counselors over
the years to work with us in
tough times. During those
times, we still had intimacy
in our marriage. We are now
going on 15 months with no
intimacy at all. She just says
she can’t because she does not
feel connected to me.
We are going to counseling, and she said she was too
overwhelmed with doing
our ﬁnances alone. So, I got
involved in that. Then she
said that I could not make
any sexual advances; it had to
come from her. I have tried to
make none, but I have slipped
a few times.
Now, she says that my
drinking every day is our
problem. So, I have cut back
to a few cocktails on my off
days. Still, I see no changing
on her part.
I hate to think of starting
my life over again without

her, but I want a partner who
wants me. I’m a good person
and husband. I’ve been loyal,
do my own laundry, most of
the house cleaning and, until
this year, all the yard maintenance and house maintenance, all while working 50
hours a week and advancing
at work. I’m at a loss of what
else to do.

No Matter What I Do

Dear No Matter: Clearly,
your wife is making excuses
and being passive-aggressive
instead of just telling you why
she doesn’t feel connected to
you. Marriage takes work and
tough conversations. Next
time you are in counseling,
express all of your concerns
to her and make sure you tell
her how she makes you feel
when she puts you off. You
both deserve to have a loving
and connected marriage.
After 34 years of marriage,
it is worth ﬁguring out how to
reconnect and add that spark
back into your lives. Some

ideas for reigniting intimacy
in your relationship could be
creating a date night, being
spontaneous or adventurous,
sharing the things that you
love about each other rather
than blanket “I love yous”
or even taking a road trip
together. The real work is going to come through going to
therapy, talking through your
feelings and gaining a better
understanding of each other’s
needs.

Dear Annie: In today’s
column you noted Autism
Speaks as a good resource for
learning about autism, and I
wanted to respond. The autistic community (of which I am
a part) regards the organization as quite misleading and
damaging due to their not-sosubtle implications that autistic people are worth less than
neurotypicals. One of their
main goals is ﬁnding a “cure,”
which implies that autism
is all bad. Autism Speaks is
partially responsible for the

Make every row, column and 3x3 box contain every digit
from 1 to 9. (The answer is at the bottom of the page.)

widespread prejudice against
autistic people.
The following are some
resources that contain good
information about autism
Spectrum disorder: Autism
Society (www.autism-society
.org), the WHO fact sheet on
autism (www.who.int/news
-room/fact-sheets/detail
/autism-spectrum-disorders)
and the CDC page about autism (www.cdc.gov/ncbddd
/autism/index.html).

Anya M.

Dear Anya: Thank you for
your letter. I will recommend
these resources in the future.
Send your questions for Annie
Lane to dearannie@creators
.com. To find out more about
Annie Lane and read features
by other Creators Syndicate
columnists and cartoonists,
visit the Creators Syndicate
website at www.creators.com.

aSK THe DOCTOr Keith Roach, M.D.

Father should consider mastectomy
Dear Dr. Roach: My
90-year-old father has
been diagnosed with breast
cancer. His doctor is recommending mastectomy, after
which time they will determine a course of treatment.
My father is fairly healthy
for his age, although he
does have high blood pressure, diabetes and spinal
stenosis, for which he takes
oral medications. He has a
history of transient ischemic attack at age 75. I am
concerned that the risks of
surgery at this age may be
greater than that posed by
the cancer. Any information
you could provide would be
appreciated.

G.S.

Answer: Yours is a question I have seen frequently
in medical practice. The risk
of cancer increases with age,
and it is not uncommon to
see a person who, like your
dad, has been doing pretty
well until a cancer is diagnosed at a late age. Some

people choose to ignore it,
but in your father’s case I
would still be likely to agree
with his doctor’s recommendation of surgery.
Although any surgery
at age 90 should be taken
seriously, mastectomy is
not particularly dangerous.
The surgery not only will
provide critical information
about your father’s diagnostic options, it will also tell a
lot about his prognosis. Perhaps most importantly of
all, the surgery can reduce
potential pain and suffering
in many cases. Untreated
breast cancer, in both men
and women, can have terrible physical effects. These
are much better prevented
than treated.
Even with his medical
issues, surgery is relatively
low risk. Of course, it’s your
father’s decision, but I agree
with his doctor’s recommendation.
Dear Dr. Roach: I have
diabetes, and I was look-

ing at different types of
traditional herbal teas to
cut down on caffeine and
to try to help my diabetes.
I always double-check to
make sure none of the ingredients interacts with my
medications. I read the tea
that I am considering is an
inactivator of cytochrome
P450 3A4. I am taking metformin, Arthrotec, Paxil,
Eltroxin and Ventolin. Must
I worry?

N.E.

Answer: The cytochrome
P450 system is a major way
the body has of detoxifying medications. Some
medicines and a few foods
can affect the P450 system,
especially the important enzyme CYP3A4. Depending
on the medicine, increasing
the activity of 3A4 can make
a medication more toxic
or less effective. However,
the effect on the enzyme
by foods is relatively small,
and signiﬁcant drug-food
interactions are uncommon.

HOrOSCOpe Holiday Mathis
TODAY’S BIRTHDAY (Oct.
7): First epic fun and lucrative work, and then it flips the
other way around. What luck!
It’s due in part to your tendency to gravitate toward projects
that engage you on many levels. You’ll explore relationships
with your eyes wide open.
The more you know about
attachment style and love
languages, the smoother it will
go. Sagittarius and Aquarius
adore you. Your lucky numbers
are: 5, 23, 30, 1 and 28.
ARIES (March 21-April 19): No
matter how large or small a
threat may be, the same move
is called for — turn and face it.
Your psyche memorizes the
“move” the more times you do
it. Facing small stuff makes it
easier to face big stuff.

have to be the point person
every time. Let others step in.
It’s good for the bond when
everyone takes some of the
responsibility.
CANCER (June 22-July 22):
One benefit to getting really good at something is that
you don’t have to start from
scratch every time. It won’t
even feel like work until you’re
in the middle part. Keep at
this. You’re headed toward
mastery.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): Your gut
tells you about more than one
kind of hunger. Today, it’s in
tune to emotional needs and
the craving for comforts that
cannot be satisfied with food.
Who are your go-to sources for
emotional warmth?

TAURUS (April 20-May 20):
There’s much that will go right
as you mind your own business . The trick is in planning
ahead — knowing what you’re
going to focus on and erecting
barriers to distraction.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22):
There is no happiness guarantee for helping others, not for
the helper, nor for the helped.
However, to give in this way
certainly raises the odds that
somewhere along the line,
someone will be satisfied.

GEMINI (May 21-June 21): You
often step up to take care of
the situation, but you don’t

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 23): The
number of useful actions you

TODaY’S
SUDOKU

YeSTerDaY’S
CrOSSWOrD

complete in a day would be
mindboggling to a younger
version of you. Don’t forget
that you’ve worked up to this
and deserve every reward
coming to you.
SCORPIO (Oct. 24-Nov. 21):
Bright notions will light up
your mind in a nonstop flow.
They’re more than you can act
on now, but stockpile them
for the future. And remember,
money can’t buy ideas. Ideas
come first and the money follows.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21): Beware the optical illusions of progress. Forward
movement doesn’t always
look the same and the backward slide can be just as tricky
to detect. This is why you need
witnesses in various positions.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.
19): Accept all the care people
want to give you today, and
they will give more than you’re
comfortable with. It might
even annoy you. Still, it’s important to understand what
it’s like to be on all sides of a
relationship.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
While some worry their lives
are too ordinary to be interesting conversation, you’ll have
the opposite concern. You’ll
hold back wild stories aplenty
as you’re careful to share the
information most likely to help
you fit in.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20):
You’ll be appointed to clear up
a messy situation. Approach it
like you’re cleaning out a junk
drawer. Things that land in a
junk drawer are usually junk.
Be merciless.

Your tea, like grapefruit
juice, inhibits the activity of
3A4. I have access to a program that can look up drugdrug and drug-food interactions, and I found that one
of the teas (Abies balsamea,
also called balsam ﬁr) will
increase the effective dose of
Paxil by about 40%. That is
a large-enough effect that I
recommend you talk to your
doctor about it.
Your pharmacist likely
has access to the same or
similar program that I have,
and checking for interactions is a very good idea.
This is particularly true
for medications with large
numbers of interactions
(like warfarin and some
HIV medications) or those
where a small change in
dose could lead to problems
(like seizure medicines).

CeLeBriTY CipHer Louis Campos
These cryptograms are created from quotations by famous
people, past and present. Each letter in the cipher stands for
another.

Readers may email questions
to: ToYourGoodHealth@med
.cornell.edu or mail questions
to 628 Virginia Dr., Orlando,
FL 32803.

neWSDaY CrOSSWOrD Stanley Newman
LONG WEEKEND
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COMICS
GET FuZZY Darby Conley

BALDO Hector D. Cantu & Carlos Castellanos

GARFIELD Jim Davis
FRAZZ Jef mallett

WumO by Wulff & morgenthaler
ZITS Jerry Scott & Jim Borgman

BABY BLuES Rick Kirkman & Jerry Scott
BEETLE BAILEY mort Walker

FOR BETTER OR FOR WORSE Lynn Johnston
GIL THORP Neal Rubin & Rod Whigham

HÄGAR THE HORRIBLE Chris Browne
THE WIZARD OF ID Parker & Hart

BLONDIE Dean Young & John marshall
RHYmES WITH ORANGE Hilary Price

PARDON mY PLANET Vic Lee

PEANuTS Charles m. Schulz

SHOE Gary Brookins & Susie macNelly

NON SEquITuR Wiley

HI & LOIS Brian Walker, Greg Walker and Chance Browne

DILBERT Scott Adams
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